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Preface
On the 19th of February 2010, the Norwegian Ministry of Transport (Samferdseldepartementet) issued a Mandate to
the Norwegian National Rail Administration (Jernbaneverket, JBV), where JBV was given the task of assessing the
issue of high-speed railway lines in Norway.
The assessment shall include recommendations about which long-term strategies shall form the basis of the
development of long distance passenger train transport in the southern part of Norway. The assessment shall also
include an analysis of whether developing high-speed railway lines could contribute to obtaining socioeconomically efficient and sustainable solutions for a future transport system with increased transport capacity,
improved passability and accessibility.
The task includes, among other themes, the elucidation of positive and negative consequences and costs following
potential railway construction, as well as order of and division of the distances in stages. Advantages and
disadvantages following construction of the high-speed railway and consequences for the transport system as a
whole shall also be elucidated. Different high-speed concepts shall be compared to a reference alternative,
continuing the current railway politics in the different corridors as described in the National Transport Plan 20102019. Based on the analysis and the superior goals for the transport politics, different action alternatives with
recommendations (i.e. concept/construction strategy) for each corridor shall be developed. Among others, the
following corridors are to be assessed:
• Oslo – Kristiansand – Stavanger
• Oslo – Bergen
• Oslo – Trondheim
• Oslo – Gothenburg
• Oslo – Stockholm
In addition, Bergen – Haugesund/Stavanger is to be assessed in combination with Oslo – Bergen and Oslo –
Kristiansand – Stavanger.
The consequences for the rest of society are to be elucidated as thoroughly as possible.
The high speed rail assessment (HSR) is organised as a project organisation within JBV, with Tom Stillesby as the
project manager.
For each corridor, different consultant groups have been engaged to analyse possible alignments and evaluate the
consequences of different alternatives.
This report describes the assessment for Corridor South, which has been carried out by Multiconsult and WSP
Sweden. Multiconsult’s Project manager has been Gunnar Bratheim, with Katharina Nyberg from WSP as assistant
Project manager, responsible for WSP’s deliveries in the project. Evaluations and assessments in this report are
based on Multiconsult and WSPs points of view, and do not necessarily represent the opinion of Jernbaneverket.
The report is divided into two parts: Technical basis and alignments are covered in part 1, while environmental
analyses are covered in part 2.
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Summary

0 Summary
0.1 Introduction
The High Speed Rail Assessment in Norway was started by the Jernbaneverket (JBV, Norwegian National Rail
Administration) in February 2010, on the basis of a mandate from the Ministry of Transport. The assessment shall
include recommendations about which long-term strategies shall form the basis of the development of long distance
passenger train transport in the southern part of Norway.
The assessment consists of three different phases:
•
•
•

Phase 1, summarizing former studies and existing knowledge about High speed rail in Norway
Phase 2, developing a common technical basis and methodology for assessment
Phase 3, studies of different corridors

This report is a part of the phase 3 studies, and the aim of the report is to investigate possible high speed rail
alignments in the South corridor, from Drammen to Stavanger.

0.2 Methods
0.2.1

Work groups

The corridor assessments in the High speed rail assessment phase 3 are conducted by four different consultant
groups, in addition to other consultants responsible for cost-modelling, cost-benefit analyses and environmental
analyses.
To coordinate important premises and methods, seven different work groups were established, where the
consultants evaluated methods and parameters, and agreed upon common assumptions, based on the conclusions
from the phase 2 reports.

0.2.2

The alignment investigation process constitutes of several different steps:

•

•

•

0.3 Design basis and premises
0.3.1

Stations

Jernbaneverket has given some guidelines with respect to possible stations in each of the corridors assessed in phase
3 of the HSR study. These stations are urban settlements, agglomerations or important traffic junctions that are
preferable to reach from a market point of view. In the alignment work, we have tried to place stations near these
places when it has been possible.
In the South corridor, the prioritised stations are Drammen, Porsgrunn, Tangen, (Kragerø), Brokelandsheia (Risør),
Arendal, Grimstad, Lillesand, Kristiansand, Mandal, Egersund, Sandnes and Stavanger. In addition, Torp and
Tønsberg are given priority in the alternatives that follows the intercity line through Vestfold.

0.3.2

Alignment parameters

The Alignment design criteria for conventional non-tilting trains have been defined by the Work Group (WG) of
Alignment design:
Speed

Design Parametres

Up to 250 km/h

Design according to Jernbaneverkets technical Regulations JD530

Above 250 km/h

Design according to Pöyry´s recommendation for Pure High SpeedTraffic (conventional trains)
in Technical and Safety Analysis page 136.

Alignment investigation process

The proposed alignments are initially constructed on the basis of N50 maps with scale 1:50 000 and an equidistance
of 20 meters. In the construction process, the corridor has been divided into four sections,
• Stavanger – Egersund
• Egersund – Kristiansand
• Kristiansand – Brokelandsheia
• Brokelandsheia - Drammen
•
•

resolution of the terrain model was used to adjust the vertical profile in critical areas, and to divide the
alignments into sections of bridges, tunnels and open sections. The resulting final alignments are the ones that
are assessed with respect to cost modelling and environmental impact assessment.

Constructing preliminary alignments in each section
Based on technical parameters as curvature, length, amount of tunnels etc the most preferable alignments were
chosen for further analysis.
Multidisciplinary review of the alignments to exclude alternatives with unacceptable consequences within one
or more environmental themes, and to reveal necessary adjustments for the remaining alternatives. The review
was conducted on the basis of preliminary thematic maps and data available on the project’s web map service,
Avinet. Also the alignments were loaded up to Avinet, to be able to study the effects on different environmental
values.
After the multidisciplinary review, the alignments were optimised with respect to horizontal and vertical
alignment, on the basis of the findings from the review and from a technical point of view. The aim was to
avoid conflicts, reduce the proportions of tunnels, avoid areas with difficult ground conditions and reduce
construction costs.
In the last step, the selected alignmentsw ere analyzed with respect to geotechnical issues, bed-rock conditions,
conflicts with roads, waterways, infrastructure and so on. More detailed map data, with contour lines of 5 m
equidistance were loaded into the terrain model, in a 100 m wide corridor along the alignments. The higher

The design speed is 10% higher than the operational speed. For alternative B and alternative 250 km/h the
maximum design speed is 275 km/h and the operational speed is 250 km/h. For alternative D1 and D2 the design
speed 330 km/h and the operational speed is 300 km/h.
All alternatives except alternative D2 assumes freight trains with a maximal gradient of G = 1.25 %. The minimum
vertical curve is calculated by the formula Rv = 0.4*V2 for all alternatives.
In alternative D2 the gradient should not exceed G = 2.5 %. The absolute maximum gradient is G = 3.5 % up to 6
km long, however the average gradient over 10 km length cannot exceed G = 2.5 %.
Table 0-1: Alignment design parameters used for each alternative:

V=Speed, Fr=Freight, R=Horizontal Radius, I=Cant Deficiency, D=Cant, E=Cant Excess, R VR=Radius vertical, R VR Min= Radius
Vertical Minimum, Cloth N=Clothoid Length, Cloth Min=Minimum Clothoid Length, B2C=Required straight line between two curves, B2C
Min=Minimum straight line between two curves
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0.3.3

Tunnels

The following principles are decided as a basis for tunnel design in the HSR project phase III:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Twin tube tunnels will be used in alternatives with operating speed from 250 km/h and upwards.
It is considered that 100 year life time is the basis for tunnel design.
Tunnels will be equipped with safety installations as described in JBV Technical Standard and relevant TSIs.
The sealing in drill and blast tunnels will be a membrane protected by sprayed concrete.
Tunnels for operating speed up to 250 km/h will be designed according to JBV Technical Standard
For alternatives with operating speed 250 km/h and more, slab track should be used in tunnels An exception is
short tunnels adjacent to continuous sections with open track.

0.4 Alternative alignments
0.4.1

Scenarios, action alternatives

According to the mandate there are four different alternatives, or scenarios, that should be studied in the High speed
rail assessment phase 3:
• Alternative A: the reference alternative: continuing the current railway politics
• Alternative B: a more offensive further development of the current railway infrastructure, also outside the IC
area
• Alternative C: high-speed concepts, which in part are based on the existing network and IC-strategy
• Alternative D: mainly separate high-speed lines
These four alternatives will all be treated in the summary report and the recommendations that Jernbaneverket will
present within the timeframe of February 1st 2012.

0.4.2

Alternative alignments

The consultant groups working with the phase 3 studies are asked by Jernbaneverket to work out different
alignment alternatives that fully or partially can be a part of the scenarios that Jernbaneverket will define in their
final report and recommendations. The exact alignments that finally should be chosen are therefore not the scope of
the analyses that the different consultants conduct in the phase 3 studies.
The alignment that is a part of our study is the following:
• Alternative B alignments: Upgrading of the existing railway line, with the aim to reduce running time with at
least 20%.
• Alternative 250: New high speed line designed for operating speed 250 km/h, which in fact means a design
speed of 275 km/h. This is the same ambition level that is used for planning of most new Intercity-lines. The
alignment parameters shall be suitable also for freight traffic.
• Alternative D1: New high speed line designed for operating speed 300 km/h, which means a design speed of
330 km/h. The alignment parameters shall be suitable also for freight traffic.
• Alternative D2: New high speed line designed for passenger traffic with operating speed 300 km/h, which
means a design speed of 330 km/h. This allows steeper gradients than lines with freight traffic.
The analyses in this report deals solely with these four alignment alternatives, not the final choice of scenarios B, C
and D. The final recommendations will be dealt with by Jernbaneverket.

Figure 0-1: Overview of the alignment alternatives
Scenarios D1, D2 and 2* are designed as a double track railway, due to capacity considerations.
The idea of scenario B is to investigate how one can attain a substantially reduced travel time, at a lower cost.
Consequently, most of this alternative is designed as a single track railway, if it already is a passing loop in a
neighbouring section.
There is a limited number of stations that are singled out for the D1-, D2- and 2*-alternatives, while the Balternative may serve more of the existing stations. However, it is possible to establish additional stations in the
high-speed alternatives, where local trains may stop.

0.4.3

Alternative D1

The D1-alternative shows how a fast railway may be designed, allowing an operating speed of 300 km/h for
passenger trains (design speed 330 km/h), and simultaneously being advantageous for freight trains.
The main goal is to construct a fast railway between Oslo/Drammen and Stavanger, with a travel time that may
compete with air traffic.

The alternatives explore different solutions to reach the goal of substantially reduced travel time from
Oslo/Drammen to Kristiansand and Stavanger.

This alternative incorporates these sections:

At the current stage these alternatives must be regarded as representative alignments that show how the different
scenarios may be designed. They must not be understood as proposals or recommendations of how a new railway
should be built. A detailed plan might show other solutions to obtain a similar quality, regarding travel time and
performance.

•
•
•
•
•

The alternatives illustrate how the varying targets could be reached, showing characteristic alignments that suits the
different scenarios.
The alignments have been scrutinized and adjusted to make sure that they are feasible – that it is possible to build
the different lines as they are sketched in this document.
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Stavanger – Sandnes – Egersund 65 km,
Egersund – Kristiansand 138 km,
Kristiansand – Brokelandsheia/Skorstøl 104 km,
Brokelandsheia – Porsgrunn 63 km
Porsgrunn – Drammen 82 km.

The total length from Stavanger to Drammen is 453 km.

Summary

Alignment
Stavanger - Egersund
Alternative D1 follows the existing double track from Stavanger through Sandnes to Ganddal. The stations at
Stavanger and Sandnes may have to be expanded. From Ganddal the new line heads inland through Høg-Jæren,
mostly in tunnels. A new fjord bridge steers the line to the existing station at Egersund.
Egersund - Kristansand
Alternative D1 leaves the existing railway east of Egersund and follows the coast towards Flekkefjord. The railway
will consist mostly of tunnels, divided by short open sections when the line crosses valleys. The fjord crossings of
Lafjord and Fedafjorden requires long bridges. Alternative D1 continues from Flekkefjord, largely in tunnels in the
inland, through Lyngdal to Mandal station.
There will be a higher proportion of open sections from Mandal to Søgne, but the stretch further to Kristiansand
consists mainly of tunnels. The line surfaces at Hellemyr and crosses over the existing branches of Sørlandsbanen at
Krossen. A tunnel under Baneheia leads to a new station at Eg, close to the regional hospital. This is located 2 km
west of the existing station and the city centre.
Kristiansand - Brokelandsheia
A bridge over the river Otra leads to a tunnel, followed by an open section along Gillsvannet and a bridge over
Topdalsfjorden. The line runs north of Kjevik (Kristiansand airport), heading for Lillesand. The longest tunnel will
be 10 km. Lillesand station will be placed 2 km west of the town centre. The passage to Grimstad traverses a
peninsula, shifting from tunnels to open sections and bridges. Grimstad station will also be located west of the town
centre. The line continues northwards in open sections and tunnels, and on a long brigde over the valley along the
river Nidelva.
The proposed Arendal station is located near Stoa, west of highway E18, 4 km from the town centre. The railway
towards Tvedestrand is led to the inland, chiefly with open stretches. The line runs to the west of Tvedestrand and
highway E18, shifting between open sections and tunnels.
Alternative D1 passes under Sørlandsbanen at Skorstøl, and the new station at Brokelandsheia will be situated not
far from the existing railway.
Brokelandsheia-Drammen
The line from Brokelandsheia to Porsgrunn is named Grenlandsbanen, and will be a link between Sørlandsbanen
and Vestfoldbanen.

The line from Kristiansand through Lillesand and Grimstad to Arendal will be located close to the coast and
populated areas. Location and number of stations, conflicts with residential areas, recreational areas and other
values, and adjustments of the line should be considered. This could lead to local alterations of the speed profile and
design parametres.
The alternative obtains shorter travel times with a new station at Eg instead of the existing Kristiansand station. Eg
station will need improved roads. Parking, infrastructure, and eventual connections to the existing railway may be
challenging. Alternative locations of a high-speed station might be Krossen or the existing station. A study of
alternative concepts regarding stations, connections, local and regional traffic, infrastructure, conflicts and possible
adjustments would be helpful before a conclusion is drawn.
The alignment follows the coast between Egersund and Kristiansand, as a more direct line than the existing railway.
However, the sketches show only one station in this section, at Mandal. It is possible to add stations at Flekkefjord,
Lyngdal and Søgne, to establish a service with local and regional trains.
A major investment in a new line also rises the question of the future for the existing railway. Is it adequate and
necessary to keep the existing Sørlandsbanen between Egersund and Kristiansand, and between Kristiansand and
Brokelandsheia? Alternative services and costs should be assessed.
Speed
A design speed of 330 km/h has been a guideline for the alternative. There are some sections with a lower speed. In
general, an alignment with reduced speed has been chosen to avoid strong conflicts with existing settlements or
extreme costs, like long fjord crossings. This is the case in some sections from Stavanger to Sandnes, in Egersund,
Kristiansand, Lillesand, Porsgrunn and Drammen. In Porsgrunn, there has also been a consideration of construction
phases. Most high-speed trains are assumed to stop at all the aforementioned places.
There is also a slightly reduced speed south of Ganddal, at Høg-Jæren. Concerns regarding landscape and nature
values are the underlying grounds for this.

0.4.4

Alternative D2

The D2-alternative shows a high speed railway, allowing an operating speed of 300 km/h for passenger trains. The
main goal is to construct a fast railway between Oslo/Drammen and Stavanger, with a travel time that may compete
with air traffic. This alternative has steeper gradients, and is not designed for freight trains.
Alternative D2 incorporates these sections:

The railway curves to the south, in a tunnel through Borgeåsen. An open section section parallell to the existing
railway to Skien ends at Porsgrunn station.

•
•
•
•
•

Towards Drammen, this alternative takes the fastest route from Porsgrunn, without stations in Vestfold county.

The total length from Stavanger to Drammen is 456 km.

From Porsgrunn the railway turns northwards again, and exits a long tunnel at the river valley Lågendalen. The
open section through Lågendalen continues in a tunnel to Hof. An open section advances to Hvittingfoss and the
lake Eikeren, where a long tunnel ends at Drammen. The line will be connected to the existing railway at
Gulskogen, which runs to Drammen station.

Alignment
Alternative D2 from Stavanger through Kristiansand to Drammen largely follows the same line as alternative D1. A
steeper gradient allows shorter tunnels and longer open sections. The maximum gradient is 1.25 % in D1, while D2
allows a gradient of 2.5 %, with short stretches up to 3.5 %.

Challenges
Grenlandsbanen from Porsgrunn to Brokelandsheia is an important link, and steps to carry through plans for this
section are essential. This section shortens the distance from Drammen to Kristiansand considerably. The suggested
line is a little altered, compared to the alignment that formerly was approved through an EIA (KU) – process.

The main deviation from alternative D1 is in Rogaland county, between Sandnes and Egersund. Alternative D2 lies
west of D1 and closer to the coast, near the border of Høg-Jæren. The horizontal distance between the alternatives is
greatest between Bryne and Ogna.

The corridor through Porsgrunn needs to be decided upon. There is limited space, competing interests and possible
conflicts. Future land development and transport infrastructure ought to be studied, to find desirable locations of
stations and roads. Would a station at Menstad be an alternative, or must the line be based on the Porsgrunn station?

Alternative D2 is led west of alternative D1 through Bamble, with longer open sections and shorter tunnels.

Another station is suggested at Sannidal, not far from highway E18 and Kragerø town. Alternative D1 continues
through forests in Bamble to Vollsfjorden, where a bridge leads to a tunnel ending near the river Skienselva. The
line gains height and crosses the river on a long bridge, landing at Menstad.

The shown alignment with curves through Porsgrunn assumes that there will be several construction phases, and
that the direct line Porsgrunn – Drammen will be one of the last to be completed.

Stavanger – Sandnes – Egersund 68 km
Egersund – Kristiansand 139 km
Kristiansand – Brokelandsheia/Skorstøl 106 km
Brokelandsheia – Porsgrunn 61 km
Porsgrunn – Drammen 82 km

There are small differences most of the way, e.g. west of Mandal and both north and south of Grimstad.
Challenges
Alternative D2 has mostly the same challenges as alternative D1. A greater gradient range facilitates adjustments to
landscape and infrastructure.
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A major difference relates to the freight traffic. Freight trains between Oslo/Drammen and Stavanger have to use
the existing railway. The discussion whether to keep or shut down parts of today’s Sørlandsbanen is therefore not
relevant for this alternative.
Speed
Alternative D2 has the same variations in speed as alternative D1.

0.4.5

Alternative 2*

The 2*-alternative is a solution with a speed comparative to most of European high speed railways, allowing an
operating speed of 250 km/h for passenger trains. It also serves freight trains, as the maximum gradient is 1.25 %. It
is assumed a double track railway, with high capacity.
The main goal is to construct a fast railway, serving both long-distance traffic and regional traffic, and competitive
compared to air traffic.
This alternative incorporates these sections:
•
•
•
•
•

Stavanger – Sandnes – Egersund 72 km,
Egersund – Kristiansand 136 km,
Kristiansand – Brokelandsheia/Skorstøl 106 km,
Brokelandsheia – Porsgrunn 56 km
Porsgrunn – Drammen 119 km.

The total length from Stavanger to Drammen is 496 km, 40 - 43 km longer than the D1/D2- alternatives.
The railway will be situated close to the most populated areas. Alternative 2* includes new lines following the
coast, from Egersund to Flekkefjord and from Mandal to Skorstøl. Instead of a direct line Porsgrunn - Drammen,
this alternative passes through Vestfold, serving some cities and the airport at Torp.
Alignment
Stavanger – Egersund
Alternative 2* follows the existing double track from Stavanger to Sandnes. The stations at Stavanger and Sandnes
may have to be expanded. Between Sandnes and Egersund the proposed line follows the existing railway corridor.
This will be a new double –track railway with smoother curves, mostly with new sections replacing older ones, and
upgrading some of the old sections. Some of the stations at the existing Jærbanen (Stavanger – Egersund) will not
be served by this line, and relocating of local stations will be necessary.
The line between Ogna and Egersund passes from the inland to a new fjord crossing which connects the line to the
existing railway.
Egersund - Kristansand
Alternative 2* leaves the existing railway east of Egersund and passes in the inland, a few km from the coast,
towards Flekkefjord. The railway passes chiefly in tunnels, divided by short open sections when the line crosses
valleys and waterways. The fjord crossings of Lafjord and Fedafjorden requires long bridges. A possible
Flekkefjord station is shown south of the town.

The railway does not follow the coast between Flekkefjord and Mandal. This gives a shorter distance and
one avoids some challenging terrain and fjord crossings. Alternative 2* will run through the inland, via
Lyngdal to Mandal station, mostly in tunnels.
There will be a higher proportion of open sections from Mandal to Søgne, but the stretch further to Kristiansand
consists mainly of tunnels. An open section starts at Hellemyr, and crosses the two branches of Sørlandsbanen at
Krossen on bridges. The line passes under Baneheia to a new station at Eg, close to the regional hospital. The
station will be placed 2 km west of today’s station and the centre of Kristiansand.
Kristiansand – Brokelandsheia
A bridge over the river Otra heads into a tunnel, followed by an open section along Gillsvannet and a bridge over
Topdalsfjorden. The line runs north of Kjevik (Kristiansand airport), heading for Lillesand, through tunnels and
open sections. Lillesand station will be placed 2 km west of the town centre. The passage to Grimstad runs through
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a peninsula, shifting from tunnels to open sections and bridges. Grimstad station will also be located west of the
town centre. The line continues northwards in open sections and tunnels, with a long brigde over the river Nidelva.
The proposed Arendal station is located near Stoa, west of highway E18, 4 km from the town centre. The railway
towards Tvedestrand is led to the inland, chiefly with open stretches. The line runs to the west of Tvedestrand and
highway E18, shifting between open sections and tunnels.
Alternative 2* passes in a tunnel under Sørlandsbanen at Skorstøl, and the new station at Brokelandsheia will be
situated not far from the existing railway.
Brokelandsheia-Drammen
Grenlandsbanen, from Brokelandsheia to Porsgrunn, will connect Sørlandsbanen and Vestfoldbanen. The line
follows the corridor from the previous plan for Grenlandsbanen, made in the years 1991 – 1999, which was
planned as a single-track railway. The new alignment is adjusted owing to a higher design speed and to achieve
a more suitable bridge design, crossing the river Skienselva. A station is suggested at Sannidal, not far from
highway E18 and Kragerø town.
The line continues from Sannidal through forests in Bamble to Vollsfjorden, crosses on a bridge and continues into
a tunnel that surfaces near the river Skienselva. The line crosses the river on a long bridge, landing at Menstad. The
railway changes direction and passes southwards in a tunnel through Borgeåsen. Alternative 2* follows the existing
railway from Borgeåsen/Hovenga to Porsgrunn station.
Various designs from Skien/Porsgrunn to Drammen are examined in the ongoing Inter- City -study regarding
Vestfoldbanen. One of these design has been chosen for the 2*-alternative, with a general design speed of 275
km/h. Lower speeds may occur when special reasons makes that beneficial. Typical causes are adjustments close to
cities, and newly built sections with lower design speed.
The new railway passes in a tunnel from Porsgrunn to Larvik, and in another tunnel under Larvik. The line crosses
the river Lågen, followed by tunnels and open sections to Sandefjord. A tunnel passes under Sandefjord town,
followed by open stretches. The new station at Torp airport will most probably be an underground construction, and
will not influence the airport operations.
The stopping pattern of the 2*-alternative includes only Torp and Tønsberg between Porsgrunn and Drammen.
Stations in Larvik and Sandefjord are not shown on the drawings. It is probable, however, that new stations will be
constructed there, most likely underground. Stops will give increased travel time.
Torp station is followed by an open section through Stokke, towards a fjord crossing under Vestfjorden. A rock
tunnel under Nøtterøy leads to another submerged crossing under Kanalen, a channel between Nøtterøy and
Tønsberg town. An underground construction advances to Tønsberg station. The open section will have deep
cuttings before entering complex concrete constructions. Soft underground will require extensive piling and
stability measures.
From Tønsberg to Drammen the 2*-alternative will consist of proposed new sections, sections under construction,
and recently built double track railway (1995, 2001, 2011). Plans for the sections Barkåker – Nykirke (north of
Tønsberg) and Skoger – Drammen are not finalized. The first section will chiefly be an open section, while the
latter will have a long tunnel from the plateau at Skoger down to Drammen town.
Challenges
To conclude on the design through Kristiansand, from Lillesand to Arendal and through Porsgrunn will be a
challenge also in the 2*-alternative. The section from Sandnes to Egersund may face conflicts regarding agricultural
areas, protected areas and existing settlements.
The future for the existing railway will also have to be assessed. Should one keep the existing Sørlandsbanen
between Egersund and Kristiansand, and between Kristiansand and Brokelandsheia, and which services should be
offered, to what cost?
Finding solutions in Vestfold will also be challenging, from Larvik via Stokke to Tønsberg, and from Barkåker
through Borre to Nykirke. Measures regarding impact reduction and time-saving may cause considerable costs, and
a cost/benefit-study will be essential.
Stopping pattern and stations will also be an issue.

Summary

Speed
Alternative 2* will have some stretches with a speed lower than 250 km/h. Stavanger – Sandnes – Bryne,
Kristiansand, Porsgrunn, and older sections of Vestfoldbanen will have a lower speed limit.

0.4.6

Alternative B

Alternative B represents an upgrading of the existing railway line, from Drammen via Kongsberg to
Gjerstad/Skorstøl and further to Stavanger. Today’s travel time is 7 h 42 min.
We have chosen to single out curved sections with reduced speed, to achieve a reduction of travel time with 20 %.
These constitutes 11 of the 12 sections in Alternative B. Most of these sections consist of a new single track railway
and additional passing loops. All sections have tunnels, and necessary roads and safety facilities must be
established, according to relevant standards.
The section between Sandnes and Egersund is proposed to be identical with Alternative 2*.
Grenlandsbanen and projects to be realized soon are not included in the B-alternative.
The proposed sections of Alternative B are divided between Sandnes - Kristiansand (7 sections), Kristiansand –
Skorstøl/Gjerstad (2 sections) and Gjerstad - Drammen (3 sections).
Sandnes – Kristiansand
The section between Sandnes and Egersund consists of a double track-railway with a total length of 58 km. It is
partly an extra track along the existing railway, and chiefly a new double track with a high standard.
The other projects in this section have these sizes and speeds:
From

To

Length Speed
km
km/h

Comments

Challenges
The section from Sandnes to Egersund may face conflicts regarding agricultural areas, protected areas and existing
settlements. Stopping pattern and stations will also be an issue.
All projects will have connections to the existing railway and include tunnels. Construction phases, safety, required
space, mass transport, maintaining railway traffic, etc. will be important issues during construction. Some of the
projects will also require temporary measures for road traffic, when bridges and tunnels are built close to existing
roads.
The finished projects must have evacuation and maintenance facilities that fulfills the latest standards.
Some of the projects have gradients exceeding 2 % at the ends, when they are connected to the existing railway.
Lower gradients is desirable, and amendments to attain better gradients should be studied.
Speed
The existing railway will have many sections with low speed and steep gradients. Many of the proposed sections
have speeds around 80 km/h today.
The proposed projects will increase the average speed considerably compared to today’s situation.

0.4.7

Technical data for the alternatives

Table 0-2: Technical data for the alternatives Tunnels and bridges for alternative B are new elements that have to
be constructed, bridges and tunnels on existing line are not included. The proportion of tunnels are also measured
only for the new parts of the B-line
Data

Alternative D1

Alternative D2

Alternative 2*

Alternative B

Smøråsen

Helleland

4

150

Single track

Total length of line

452,5 km

456,1 km

495,5 km

518,0 km

Heskestad

Moi

11.6

200

Tunnel past Drangsdalen, double track

Use of existing line (excl. IC)

18,0 km

18,9 km

31,4 km

353,4 km

Storekvina

West of the
Kvineshei tunnel

6.6

175

Single track

Intercity line

0

0

118,0 km

0

Audnedal

Øvre Laudal

8.7

175

Ends at the Hægebostad tunnel. With passing loop

Laudal

North of Breland

6.1

175

With passing loop

152

188

162

45

Breland

Nodeland Øygard

9.8

175

With passing loop

257,5 km

222,1 km

241,0 km

70,4 km

56,9%

48,7%

48,6%

42,8%

Number of tunnels >10 km

2

3

2

1

Number of tunnels >5 km

16

9

12

4

Number of tunnels <1km

94

131

103

1

153

188

131

43

53,3 km

64,5 km

48,5 km

12,7 km

11,8%

14,1%

9,8%

7,7%

Number of bridges > 500 m

34

30

24

6

Number of bridges > 1000 m

8

8

9

0

Tunnels
Number of tunnels, total
Tunnels, total length
Tunnels, proportion (of new line)

Kristiansand – Skorstøl/Brokelandsheia

The projects in this section have these sizes and speeds:
From

To

Length Speed
km
km/h

Comments

Skredfjell

Heldalsmo

5.7

175

Double track.

Vegårshei

Skorstøl

10.2

200

With passing loop

Bridges/viaducts
Number of bridges, total

Brokelandsheia – Kongsberg - Drammen

Bridges/viaducts, total length
Bridges/viaducts, proportion (of new line)

The projects in this section have these sizes and speeds:
From

To

Length Speed
km
km/h

Comments

Nedre Jerpetjønn,
Meheia

Kongsberg

14

200

With passing loop

Nakksjø

Lunde

13.5

200

With passing loop

Drangedal

Glitsjø

5.7

175

With passing loop
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High Speed Rail Assessment Phase III – South Corridor

1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The High Speed Rail Assessment in Norway was started by Jernbaneverket, the Norwegian National Rail
Administration, in February 2010, on the basis of a mandate fromthe Norwegian Ministry of Transport
(Samferdselsdepartementet). The mandate is to assess the development of long distance passenger train transport in
the southern part of Norway and to provide recommendations for the long term transport strategies.
The assessment consists of three different phases:
•
•
•

Phase 1, summarizing former studies and existing knowledge about High speed rail in Norway
Phase 2, developing a common technical basis and methodology for assessment
Phase 3, studies of different corridors

The deadline for the assessment and Jernbaneverket’s recommendations to the Ministry is February 1st 2012.

1.2 Development of high speed railways in Europe
Many European countries have implemented and/or plan to construct high-speed railway (HSR) lines. In recent
years, France, Germany and Spain have developed extensive High Speed Rail networks. Several other European
countries also have some stretches of high speed rail in different categories, for instance Italy and Great Britain.
According to the EU Directive 96/48 about interoperability in the trans-European rail network (1), high speed lines
are divided into three categories,
• Category 1, specially built high-speed lines equipped for speeds generally equal to or greater than 250 km/h,
• Category II, specially upgraded high-speed lines equipped for speeds of the order of 200 km/h,
• Category III specially upgraded high-speed lines which have special features as a result of topographical, relief
or town-planning constraints, on which the speed must be adapted to each case.
In 2009, the length of the European High speed rail network exceeded 6 000 km of lines with a design speed of 250
km/h or more (2). Lines in different categories are shown in Figure 1-1.

1.3 High speed assessments in Norway. A short historical
review
1.3.1

Previous work by the National Rail Administration

The growing interest for high speed lines in Europe was one of the reasons why the Ministry of Transport and
Communications in 2005 gave Jernbaneverket the task of assessing the potential for high-speed railway lines in
Norway. Following an international announcement, a German assessment syndicate, headed by VWI, was chosen to
undertake a feasibility study. The final part of the study was delivered in the autumn of 2007. Jernbaneverket and
the Ministry of Transport and Communications studied another five partial assessments from different consultant
agencies who elucidated some specific issues further on the basis of VWI's work. This combined material formed
the basis of the Ministry of Transport and Communications’ recommendations regarding high-speed railway lines
in the National Transport Plan 2010 – 2019, Report to the Parliament (Stortingsmelding) no. 16 (2008 – 2009).
The assessment showed among other things that a travel time of two to three hours between the largest cities in
Southern Norway would make high-speed railway lines competitive with airline traffic. However, the construction
costs on the distances in question will be high, one of the reasons being a challenging geography and topography.
The passenger market between the end stations was considered to be limited. The assessments also showed that
there would be no significant environment or climate effects following the construction and operation of a highspeed railway line.
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Figure 1-1: European High speed rail network, 2010 (2)

Introduction

The assessment performed by VWI was not based on Norwegian benefit-to-cost methodology. This was in part
harshly criticised from economists. The analysis performed by ECON Pöyry AS, which was based on Norwegian
methodology, showed a far weaker benefit-to-cost ratio.
In Stortingsmelding No. 16 (Report to the Parliament) (2008-2009), the government recommended improving and
developing a capacious railway network in the Inter-City triangle. There was no intention of constructing separate
high-speed railway lines during the plan period. It was emphasised that concepts for high-speed railway lines must
be developed further and adapted to Norwegian conditions before any construction can take place in Norway. Thus,
in Report No. 16 to the Storting (2008-2009), it was pointed out that the government would ask Jernbaneverket to
continue working on how the potential concepts for the construction and operation of a high-speed railway line
could be adapted to Norwegian conditions.
Furthermore, it was necessary to consider more closely the possibilities for mixed traffic on a future high-speed
network. The significance of referring to the experiences in Europe and in the rest of the world, especially with
regards to financing and technology, was also stressed.
When handling the National Transport Plan 2010-2019, the majority of the Standing Committee on Transport and
Communications was in favour of the government's prioritisation of a further development of a capacious railway
network in the InterCity triangle, as well as of the necessity of a further assessment of a future high-speed railway
line in Norway.

1.3.2

Studies conducted by others

Different interest organisations and companies, many of which are in favour of realising different forms of highspeed railway lines in Norway, e.g. Norsk Bane AS and Høyhastighetsringen AS, have performed their own studies
and assessments. For example, Norsk Bane AS has engaged consultants from Deutsche Bahn International to
perform an assessment. Deutsche Bahn International stated that the passenger market between end stations will be
significant and suggested the construction of a double track high-speed railway for both passenger and freight
traffic.
The different assessments have partially had different approaches and reached different conclusions. This is one of
the main reasons that the Parliament and the government are in need of further assessment of the issue of highspeed railway lines in Norway.

1.4 The High speed rail Assessment
1.4.1

The Mandate

The aim of the assessment shall, in line with the conditions set in Report No. 16 to the Storting (2008-2009) / Innst.
S. nr. 300 (2008-2009), be to show, if it is possible, to realise the aim of constructing high speed lines in Norway.
The final report from the assessment should include recommendations about which long-term strategies shall form
the basis of the development of long distance passenger train transport in the southern part of Norway. This applies
to the distances between the largest cities in Southern Norway and from Oslo to Gothenburg and Stockholm in
Sweden. The assessment shall provide the answer to whether the construction of a high-speed railway line in one or
more of the corridors is the right thing to do in a socio-economical aspect. The assessment shall also include a
discussion about what additional values a construction of a high-speed railway line will represent, compared to the
construction of other transport infrastructure. Issues that are to be elucidated include the consequences following
such a construction for settling/regional enlargement, urban and area development, increased competitiveness for
business and industry and other possible effects. The assessment shall include consideration of whether the current
method for calculating the consequences of new infrastructure projects also manage to encompass the long-term
effects, or if one can expect larger effects because the changes in the transport offer are considerable. In addition,
the assessment shall elucidate the expected consequences of constructing a high-speed railway line for the civil air
traffic in Norway.
Environmental and climate issues are also to be included in the assessment. One shall consider how a high-speed
railway line can contribute to reaching national environmental and climate targets. Environmental consequences
such as greenhouse gas emissions, energy consumption, local emissions, noise, natural interventions and barriers
are to be discussed.

The assessment shall also explain how railway freight transport is meant to be taken care of in the different
alternatives.
The assessment shall also include considerations concerning how the construction of a high-speed railway line in
one or more corridors can form the basis of a joint collective traffic system. Thus, one must consider the possibility
that a high-speed railway line may contribute to a larger change in the collective transportation as a whole and one
must consider the environmental consequences this might have. The potential of making areas outside the larger
urban areas more attractive for business establishments and settlement is also to be discussed.
Assessment tasks
The mandate from the Ministry of Transport contains a lot of definite assessment tasks to be answered through the
High speed rail assessment. The most important points are as following,
International experiences
Obtain information about relevant international experiences from Europe and the rest of the world. (Which
conditions for constructing a high-speed railway line are present,such as. population, population structure,
amount of travellers, stop pattern, homogeneous or mixed traffic). Great emphasis should be placed on
experiences in countries which resemble Norway with a challenging geography/topography and a small
population, e.g. countries like Sweden, Finland, Portugal, Austria and Switzerland.
Action alternatives
Assess which action alternatives are best suited in order to obtain the goals for the transport politics in the
different corridors, including:
• the reference alternative: continuing the current railway politics
• a more offensive further development of the current railway infrastructure,also outside the IC area
• high-speed concepts, which in part are based on the existing network and IC strategy
• mainly separate high-speed lines
High speed concepts
Related to the high-speed concepts, assess the following:
• single vs. double tracks
• pure long distance passenger traffic vs. different types of mixed traffic
• to what extent new infrastructure will replace or come in addition to the existing railway network.
Important for such an assessment will be travel time, station and stop patterns etc
• Analyse the effects of construction in stages vs. a continuous construction distance by distance.
Market analyses
Carry out the market analyses which are necessary in order to perform the main
analysis, including:
• Assess the market conditions for different types of passenger and freight traffic in the different
assessed concepts. Investigations shall be made as to whether there could be a market for new services
with rapid freight trains (mail, packages, etc.).
• Analyse the decisive factors for people when choosing train instead of airplane and car, especially
related to travel time, comfort and willingness to pay.
• Some corridors, depending on concept, will have a large amount of tunnels. The assessment must
elucidate whether this can influence the passengers' preferences. In this respect, the effect on leisure
travel and tourist market must be analysed.
• Location of and responsibility for building and operating new stations
• Perform an assessment of station development and transfer possibilities. Describe the effect of
different station structures related to market needs and demands.
• Consider integrated city stations/collective traffic hubs vs. stations outside the city centre adapted to
the needs of the high-speed railway, including combinations and passing loops. Location of stations
(stop patterns) will influence the total travel time for the passengers and thus also influence the
competitiveness vs. other means of transportation.
• Consider the security of a high-speed railway line on different speeds and different types of mixed
traffic, and traffic security consequences of transferring more passenger and freight traffic from road
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organised in a most efficient way. In addition, the assessment must include consideration of whether a
construction divided into stages or a continuous construction distance by distance is preferred.

to railway.
Financial conditions
Assess relevant financial conditions, including:
• socio-economic analyses and benefit-to-cost considerations following current calculation methods
• the effects which are not encompassed by current analysis tools
• the different models for spreading risks, including possibilities for participation/contribution from the
private sector and/or local authorities, e.g. when it comes to station and stop patterns.
• the consequences for airline traffic and airports when constructing one or more corridors of highspeed railway, including the effects on the national budget in maintaining the regional airport network
and the possibilities for avoiding/postponing greater investments in the larger airports.
• if the construction of a high-speed railway line will make other potential infrastructure investments
more profitable.
Corridor analysis
The following routes are included in the assessment task:
• Oslo – Trondheim
• Oslo – Bergen
• Oslo – Kristiansand – Stavanger
• Oslo – Gothenburg
• Oslo – Stockholm
• In addition, Bergen – Haugesund/Stavanger is to be assessed in combination with Oslo – Bergen and
Oslo – Kristiansand – Stavanger.
As a part of the corridor analysis, the following issues should be adressed:
• Assess to what extent highspeed standards are suitable for the different corridors, or parts of
corridors.
• Assess different technical aspects of the construction of high-speed railway lines ·
• Especially consider demands and consequences of the Norwegian climate and Norwegian winter
conditions.
• Consider using slab-track (i.e. track being casted in a concrete base) vs. traditional ballasted track
using different speed concepts and different levels of mixed traffic (both for the station area only and
for tunnels/intersections/bridges) and as a coherent concept.
• Calculate greenhouse emission effects of constructing a high-speed railway line. The calculations must
include emissions from the whole lifetime of the railway, including the construction period. The
assessment must consider how other countries have calculated and weighed these effects.
• Assess how the horizontal alignments and vertical profiles may be adapted to the landscape and thus
mitigate barrier effects and reduce the environmental impact in sensitive areas and how a
restructuring of railway lines can possibly liberate valuable nature areas. Consequences of large
mass depositions for biodiversity and nature must also be considered.
• Consider to what extent the use of tilting trains could be appropriate in certain concepts. The
assessment should include experiences from those countries having introduced and succeeded using
tilting trains, in order to elucidate what is necessary for such success.
• Consider how the trains' energy consumption and noise level is influenced by train speed, track
curvature and gradients etc.
• Increased energy consumption must be compared to the advantages of increased speed, such as the
requirement for fewer trains and more efficient use of personnel, etc.
Plan of accomplishment
The planning and construction phases when constructing a high-speed railway will be long and challenging.
The assessment should include a rough time frame for how such construction may take place, which plan
processes within the physical planning that need to be coordinated in the different decision-making and
planning phases (referring to the Planning and Building Act and the authorities for quality assurance of
greater state investments) and how the operative organisation of the planning and building process may be
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The relation to the IC strategy and capacity considerations in the Oslo area
In Report No. 16 to the Storting (2008-2009), it is stated that the remaining part of the construction strategy for the
different InterCity routes may be adapted to a future high-speed network, if suitable. This may apply to the renewal
of the existing speed of the routes. Furthermore, it says that the IC construction should be adapted and combined
with the potential future high-speed traffic as much as possible, having a speed of 250 km/h and above on the long
routes. One shall consider if it is appropriate to construct for higher speeds, i.e. 250 km/h or more, for future
projects within the IC triangle.
The mandate states that the development of the IC network strategy, the handling of the long-term capacity problem
in the Oslo area and the development of the strategies of the main corridors are well coordinated. It is important that
the different alternatives for the main corridors may be coordinated as much as possible with the strategy that is
being made for the IC area, and vice versa.

1.4.2

Phase 1 in the HSR study

In phase 1, existing knowledge obtained from previous studies of High Speed Rail in Norway was analyzed and
summarized in a study conducted by Cowi (3). The study report stated that:
•
•
•

There is a large spread between different studies of market share and resulting market for high speed lines
Most of the studies have been conducted based on technical parameters that have now been amended and by
the use of large scale maps which are
insufficiently detailed to estimate a realistic proportion of tunnels and viaducts etc.
There are large differences in methodology and results from the different cost-benefit analyses

.

1.4.3

Phase 2 in the HSR study

The target of the work in phase 2 was to identify which high-speed concepts are adaptable to Norwegian conditions.
The main assessment was undertaken in order to explain and analyse common problems and prerequisites,
followed by analyses of the different corridors. Analysis was undertaken in six discrete areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market Analysis. Comprised an assessment of the market conditions and traffic basis for different types of
passenger and freight traffic in the concepts under consideration;
Railway Specific Planning and Development. Comprised an assessment of the use of single-track and doubletrack for HSR, an examination of station development and stop patterns, and the consequences for public
transport in general;
Technical and Safety Analysis. Included an assessment and use of HSR standards and technical aspects of
construction of high-speed railways, along with safety and security considerations;
Financial and Economic Analysis. Included an examination of suitable socio-economic assessment methods,
likely cost and income structures, impacts on other transport modes and assessment of risk and uncertainty;
Environmental Analysis. An assessment of methods and the premises for environmental analysis regarding
landscape analysis, environmental intervention effects, effects on noise and energy consumption and
assessment of climate related environmental effects;
Commercial and Organisational Issues. Assessment of different organisational, contractual and commercial
strategies in planning and construction phases of HSR systems.

The assessment of these different issues constitutes the basis for corridor analysis in phase 3. In total, 21 different
reports were made and these are all summarized in a Summary report from phase 2 (4).

Methods

2 Methods
2.1 Establishing common methods for phase 3
The corridor assessments in the High speed rail assessment phase 3 are conducted by four different consultant
groups, in addition to other consultants responsible for cost-modelling, cost-benefit analyses and environmental
analyses.
The different consultants had initially described slightly different methods for the corridor assessments and, thus,
there was a need for coordinating important premises and methods to make the assessments as comparable as
possible.
To achieve this, several work groups were established, where the consultants should evaluate methods and
parameters and agree upon common assumptions, based on the conclusions from the phase 2 reports.
The following groups have been involved during the project:
• WG 6.2 Mapping and impact assessments
• WG 7.1 Alignment criterias
• WG 7.2 Civil Works
• WG. 7.3 Stations
• WG 7.4 Construction process
• WG 7.5 Cost and Quantums
• WG Traffic noise

Figure 2-1: The corridor was divided into four
sections and preliminary alignments were
constructed in each section. After a multidisciplinary
review, alignments were chosen for further
optimization.

Conclusions from the work in the groups have been documented through a series of notes and memos throughout
the project and these provide the basis for the method descriptions and design basis for all the corridor assessments,
in addition to setting the premises for the alignment studies.

2.2 Alignment investigation process
2.2.1

Step 1: Preliminary alignments

The proposed alignments are initially overlain on N50 maps with a scale of 1:50 000 and a contour interval of 20
metres.
The process of finding possible alignments started with printed contour maps for the entire corridor. Possible
corridors for high speed railway were identified on the maps and used as a basis for construction of preliminary
alignments. In the construction process, the corridor has been divided into four sections,
• Stavanger – Egersund
• Egersund – Kristiansand
• Kristiansand – Brokelandsheia
• Brokelandsheia - Drammen
Based on technical parameters such as curvature, length, number and length of tunnels and viaducts etc. the most
preferable alignments were chosen for further analysis. In some sections, the number of possible alignments is
small, due to constraints caused by terrain and location of stations. This is especially the case between Porsgrunn
and Kristiansand.

2.2.3

Step 3: Optimising horizontal and vertical alignments

After the multidisciplinary review, the selected routes were optimised with respect to horizontal and vertical
alignments, on the basis of the findings from the review and from a technical point of view. The aim was to avoid
conflicts, reduce the proportion of tunnels, avoid areas with difficult ground conditions and reduce construction
costs. In addition, the locations of stations in the local communities were optimized. Municipal plans were used as
input in these assessments. In this process, one representative alignment for each alternative was selected for further
work.

2.2.4

Step 4: Refinement of alignments with more detailed map data

The alignments from step 3 were analyzed with respect to geotechnical issues, bed-rock conditions, conflicts with
roads, waterways, infrastructure and so on. More detailed map data, with a contour interval of 5 metres were loaded
into the terrain model, in a 100 m wide corridor along the alignments. The higher resolution of the terrain model
was used to adjust the vertical profile in critical areas and to divide the alignments into sections of bridges, tunnels
and open sections. The resulting final alignments are those which have been assessed with respect to cost modelling
and environmental impact assessment.

The preliminary alignments were transferred to the web map service of the project, Avinet, for further analyses.

2.2.2

Step 2: Multidisciplinary review

The preliminary alignments were reviewed by a multidisciplinary team, including environmental experts. The aim
of this exercise was to exclude those alternatives which had unacceptable environmental consequences and to reveal
necessary adjustments for the remaining alternatives. The review was conducted on the basis of preliminary
thematic maps and data available on the Avinet map service.
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3 Premises and design basis for construction of High speed Lines
3.1 Corridor and stopping patterns

The same is the case for Porsgrunn/Skien, which is the seventh most populated urban settlement area. Of the other
town areas in the corridor, Drammen is number six in the list, Kristiansand eight and Tønsberg number ten.

3.1.1 The corridor in short
The corridor from Drammen to Stavanger is, in this project, limited to the areas between the existing
railway line (Sørlandsbanen) and the coast.
Demography and market
The South corridor contains five of the ten most populated urban settlement areas in Norway ( six if you also count
Oslo as part of the corridor). The largest town area except Oslo in the corridor is Stavanger/Sandnes. The cities of
Sandnes and Stavanger are counted as one urban settlement area, since they are so closelyinterconnected.
Table 3-1: Number of inhabitants in the ten
largest urban settlement areas in Norway
(Source. Statistics Norway, www.ssb.no)

There are also other town areas within the corridor that represents potential markets. Among these are Larvik,
Sandefjord, Kragerø, Arendal, Lillesand, Grimstad, Mandal, Flekkefjord and Egersund. In total this means that the
South corridor is the most densely populated corridor within Norway, something which is both interesting with
respect to the potential market and challenging with respect to finding possible alignments near the markets.
Existing railway lines
The existing major railway lines in the corridor are Sørlandsbanen from Drammen to Stavanger and Vestfoldbanen
from Drammen to Skien.
Sørlandsbanen
The existing line from (Oslo) Drammen to Stavanger has (31) 27 stations. The distances between Oslo and
Stavanger and from Drammen to Stavanger are 598.7 km and 556 km respectively.

Oslo

876391

Today long distance trains between Oslo and Stavanger have a travel time of at least 7 hours and 42 minutes.
During this journey the train stops up to 25 times (some stations are request stops and are not time-tabled). From
Oslo to Kristiansand, the travel time is approximately 4hours and 30 minutes. On work days, there are five trains
between Oslo and Stavanger in both directions.

Bergen

227752

The track between Oslo and Stavanger was completed in 1944.

Stavanger/Sandnes

189828

Trondheim

160072

Fredrikstad/Sarpsborg

101698

Drammen

96563

Porsgrunn/Skien

86923

Kristiansand

67547

Tromsø

55057

Tønsberg

47465

Urban area

Population, 1st
January 2009

Figure 3-1: Population that can be reached within 1 hour, analyses
based on 1-km routes and existing road network (Figure produced by
Atkins Ltd). Existing line with stations in blue.
Figure 3-2: Existing line between Oslo and Stavanger, Sørlandsbanen
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Vestfoldbanen
Vestfoldbanen is the existing railway line between (Oslo) – Drammen and Porsgrunn - Skien. This line is
approximately 197 km long and was opened in 1882.
There are 15 stations on the track where the train regularly stops and the Intercity train between Oslo and Skien has
14 departures in both directions on a normal working day. From Larvik there are in addition 7 more departures,
adding up to 21 daily trains. The travel time between Oslo and Skien is 2 hours and 50 minutes. Two ongoing
projects, Holm – Nykirke and Barkåker Tønsberg and one project planned to start in 2012, Larvik – Porsgrunn, will
altogether reduce travel time by nearly 30 minutes by 2017.

Topography
The topography in the corridor varies considerably between the different sections. From the west, the corridor starts
with a relatively flat section from Stavanger across Jæren and further along the coast to Egersund. The existing
railway line follows this corridor. The main road from Egersund to Stavanger follows another corridor across the
Høg-Jæren district. In this area, much of the terrain is from 200 to 350 metres above sea level.

Figure 3-4: Contour map from Stavanger to Lyngdal
Further from Egersund towards Kristansand, the topography is very challenging with regard to the establishment of
new railway lines. The terrain consists of large fjord-valley systems in a north-south direction, combined with
mountain plateaus from 200 to 500 metres above sea level. This makes it extremely difficult to construct new lines
without having a very high proportion of tunnels. The maximum gradient of new lines for combined freight and
passenger traffic is 12.5‰, which makes it impossible to reach the mountain plateaus between the fjord crossings.
From Mandal towards Kristiansand there is a somewhat broader coastal section with less hilly terrain.
Along the coast from Kristiansand to Porsgrunn the terrain is mostly from 50 to 150 metres above sea level. The
large terrain forms are calm, but on a smaller scale the terrain is undulating. The existing line farther away from the
coast goes through more varied terrain with levels up to more than 300 metres above sea level.

Figure 3-3: Existing railway lines in the area from Drammen to Porsgrunn. The interconnection between
Nordagutu on Sørlandsbanen and Skien is Bratsbergbanen.

In the last section from Porsgrunn to Drammen the terrain from Porsgrunn to Larvik is much of the same as farther
west, with levels from 50 to 150 metres above sea level but quite undulating. From Larvik to Drammen the terrain
is mostly quite flat along the existing line, with large areas on marine deposits. In the inner parts of Vestfold the
terrain is more similar to the terrain west of Larvik, but with the Lågendalen river valley as a major landscape
form.
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Figure 3-5: Contour map from Eigersund to Kristiansand

Figure 3-7: Contour map from Brokelandsheia to Drammen

3.1.2

Proposed stations

Jernbaneverket has given some guidelines with respect to possible stations in each of the corridors assessed in phase
3 of the HSR study. These stations are urban settlements, agglomerations or important traffic junctions that are
preferable to reach from a market point of view. In the alignment work, we have tried to locate stations near these
places when it has been possible.
In the South corridor, the prioritised stations are Drammen, Porsgrunn, Tangen, (Sannidal/Kragerø), Brokelandsheia
(Risør), Arendal, Grimstad, Lillesand, Kristiansand, Mandal, Egersund, Sandnes and Stavanger. In addition, Torp
and Tønsberg are given priority in the alternatives that follows the intercity line through Vestfold.

Figure 3-6: Contour map from Kristiansand to Brokelandsheia
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3.2 Definitions of the different scenarios and alignment
alternatives
3.2.1

Scenarios, action alternatives

The
JBV
Technical
Regulations
JD530
https://trv.jbv.no/wiki/Overbygning/Prosjektering

is

available

at

the

following

URL:

Pöyry´s recommendation for conventional trains is found in the Technical and Safety Analysis, page 136. An
extract of the recommendation of alignment parameters are given in the figure below:

According to the mandate (see chapter 1.4.1) there are four different scenarios, that should be studied in the High
speed rail assessment phase 3:
• Scenario A: the reference alternative: continuing the current railway politics
• Scenario B: a more disruptive further development of the current railway infrastructure, also outside the ICarea
• Scenario C: high-speed concepts, which in part are based on the existing network and the IC-strategy
• Scenario D: mainly separate high-speed lines
These four alternatives will all be treated in the summary report and the recommendations that Jernbaneverket will
present within the timeframe of February 1st 2012.

3.2.2

Alternative alignments

The consultant groups working with the phase 3 studies have been asked by Jernbaneverket to work out different
alignment alternatives that fully or partially can be a part of the scenarios that Jernbaneverket (JBV) will define in
their final report and recommendations. The exact alignments that finally should be chosen are therefore not the
scope of the analyses that the different consultants conduct in the phase 3 studies.
The alignment that is a part of our study is the following:
• Alternative B alignments: Upgrading of the existing railway line, with the aim to reduce running time by at
least 20%.
• Alternative 2*: New high speed line designed for an operating speed of 250 km/h (which in fact means a
design speed of 275 km/h). This is the same ambition level that is used for planning of most new Intercity-lines.
The alignment parameters shall be suitable also for freight traffic.
• Alternative D1: New high speed line designed for an operating speed of 300 km/h (which means a design
speed of 330 km/h). The alignment parameters shall be suitable also for freight traffic.
• Alternative D2: New high speed line designed for passenger traffic with an operating speed of 300 km/h
(which means a design speed of 330 km/h) but with steeper gradients than lines with freight traffic.
The analyses in this report deals solely with these four alignment alternatives, not the final choice of scenarios B,
C and D. The final recommendations will be dealt with by Jernbaneverket.

3.3 Design basis
3.3.1

The design speed is 10% higher than the operational speed. For alternative B and alternative 2* the maximum
design speed is 275 km/h and the operational speed is 250 km/h. For alternative D1 and D2 the design speed
330 km/h and the operational speed is 300 km/h. The limit values in brackets have not been used for the South
corridor.
Maximum cant is 150 mm for all alternatives, according to JBV Tecnical regulations and Pöyry’s
recommendations. However, where the cant excess for freight trains exceeds 100 mm the maximum cant have been
determined by the cant excess. The design speed of freight trains is 120 km/h for all alternatives except alternative
D2 where there is no freight traffic at all. Maximum cant deficiency is 100 mm for design speeds up to 275 km/h
and above 275 km/h the cant deficiency is set to 80 mm.
All alternatives except alternative D2 assumes freight trains with a maximal gradient of G = 12.5‰. The minimum
vertical curve radius is calculated by the formula Rv = 0.4*V2 for all alternatives.
In alternative D2 the gradient should not exceed G = 25.0‰. The absolute maximum gradient is G = 35.0‰ up to 6
km long. However, the average gradient over 10 km length cannot exceed G = 25.0‰.
The following table shows the alignment design parameters used for each alternative:

Reference documents

The design basis is mainly based on the following regulations and documentation:
•
•

Jernbaneverket’s Technical Standard (5)
High speed rail assessment, phase 2. Technical and Safety analysis report (6)

3.3.2

Alignment criteria

The Alignment design criteria for conventional non-tilting trains have been defined by the Working Group (WG) of
Alignment design:
Speed

Design Parametres

Up to 250 km/h

Design according to Jernbaneverket’s technical Regulations JD530

Above 250 km/h

Design according to Pöyry´s recommendation for Pure High SpeedTraffic (conventional trains)
in Technical and Safety Analysis page 136.

V=Speed, Fr=Freight, R=Horizontal Radius, I=Cant Deficiency, D=Cant, E=Cant Excess, R VR=Radius vertical, R VR Min= Radius
Vertical Minimum, Cloth N=Clothoid Length, Cloth Min=Minimum Clothoid Length, B2C=Required straight line between two curves, B2C
Min=Minimum straight line between two curves
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3.3.3

Base foundation

Standards
For speeds up to 250 km/h the Technical Standard of Jernbaneverket (JBV) will be utilized. The Document JD520
“Design and construction” of 01.07.2010 is used as basis. This document includes definitions of safety factors when
dealing with Geotechnical Design consequences and difficulties.
The Jernbaneverket’s Teknisk regelverk (Technical Standard) does not cover speeds between 250 km/h and 330
km/h which is the given target for alternative D in this project. As a base for this “new” situation we propose an
upgraded version of the Technical Standard quality class K0 which to date, is the highest level in the Norwegian
Standard.
The European TSI (Technical System for Interoperability) has directions and recommendations for speeds up to 350
km/h which can be used for loads, track dimensions, minimum tunnel dimensions etc., but no specifics regarding
foundation bases. It is assumed that this may be due to climatic and geological variations in different regions of
Europe and that this is best dealt with by the different countries which know how to solve the local problems due to
this.

In areas prone to flooding, the use of EPS must be evaluated for one sided water pressure and “floating”.
Settlements
The requirements regarding settlements for speeds under 250 km/h are given in the Technical Standard for the
direction of travel, measured over 25, 50 and 100m. Allowed development over 3 and 9 years are given in table 7.2
and allowed transverse deformations in table 7.3. For use of lightweight fill material, the values for 25m
longitudinal measure should be adhered to.
These values in the Technical Standard are recommended for all design under 250 km/h.
For speeds over 250 km/h, TSI Category I, we propose to follow the German Standard for settlement requirements,
giving criteria for slab-track in Deutsche Bahn’s technical standards (7). In chapter 3 and 4 are regulations and
values given for slab-track and ballast with reference to speed, rest settlement and measuring distance, including
gradient requirements. Requirements are in general within maintenance cycles.

For the settlement requirements however, we have proposed the German Standard for high speed rail which fulfil
TSI Category I.

Slab-track:
After construction, settlement due to consolidation of the underground and the fill itself shall not in any case give
inclinations steeper than 1/500 within the train length, measured on the track level. In junctions between
embankment and construction, the maximum settlement cannot exceed 20 mm measured over 30 m longitudinal,
and not exceed a 1:1000 gradient.

Soils and geotechnical problems

Total settlement shall in general not exceed 15 mm for speeds up to 300 km/h.

Fill
The requirements of curves and alignment in a country like Norway will invariably include many tunnels and rock
cuttingss giving blasted rock as a generally available material. Soil cuttings will more often give variable materials
which often will be of little practical use.

With similar underground conditions in stretches over 100 m, the total settlement can be allowed to increase to 30
mm provided that the calculated/awaited rest settlement within the same section nowhere will exceed 5 mm.

Depending on the type of bedrock, soils, climatic conditions and settlement requirements one should try to use as
much available usable material as possible in the construction area where fill is laid on firm ground or bedrock to
keep costs down.

Ballast-track:
The figure below shows requirements for ballast-track. The double of the slab-track recommended values should
here not be exceeded for a total settlement evaluation. A maintenance cycle is recommended 6 years.

In addition to firm ground or bedrock, the base foundation will be lying on fill of blasted rock, sand and gravel or
lightweight material and, therefore, the Technical Standard of the Norwegian Rail Administration can be used for
all constructed fills as long as stricter settlement requirements are taken care of, regardless of speed.
Weathered dry silt and clay can be used in fills, but it is only recommended for counter fill and sound barriers since
its laying/compaction is weather dependent and therefore can delay the construction progress.
Stricter settlement requirements (and slab-track) will result in increased use of lightweight materials or foundation
to firm ground/bedrock where soft soils are encountered and speeds are to be over 250 km/h.
Cut
In areas with non- frost heave prone materials such as sand and gravel, well graded samples of these materials can
be reused in quality fill for the railway and can also be used as part of the base foundation itself. It is proposed that
it is sufficient that the construction base (formation level) for all speeds should fulfil the Technical Standard.
Construction base (formation level)
The construction base may consist of all variations of soils and rock in addition to lightweight material and piles.
The softest areas of clay and quick clay must be evaluated separately where settlement or area stability may result
in extraordinary and expensive measures to reach requirements. Peat or bog will be excavated and replaced, bridged
or avoided.
Lightweight material
Clinker, foam glass and EPS (Expanded foam blocks) are commonly used in fills to reduce weight and, therefore,
settlements. XPS (Extruded foam) are more resistant than EPS but, due to their higher cost, are little used.
With regard to a 100 year design we recommend foam glass or clinker (0-32mm) in the base design. Even if clinker
has almost the same insulation capacity as foam glass, the Norwegian publication “Frost i Jord” has in experiments
found that the same thickness of clinker got more variable and unstable (poorer) results than foam glass which
performed as calculated. We therefore recommend that the clinker in the base should have 50 mm greater thickness
than the equivalent foam glass to get the required long term insulation effect.
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In special cases up to 60 mm (applicable to overlap high fill/unloaded ground areas) can be allowed when this can
be counteracted by rounding the gradient in accordance with a given formula.

The figure shows
allowed settlement
differences within a
cycle of maintenance
for “Scottergleisen”
i.e. ballast track.

Settlement
differences in mm
against design speed
in kph, with curves
for different
distances between
measured settlement
points.

Figure 3-8: Allowed settlement differences within a cycle of maintenance. From German technical standard
The given requirements for slab-track and ballast-track result in considerable tighter design requirements for fills
and interaction between earth fill and structure.
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Stability
In Norway one cannot avoid moving into areas of poor stability with soft soils or steep slopes. The requirements of
the Technical Standard should be used.
In soft areas one often needs the use of light material to tackle settlement and stability problems, alternatively one
must make a foundation to firm ground/bedrock via piles (including cement/ chalk piles).
In soft clay and quick clay areas the existing Standards (NVE and JBV) can result in large extra costs to secure the
areas around. Therefore, one should avoid these areas if possible.
Frost
The insulation against frost heave must be adjusted to the frost-degree C- hours and knowledge of the local areas
passed. The insulation layer must be evaluated based on fill or cut and the material below the base. In soft clay, the
use of partially embedded rock fills, i.e. removing some clay and replacing it with blasted rock can also be
considered (as an option to thereplacement of lightweight material). This is possible where sufficient excavation
can be allowed and rock is easily available, providing one avoids drainage of surrounding soils and inducing
settlements.
Where lightweight material is used to reduce settlements there will rarely be need for extra insulation.

Summary and proposed base foundation for different operation speed levels
Speeds up to 250 km/h
The presented proposal gives minimum value for base foundation based on F100 and a frost level of 20.000 h0C. It
must therefore be adjusted for areas with higher or lower levels of frost.
Blasted rock replacement is not included as replacement for lightweight material.
Table 3-2: Main track, quality class K0, frost level 20000 h0C and F100 for <250 kph
Soil type:

Ballast

Blasted
rock fill

Alt.2

Alt.1

Alt.2

Alt.3

Alt.4

Alt.5

310

310

310

310

310

310

310

700

700

700

700

700

700

700

0

0

Usually 0, but
moraine requires
insulation

600

400/450

400/450

0

0

check

textile

textile

textile

Layer type

Alt.1

Lower ballast layer (3)
Base layer (4)
Frost insulation (5)

check

Evaluate on availability and
underlying soil

Gravel filter 200mm

Blasting below formation:

Filter (2)

Silt/clay

Bedrock

Total thickness:

Light fill (1)

Rock fill, sand and
gravel

Underground:

Filter geotextile class 3

Gravel

1010

1010

500

500

1010

1010

1610

1410

1410

(6)

Notes to table:
Footnote1: Foam glass 10-60/10-50 or clinker 0-32mm. Geotextile cl. 3 between light fill and base
Footnote 2: Geotextile cl. 3 to be used for gravel in base layer
Footnote 3: JD530 chapter 11, paragraph 2.1-2.5. Thickness min.310 mm
Footnote 4: JD520 chapter 6, paragraph 2.3. Thickness min.700 mm.
Footnote 5: JD520 chap.9, paragraph 3.2.4. Thickness reduced to 400 mm (reduced penetration risk). For the design we propose that
clinker is given an additional thickness of 50 mm due to uneven and somewhat lower insulation capacity compared to foam glass.
Footnote 6: Blasting min. 500 mm below construction level is common practice.

Table 3-3: Material specifications for speeds up to 250 km/h
Material specifications:
Ballast

Macadam 31,5-63 mm, other criteria ref. Standard

Blasted rock fill

Dmax = 300 mm

Gravel

Dmax = 150 mm

Light material

Clinker 0-32 mm (+50 mm thickness), Foam glass 10-50/10-60

Filter

Needle type geo-textile, or equivalent spun product

Blasting below formation

Dmax = 150 mm
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Speeds between 250-350 km/h (TSI Category I)
The presented proposal gives minimum value for base foundation based on F100 and a frost level of 20.000 hoC. It
must therefore be adjusted for areas with higher or lower levels of frost.
Table 3-4: Main track, quality class K0, frost level 20000 hoC and F100 for <350 kph
Soil type:

Underground:

Ballast

Blasted
rock fill

Bedrock

Light fill (1)

Gravel

Rockfill, sand and
gravel

Filter (2)

Silt/clay

Table 3-6: Proposed base foundation design for cost calculations
All speeds up to 330 km/h, based on F100 and 30000 h0C
Layer type

Base design

Lower ballast layer

310 mm ballast crushed rock

Base layer

700 mm blasted rock fill,
dmax=300 mm

Frost insulation

550/600 foam glass/clinker

Filter geotextile class 3

textile

Total thickness:

1560/1610 mm

Blasting below formation:

500 mm

Layer type

Alt.1

Alt.2

Alt.1

Alt.2

Alt.3

Alt.4

Alt.5

Lower ballast layer (3)

310

310

310

310

310

310

310

3.3.4

Base layer (4)

700

700

700

700

700

700

700

0

0

Usually 0, but
moraine requires
insulation

800

500/550

500/550

0

0

check

textile

textile

textile

Jernbaneverket’s Technical Standard for bridges, JD525
JD525 has up to date regulations concerning the design of bridges for speed limits relevant for this study. Relevant
TSI documents for high speed rail are incorporated and referred to in the documentation. Tables have explicit
figures for speeds up to 300 km/h as standard and for some regulations factors/coefficients to be used for speed
limits above 300 km/h are specified. However, the regulations are primarily written for trackbed with ballast, and
some additional requirements may be included at a later stage if slab track bridges are going to be built. Such
additional requirements are not expected to be of great importance for decisions to be made in phase III of the HSR
project.

Frost insulation (5)

Filter geotextile class 3

check

Gravel filter 200mm

Evaluate on availability and
underlying soil

Total thickness:

1010

1010

Blasting below formation: (6)

500

500

1010

1010

1810

1510

1510

Notes to table:
Footnote1: Foamglass 10-60/10-50 or clinker 0-32 mm. Geotextile cl. 3 between light fill and base.
Footnote 2: Geotextile cl. 3 to be used for gravel in base layer
Footnote 3: JD530 chapter 11, paragraph 2.1-2.5. Thickness min.310 mm
Footnote 4: JD520 chapter 6, paragraph 2.3. Thickness min.700 mm.
Footnote 5: JD520 chapt.9, paragraph 3.2.4. For the design we propose that clinker is given an additional thickness of 50 mm due to
uneven and somewhat lower insulation capacity. Moraine usually requires insulation. Stricter settlement criteria has resulted in a
proposed removal of the allowed frost penetration of 100 mm into the underlying soil, hence increased insulation thickness.
Footnote 6: Blasting min. 500 mm below construction level is common practice.

Table 3-5: Material specifications for speeds between 250 and 330 km/h

Bridges and other constructions

The regulations in JD525 are the primary source for the design basis for bridges in the HSR-project.
Implementation of TSI in Jernbaneverket’s technical regulations
In Jernbaneverket’s technical regulations it is stated that designing according to the requirements in JD525, the TSI
requirements will automatically be fulfilled. However, some of the Norwegian requirements may be stricter than the
requirements in the TSI.
In the technical regulations, part ”Felles bestemmelse” (Common Rules), appendix 2p ”TSI-Høyhastighetsbaner”
(TSI - High Speed Rail), the implementation of the TSI-requirements is commented upon. The appendix give a
overview of all relevant basis parameters in TSI for high speed rail, with reference to where the requirements are
taken into account in ”Jernbaneverket’s technical regulations”.
Life time evaluations
It is considered that 100 year life time is the basis for design of the bridges. This is in accordance with JD525.
A stricter design value may be taken into account by introducing a scaling factor to the estimated costs.

Material specifications:

Technical solutions

Ballast

Macadam 31,5-63 mm, other criteria ref. Standard

Blasted rock fill

Dmax = 300 mm

Gravel

Dmax = 150 mm

Light material

Clinker 0-32 mm (+50mm thickness), Foamglass 10-50/10-60

Filter

Needle type geo-textile, or equivalent spun product

Blasting below formation

Dmax = 150 mm

Foundation Base Design to be used in cost calculations
The chosen design profile is based on the criteria of F100 and that no frost can be allowed to penetrate underground
due to the high speeds, average frost criteria is 30000 hoC. For cost assessment the following profile should be used
throughout. For the cost estimate 600 mm clinker can be used. The price difference to 550 mm foam glass is
thought to be small, hence the base design thickness is 1610 mm.
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Ballast
Ballasted track bridges are considered for design speed up to 250km/h. For a design speed of 330 km/h (design
alternative D) slab track is recommended for the tunnels and rock cuts. For areas with softer soil, trackbed with
ballast is recommended. Bridges might have slab track or trackbed with ballast (“ballasted track”), dependant on
the track adjacent to the bridge. It is suggested that bridges or one tunnel less than 500m in total length over a
stretch of more than 5 km should result in ballasted track throughout.
Regarding ballasted tracks, the regulations in JD525 specifies “The distance from the top of the lowest rail to the
bridge deck should be a minimum of 800 mm for high speed rail with a speed limit above 220 km/h”.
The choice of slab track or ballasted track will not have great impact on the unit price cost of the bridge structures.
However, it might have impact on bridge lengths and the need for more expensive solutions in intersections
between slab track and ballasted track.
Bridge widths
This section deals with the minimum requirement according to JD 525

Premises and design basis for construction of High speed Lines

The minimum net width of a single track bridge is 7.0 m (see figure 3-11).
The minimum inside net width of 2-track bridges is dependent on the horizontal radius of the track and is not
allowed to be less than 11.4 m if the track is straight. Requirements concerning the distance between the centrelines of tracks and the minimum railway gauge (Sp) is given in table 3-7. Calculating the total width of bridges,
edge beams most also be included.
Table 3-7: Minimum railway gauge given as a function of different curves
Radius (m)

Railway gauge Sp (m)

R<350

4,70

350 < R < 500

4,68

500 < R < 600

4,66

600 < R < 1000

4,64

1000 < R < 4000

4,60

4000 < R < 5000

4,56

R> 5000

4,40

Figure 3-10. Alternative 1 - Minimum bridge net width for 2-track bridges

Figure 3-9:Two track bridge according to JD 525
According to JD 525 chapter 3.10, it is preferred to have two separate single track bridges, each with a minimum
net width of 7.0 m. This is presented in figure 3-11 as “alternative 2”. Requirements or recommendations
concerning the distance between bridges is not given in JD525.
Bridge width presented here is a minimum requirement and should be confirmed by needs for installations or
project specific requirements concerning increased distance between the two tracks for double tracks.

Figure 3-11: Alternative 2 - Minimum bridge net width for a two track solution with two single-track bridges
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Bridge widths to be used in cost calculations
The proposal for bridge width to be used in the cost calculations is shown in figure 3-13 and figure 3-14.

Close to tunnels, the distance between tracks is larger than shown in the standard section, and two single track
bridges should be assumed in the cost calculations. An example of a single track bridge is shown in figure 3-14.

In general the geometry is based on the following assumptions:

There will also be several other situations where the distance between tracks is larger than 4.70m, and two single
track bridges or a wider bridge than shown in figure 3-13 is required.

•
•
•

One bridge with two tracks
Standard section according to figure 3-12
Distance between tracks of 4.70 metres (which corresponds to figure 3-12 as well as distance used for the
recently built high speed rails in Germany and Austria).

At this stage of the project the distance between tracks is not determined, and the different situations should then be
reflected in the estimated unit price cost for the bridges.
Pylons and power supply are not shown in these figures, space must be provided for these installations.

Figure 3-12: Standard section for a double track

Figure 3-14: Typical geometry of a single track bridge - to be used in the cost evalutions
Bridge deck stiffness:
The acceptance criteria for bridge deck stiffness are considerable higher at high speed. This may influence the
choice of optimal bridge type and may require increased cross-sectional dimensions compared to bridges designed
for normal speed.

Figure 3-13: Typical geometry of a double track bridge - to be used in the cost evalutions
Figure 3-15: Deck twist, according to JBV Technical Standard chapter 10.2.2
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3.3.5

Tunnels

Principles for tunnel design
The following principles are decided as a basis for tunnel design in the HSR project phase III:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Twin tube tunnels will be used in alternatives with operating speed from 250 km/h and upwards.
It is considered that 100 year life time is the basis for tunnel design.
Tunnels will be equipped with safety installations as described in JBV Technical Standard and relevant TSIs.
The sealing in drill and blast tunnels will be a membrane protected by sprayed concrete.
Tunnels for operating speed up to 250 km/h will be designed according to JBV Technical Standard
For alternatives with operating speed 250 km/h and more, slab track should be used in tunnels. An exception is
short tunnels adjacent to continuous sections with open track.

Tunnels in alternative D1 and D2 with design speed 330 km/h are not covered by the JBV Technical Standard and
must therefore be evaluated separately. Below are various design parameters for tunnels briefly described with the
aim to arrive at a common basis for cost calculation including suggestions for tunnel cross-section.
Cross sections for alternative D
In the project it has been decided to use twin tube tunnels, i.e. one track in each tunnel in alternatives, with design
speed 250 km/h and more. Two types of tunnel cross sections are appropriate for high-speed lines. Drill and blast
tunnels have a horseshoe shape cross section and tunnels made by the use of tunnel drilling machines have a
circular cross section.
The size of the tunnel cross section is based on an assessment of several factors. Important parameters are air
resistance/energy consumption, comfort, building of air pressure, security, cost, etc.
To reduce the air resistance and thus energy consumption when driving in the tunnel, it is preferable to have the
largest possible cross-section. It is also beneficial to have smooth tunnel walls.

Figure 3-16: Proposed cross section for single track tunnel (drill and blast tunnel)

For tunnels to be used by high speed trains, it is necessary to deal with the air pressure increase that takes place
when the train enters the tunnel. It must be determined a limit for maximum pressure rise per time unit, which
ensures the comfort requirement for train passengers. Also requirements must be set for the trains that run in the
tunnel, so they can withstand the pressure. It is also noted that from a comfort point of view it is not preferable that
a line has many short tunnels within a short distance, since this reduces passenger comfort due to frequent pressure
rises.
Furthermore, the tunnel cross section must have room for appropriate requirements for security measures. This is
for instance emergency walkways, emergency lights, fire ventilation, etc. The TSI also sets requirements for escape
routes between two single track tunnels. Maximum distance between these exits is 500 m.
A summary of the various design parameters and a comparison to the design parameters and tunnel cross-sections
used abroad for similar high-speed routes, suggested that the free volume of air in the tunnel must be in the range of
65 m2. In each end of the tunnel pressure levelling shafts or equivalent solutions should be constructed.
In the following figures the proposed cross sections are shown.. Figure 3-20 shows a cross section of two tracks in
the same tunnel that can be used for short tunnels and a maximum speed of 250 km/h. This section can, for
example, be applicable to larger cities where there is reduced speed in and out of stations, or on routes where there
are one or more short tunnels (less than 300-500 m) immediately after each other in order to avoid a substantial gap
between the two tracks on open line.

Figure 3-17: Proposed cross section for single track tunnel (TBM)
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Figure 3-18: Proposed cross section for two single track tunnels, twin tube, showing the distance between the tubes

Figure 3-19: Proposed cross section for twin tube tunnel produced with TBM

Distance between the tunnel tubes
The distance between the tubes in a twin tube tunnel must be decided on the basis of geology assessments and
technical issues as for instance the need for technical installations and technical rooms in the passageways between
the tubes. In general it is proposed a 15 m distance between the tubes, which means a track distance at 25 m. This
means that the track distance should be decreased at each end of the tunnel, to avoid sections in open area with an
unnecessarily large width. Necessary reinforcements of the tunnels at the end sections must be taken care of.
In sections where there are lots of short tunnels, less than 300 - 500 m, and a short distance between the tunnels, it
should be considered to construct a double track tunnel. For operating speed up to 250 km/h the cross section as
shown in figure 3-20 could be used. For alternative D, the tunnel cross-section must be significantly larger if freight
trains are allowed on the line. Consideration should also be given to derailment protection measures within twin
track tunnel sections
Tunnelling methods
Choice of tunnelling methods depends on economic conditions, where the geology and tunnel length often play a
crucial role. The construction of railway tunnels (and road tunnels) in Norway is so far mainly carried out by
conventional methods (drill and blast tunnels). The reason for this is that the rock mainly is hard and of good
quality and the use of Tunnel Boring Machines appears to be less profitable than conventional methods.
Application of TBM in Norway is assumed to be associated with the longest tunnels as well as where it is difficult
to access possible cross cuts.
Conventional method
Drill and blast tunnels will be excavated with an emphasis on gentle blasting of the tunnel contour and will be
equipped with a waterproof sealing (membrane) protected by in situ concrete. Figure 3-16 shows the proposed cross
section for a single track tunnel section and resulting air volume inside the concrete lining. Figure 3-18 shows two
tubes with typical track distance 25 m and a gallery with escape routes between the tubes.

Figure 3-20: Proposed cross section for double track tunnel
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Sealing of tunnels
For all tunnels water leaks from the rock should be controlled. Need for pre-injection is most likely. The extent of
this will depend on the environment and other factors. It is proposed to set a maximum in-leakage of
15 l/min/100 m tunnel in areas with no special requirements in relation to the environment. In vulnerable areas the
maximum leakage will need special consideration. In particularly sensitive areas, insulation requirements down to
3 l/min/100 m tunnel could be applicable. For undersea tunnels corresponding requirements are a maximum of
5 l/min/100 m tunnel
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Rock stability measures
All protective measures in the tunnel shall be designed for a 100 year life. Necessary measures will mostly be bolts
and sprayed concrete, eventually complemented by sprayed concrete arcs etc. where there is a need for more
intensive measures.
Bored tunnels
For tunnels constructed by TBM it is assumed that these are equipped with a prefabricated element lining. The
lining shall be designed for a minimum 100 year life. There will also be a need for measures against water leakage.
Proposed cross sections for TBM tunnels are shown in figure 3-17 and figure 3-19
Different types of stations
The normal type of station within the project will be a four track station with loops to side platforms. Trains that
are not intended to stop at the station can pass at high speed along the two centre tracks. The platform tracks could
also be used as passing loops when necessary.

Figure 3-21: Schematic design of a standard four track station with two tracks to platform

Design
Stavanger is a terminus station and the proposal is to use the existing station. It will be necessary to extend from
four to a minimum of six tracks with platforms and new terminal building facilities have to be established. A
similar solution as the airport express train terminal in Oslo could be of interest, with a separate terminal in
connection with the ordinary station facilities. An alternative could be to build a new HSR station to the south of
existing station, in the area where there are existing train stabling facilities. In both cases, more stabling facilities
would be needed.
If the West and South corridors are going to meet here, even more tracks will probably be needed, depending on the
traffic pattern. Our proposal is based on the South corridor only.
Sandnes
Location
Sandnes station is located in the middle of the city centre, on a viaduct. If a HSR station is established here as
proposed, there is a high potential for urban development in the surrounding areas. The building density is moderate
to low in the city centre compared to larger cities. The location of the station is the same in all alternatives.
Design
Expansion of the station with two more tracks will be necessary and this will be challenging due to surrounding
buildings and infrastructure. It seems to be preferable to expand the station area on the east side of the existing
station. Parking facilities should be provided in a parking garage, for instance under or above the exisiting bus
terminal outside the station.

Some of the stations will deviate from this design. This is described laterwhere this is relevant.
Stavanger
Location
In Stavanger, the existing station will be used in all alternatives. This is located in the central city area.

Figure 3-23: Extraxt of the municipal master plan for Sandnes, with existing station in the middle of the picture.
Egersund
Figure 3-22: Extraxt of the municipal master plan for the city of Stavanger, with existing station area south of
Breiavatnet. Brown coloured areas are the city centre areas, yellow means residential areas
Due to protection issues, the potential area for development near the existing station is somewhat limited. The
wooden town of Stavanger (cultural heritage), a nearby graveyard and Breiavatnet all set restrictions for an
expansion of the station area.

Location
The new station is in all alternatives planned in the same area as the existing station, north of the main city centre.
In the municipal master plan, areas for city centre development are reserved in an axis between the city centre and
the station, marked as S1 in figure 3-24. In this area there are large area reserves available for city centre
development around a new HSR station.
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alignment constraints) partly infrastructural. A new main road is planned in the same area, something which could
make the new station area an important hub for the city region.
Figure 3-25: Extract of the municipal
master plan for the city of Kristiansand.
The red lines show a proposed new main
road, and the violet areas west of the
river represent the existing hospital, with
future expansion areas (T12). The station
is proposed located partly in the T12
area, and partly in the H510 (green
area), which is a cultural heritage special
consideration zone.

Figure 3-24: Extract of the municipal master plan for the city of Egersund, with existing station area in the middle
of the picture. The S1 area is a future delvelopment area for city centre functions
Design
There are three, partly four, tracks in the exisiting station, but the track arrangement has to be replaced to make it
suitable for a high speed station. There is probably a sufficient area available for the new track arrangements within
the existing station area, so it is likely that major interventions in the surrounding city centre areas will not be
necessary.

Design
The station is proposed as a new intermediate station with four tracks, all with platforms. Track arrangements will
partly extend on to the bridge east of the station and into the tunnel west of the station. Station buildings and
underground parking could be established in the open areas south of the hospital.
It should be discussed whether the existing station nearer the city centre should be kept for local traffic and
terminating trains. In case of this, a new connection tunnel to the existing track will be necessary, about 1 km long.
This tunnel could also serve freight transport to and from the harbour area.

More parking areas and new stations buildings will have to be provided.

Lillesand

Mandal

Location
The new station in Lillesand in alternatives 2*, D1 and D2 is proposed in the Fyresmoen area, between the city
centre to the south and the new E39 highway to the north. Today, the proposed station area is an agricultural area.
The distance to the city centre is approximately 2.5 km along the county road Fv 420. A new station in this area
could probably be a driver for area development along the axis between E18 and the city centre. This could, though,
be in conflict with development of the city centre.

Location
The new station in Mandal in alternatives 2*, D1 and D2 is proposed east of the Mandal River (Mandalselva). Most
of the area is an agricultural area today. The location of the station is the same in all alternatives. A new access road
from county road Fv 455 or the existing highway E39 will be feasible.
Mandal city centre is located on the opposite side of the Mandal River and the distance to the centre is
approximately 2 to 2.5 km. The area development potential around the station is judged as moderate. Protection of
crop land and the distance to the centre probably will result in restrictions on utilization of the areas.
Design
The new station in Mandal is proposed as a standard intermediate station with two through tracks and two loops to
side platforms. The track arrangements west of the station will partly be on the bridge across Mandalselva,
something which means that this bridge will need an extra wide cross-section.
Kristiansand
Location
The existing station in Kristiansand is a dead-end station near the city centre. This kind of station is not suitable for
a high speed concept and thus, a new station is proposed near the hospital area at Eg north of the city centre in
alternatives 2*, D1 and D2. The reason for this location is partly technical (one of the few possibilities due to
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Design
The new station in Lillesand is proposed as a standard intermediate station with two through tracks and two loops to
side platforms. Parking areas and new stations buildings will have to be provided.
Grimstad
Location
In Grimstad the station in alternatives 2*, D1 and D2 is proposed located in the Berge area, northeast of the E18
higway near the commercial areas along the highway E18. In the 2* alternative it is possible to locate the station
closer to E18 than in the D-alternatives. The distance to the city centre is between 1 and 1.5 km. The potential for
area development in this area is assessed as large, especially in the areas between a new station and the existing
E18. Today, these areas partly are agricultural areas.

Premises and design basis for construction of High speed Lines

Sannidal (Kragerø)
Location
Sannidal is a small local centre in the municipality of Kragerø. The station in Sannidal is proposed to be located in
Øverbødalen north of the centre and will serve the Kragerø community as well. The station will be about 11 km
from the city centre of Kragerø, along county roads 38 and 363.
Design
The new Sannidal (Kragerø) station is proposed as an intermediate station with two through tracks and two loops to
side platforms. Parking facilities and a station building will need to be provided.
Porsgrunn
Location
The new station in Porsgrunn is in all alternatives (2*, D1, D2) with a proposed location near the existing station in
the city centre of Porsgrunn. The location is discussed and coordinated with the Intercity study, but the ongoing
planning process for the new county road Fv. 36 could affect the final conclusions about the station location.
It is proposed to move the station area a few hundred metres to the south compared to the existing station, to make
it possible with a better curvature and necessary expansions of the track areas.
Design
Porsgrunn station will probably need six tracks with platforms, since this station will be an important meeting point
between Intercity and High speed trains. In the D1 and D2 alternatives there will be four tracks in and out of the
station area, with separate double tracks for InterCity and High speed rail. In the 2* alternative there will be four
tracks to the north (Intercity double track to Skien, and High speed double track towards Borgeåsen tunnel) and two
tracks heading south.
Figure 3-26: Extract of the municipal master plan for the city of Grimstad. New station is proposed located in the
Berge area, which today is a mix of industrial areas, commercial areas and agricultural areas (green hatched
areas) . The city centre is the brown area to the right in the figure.
Design
The new Grimstad station is proposed as an intermediate station with two through tracks and two loops to side
platforms. Parking facilities and a station building will need to be provided.
Arendal
Location
The new station in Arendal in alternative 2*, D1 and D2 is proposed to be located at Stoa, approximately 5 km
northwest of the city centre. Stoa is a development area. A new municipal plan for the area is underway (8),
reserving the areas for future industrial and commercial development. The proposed location is easily accessed
from the main road network if a new junction is established.
Design
The new Arendal station is proposed as an intermediate station with two through tracks and two loops to side
platforms. Parking facilities and a station building will need to be provided.
Brokelandsheia
Location
At Brokelandsheia, the station in alternative 2*, D1 and D2 is proposed to be located north of the existing centre, in
accordance with the local development plan (9). There are local plans for an extensive development of
Brokelandsheia as a local and partly regional centre. The communications in the area are good, with the highway
E18 nearby, though today, the number of inhabitants in the surrounding areas is limited.
Design
At Brokelandsheia the station is proposed as an intermediate station, with two through tracks and two loops to side
platforms.

New station buildings, bus terminal and parking facilities will have to be provided. The detailed location of the
different elements needs to be planned in coordination with the Fv. 36 road project.
Torp
Location
The new station at Torp in alternative 2* is proposed to be located west of the airport runway, with underground
connection to the airport terminal. A new terminal west of the runway has beed discussed, but this is not yet
concluded.
Design
The new Torp station is proposed as an intermediate station with two through tracks and two loops to side
platforms. A station building will need to be provided, parking facilities should be assessed in connection with the
total parking capacity at the airport.
The station can be constructed as an undergroundstation (cut&cover) under a future airport terminal or as an
ordinary surface station. This should be evaluated in a dialogue with Torp airport.
Tønsberg
Location
Tønsberg station in alternative 2* will have approximately the same location as the existing station. The most likely
solution for a new station given the alignment in tunnel under Nøtterøy, is an undergroundstation. A station on the
surface could also possibly be an opportunity, but this will result in steeper gradients and a more complicated
crossing under Kanalen and Vestfjorden further south.
An underground station and railway will make new areas available for city development and these areas will be
very attractive.
Design
The new Tønsberg station will be an intermediate station with two through tracks and two loops to side platforms.
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Drammen

3.3.6

Location
In Drammen, the existing station in the city centre will be used. The station has a very good location, near the main
roads E18 and E134.

Principles regarding the construction process are commented for each alternative. The most complicated issues are
connected to construction works in city areas with high building density (for instance Tønsberg and Porsgrunn).
Other challenges are tunnels in areas without sufficient access roads and a large excess of stone masses from tunnel
sections.
Mass deposits will be necessary in connection to the long tunnels. At this stage of planning, it is difficult to present
any reasonable conclusions about where these deposits should be located. This will have to be analyzed for each
case in a more detailed planning phase, where also local needs for stone masses for different types of construction
works should be taken into account.

Design
To obtain sufficient capacity for increased Intercity traffic and new High speed traffic, the existing station will need
expansion and reconstruction. There will be a neeed for at least six tracks with platforms (five tracks with platforms
today), but a more detailed capacity study should be conducted to analyse what kind of track arrangements that are
needed, given different traffic patterns. Drammen is today a terminus station for local trains and airport express
trains. In addition, long distance trains towards Bergen and Kristiansand/Stavanger, Intercity trains to Skien and
local trains to Kongsberg all make stops here.
In a future situation, the Intercity track towards Skien will be expanded to double track, and potentially, two High
speed corridors (West and South) will meet here. In this situation, there will probably also be a need for two more
tracks towards Oslo.
HSR corridor West
and local trains to
Kongsberg

Platform area

Oslo

HSR corridor South

Intercity to Skien

Figure 3-27: Schematic drawing of a possible track arrangement in Drammen
Other possible stations
In addition to the station list provided by JBV, we have looked at the possibilities of new stations near some of the
larger settlements that not are included at the HSR station list. It should be evaluated further which type of stations
that should be established in these locations, if new stations are decided.
Flekkefjord
In the 2*alternative it will be possible to establish a station south of the city centre, east of the Lafjord bridge. The
track arrangements will partly extend on to the bridge. In the D1 and the D2 alternatives the alignments are too far
from the city centre.
Lyngdal
If a station should be established in Lyngdal, this will need to be in a tunnel section due to the difficult terrain. A
tunnel station near the E39 highway north of the centre is possible.
Søgne
A new station can be established in the tunnel north of the existing centre area. Another possibility is to establish
the station on the viaduct across the highway E39.
Kjevik
A station at Kjevik could be established in the tunnel section north of the airport. A station in open air (on a
viaduct) to the east of the airport could also be possible, but the distance to the terminal is larger in this case.
Tvedestrand
In Tvedestrand it should be possible to establish a parkway station northeast of the city centre, near the existing E18
highway.
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Construction Process

3.4 Costs and quantities
Costs and quantities for the alternatives are not within the scope of this report. For these issues we refer to reports
produced by Atkins.
Quantities for all alignment alternatives have been calculated as part of the project and the methods for this work
are described in Atkins’ report.

Alternative alignments

4 Alternative alignments
4.1 Overview

•

•

EIA/Environmental impact assessment in 1999. However, some adjustments have been necessary because of a
higher design speed and a need for a more robust bridge design, crossing the Skienselva.
From Skorstøl to Mandal and from Flekkefjord to Sandnes/Stavanger this alternative is shown as a new line,
following the coast. The railway will be situated close to the most populated areas, to achive a greater market
area.
The railway between Mandal and Flekkefjord, however, does not follow the coast. This gives a shorter distance
and one avoids some challenging terrain and fjord crossings.
Alternative D1: New high speed line designed for an operating speed of 300 km/h and also suited for mixed
traffic/freight trains. A new railway is constructed from Drammen to Porsgrunn, avoiding the detours via
Kongsberg or Vestfold. This is a direct connection without intermediate stations. From Porsgrunn to
Skorstøl/Gjerstad alternative D1 has the same new link as alternative 2*, “Grenlandsbanen”. There are some
adjustments caused by higher design speed and curvature with larger radii.
The concept resembles the 2* – alternative from Skorstøl to Flekkefjord, but the curvature is different. This
gives shorter distances in the open and longer tunnels and bridges.
Alternative D1 is a new line from Skorstøl to Sandnes/Stavanger, mostly following the coast, close to the most
populated areas and the market. As in the 2* alternative, the railway between Mandal and Flekkefjord lies
farther from the coast. One obtains a more direct line and avoids some challenging terrain and fjord crossings.
The line lies close to the coast from Flekkefjord to Egersund. From Egersund the railway heads inland, to the
plateau of “Høg-Jæren. Most of the line will consist of tunnels. Alternative D1 follows the existing double track
railway from Sandnes to Stavanger.
Alternative D2: New high speed line designed for passenger traffic with an operating speed of 300 km/h. This
alternative is not intended for freight traffic, which allows a steeper gradient, A minimum value G = 35.0‰
over 6 km is allowed and the average slope over 10 km must not exceed 25.0‰.
Most of the line follows the corridor of alternative D1, but one obtains shorter tunnels and longer sections in the
open air, owing to the altered restrictions regarding the vertical curvature.
The line from Egersund and Sandnes lies between alternative 2* and alternative D1. The percentage of tunnels
is lower than D1, and D2 has less impact on wilderness areas at Høg-Jæren. Freight trains must use the existing
railway.

Figure 4-1: Overview of alignment alternatives D1, D2, 2* and the existing corridor (B-alternative)

4.1.1

Alignments

We have examined possible solutions for these scenarios:
• Alternative B: Upgrading of the existing railway line, with the aim to reduce running time by at least 20%.
(Not shown on map.) This scenario diverges from the 250 – 300 km/h – scenarios, using the existing railway
from Drammen via Kongsberg to Gjerstad/Skorstøl. The existing railway follows the landscape with many
sharp curves. We have concentrated on eliminating particular curved sections where the speed is reduced.
Our proposal for the B-alternative consists of 12 sections. 11 sections are mostly single track and the last
section consists of the double track-railway between Egersund and Sandnes. This section is partly an extra track
along the existing railway and partly new double track, eliminating some sharp curves. Our proposed sections
are divided between Drammen –Skorstøl/Brokelandsheia (3 sections), Skorstøl/Brokelandsheia – Kristiansand
(2 sections) and Kristiansand- Sandnes (7 sections, including the double track section from Egersund to
Sandnes.
• Alternative 2*: A new high speed line designed for an operating speed of 250 km/h and for mixed traffic
including freight trains. This includes Vestfoldbanen from Drammen to Porsgrunn, where some sections
already are built or under construction. The newest sections complies with the requirements for 250 km/h.
A new link between Vestfoldbanen and Sørlandsbanen is “Grenlandsbanen” from Porsgrunn to
Skorstøl/Gjerstad. This is shown as double track, to assure a high level of capacity. The railway will in broad
outline follow the principles from the previous plan for Grenlandsbanen, which was assessed in an

4.1.2

Railway register and choice of direction for detailed studies

The description regarding the alignments is from Drammen to Stavanger, in the same direction as Jernbaneverket’s
register, which starts at zero in Oslo.
The alternatives for the South Corridor, however, have been produced with Stavanger as the starting point, since
that gives the best design for the technical drawings. The detailed description of the alternatives follows the same
direction, from west to east.

4.1.3

Dividing the south Corridor

One can divide the South Corridor into four main sections:
1. Stavanger – Egersund
2. Egersund – Kristiansand
3. Kristiansand – Skorstøl
4. Skorstøl – Drammen
Main sections, landscape and line design
Stavanger – Egersund is a densely populated area, surrounded by agricultural areas and areas of cultural and
recreational interest. To construct a new line of a high standard without facing strong conflicts is difficult. The
alternatives D1 and D2 avoid the densest populated areas, while the 2* alternative follows the existing corridor,
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since the required curvature makes less impact on the surroundings than the required curvature for the higher speeds
through the same area.
Egersund – Kristiansand is less populated. The population is concentrated on the coastline and in some settlements
inland, near the existing railway. The direction of rivers, valleys and mountains is from the inland to the coast. The
railway goes mostly straight across these elements. The required curvature, both horisontal and vertical, makes it
impossible to follow the shapes of the landscape. As a result, this section consists mainly of tunnels and bridges.
Egersund – Kristiansand is the section with the highest percentage of tunnels.
Kristiansand – Skorstøl Alternatives 2*, D1 and D2 lie close to the coast and the cities from Kristiansand to
Tvedestrand. It is necessary to cross lakes, fjords, rivers and small valleys and adjust the line to the urban areas. It is
possible, however, to construct solutions with fewer tunnels compared to the Egersund – Kristiansandsection.
The alternatives head inland from Tvedestrand to Skorstøl and possible conflicts are fewer. The landscape is
rugged, with many small lakes and hills, without a general shape that the line may be adjusted to.
Skorstøl – Porsgrunn - Drammen
The landscape from Skorstøl to Porsgrunn resembles the landscape to the west, with small lakes and hills and no
general shape that the line may follow. “Grenlandsbanen” will have both tunnels, open sections and bridges.
The direct line from Porsgrunn to Drammen has some sections in the open, close to Porsgrunn and in the
Lågendalen valley. Most of the line will consist of tunnels under inland plateaus.
Alternative 2*– will have stations in some of the cities of Vestfold and at
Torp airport.
In general, the line will pass through densely populated areas, agricultural areas and areas of cultural and
recreational interest. Some adjustments of the curvature have to be made to connect to the stations, without causing
insurmountable conflicts.

4.1.4

General considerations and measures

A new railway may cause negative effects relating to noise and accessability. Measures to reduce such effects are
not shown on the drawings, except in the area of viaducts/bridges and tunnels. The cost estimates includes noise
barriers in settlements. It is also assumed that the project includes smaller crossings (subwaysculverts, footbridges,
minor bridges), both in built-up areas and recreational areas/outdoor areas.

4.1.5

Alternatives and stages in the planning process

The alternatives have been made to show how a new or upgraded railway may be constructed between Drammen
and Stavanger. This is a feasibility study, to investigate which results the alternative designs will give regarding
travel time and costs and how they will affect the surroundings.
It is essential to be aware of the fact that this is a very early stage in the planning process. The constructed lines are
representative alternatives with a realistic design and adjusted to known conditions and circumstances.
However, the final result of a planning process may give other lines and solutions than those shown on the
drawings.

4.1.6

Drawings and description of the alternatives

The total length from Stavanger to Drammen is approximately 455 km in alternatives D1 and D2 and 495 km in
alternative 2*. With the chosen map scale for presenting the alternatives, each alternative will consist of 17-18
drawings. In our description of the alternatives we will comment upon special issues and point out some main
characteristics. More details are indicated on the drawings.

4.1.7

Bridges and viaducts in the South Corridor

Several bridges types are considered in this corridor:
•
•
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Bridges in the countryside: Viaducts with typical span length of approx 30 m, founded on friction piles or piles
down to the rock.
Bridges crossing lakes: Bridges with span lengths with span length of approx 50 m, founded on friction piles or
piles to the rock.

•
•

Bridges crossing over valleys or bigger lakes: Bridges with span lengths in the range of 100 -150 m, built by the
free cantilever method, founded on rock.
Bridges crossing over the fjords, like Lafjord, Fedafjorden e.g. suspension bridges or cable stayed bridges with
span lengths in the range of 150 m up to 1000 m.

Alternative alignments

4.2 Alternative D1 – 330 km/h, with freight
This alternative shows a new high speed line designed for an operating speed of 300 km/h and a design speed of
330 km/h. The main parameters are: minimum horizontal radius 6300 m, maximal gradient G = 12.5‰ and
maximal cant 125 mm, suited for freight traffic/mixed traffic.

It is assumed a double track railway, with high capacity.

4.2.1

Part 1: Stavanger – Egersund

Figure 4-2: Map of alternative D1 from Stavanger to Egersund
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Km 0 – 28, from Stavanger

.

Alignment
The line follows the existing double track railway from Stavanger to Sandnes. The combination of more long
distance trains and increased local traffic makes it necessary to expand the stations at Stavanger and Sandnes. This
is a challenging task and must be studied in detail at a later stage.
The split between the existing railway and the HSR-alternative is placed south of Ganddal, the freight terminal in
the Stavanger region. It may be necessary to provide a rail over rail intersection crossing, considering the high
volume of local trains both now and in the future. The climb up to Høg-Jæren starts at Ganddal, with a maximum
gradient of 12.5‰. The line crosses a river and some small valleys from km 19 to km 24. There are several bridges,
with a maximum length of 500 m. Passing through a hill from km 25.5 to km 28, the line will have a tunnel 2360 m
in length.
Curvature
The existing railway from Stavanger to Sandnes has a number of curves with small radii, typically 400 m – 1000 m,
winding through the cityscape. It is assumed, though, that the trains will stop at Sandnes.
The split at Ganddal has a horizontal curve with radius of 4000 m, to avoid conflict with existing buildings.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The bedrock close to Stavanger is Phyllite of high quartz content, while along the bay of Gandsfjorden, granite is
dominant. The stretch contains relatively thick overburden, north of Sandnes mainly moraine and clayey moraine.
South of Sandnes one also encounters river deposits as sand and gravel with some silt in Sandnes. The line turns off
a main faultline coming from the Gandsfjorden. The bedrock varies between Phyllites with high quartz content
around Gandsfjorden and further on mainly Granite/Gneiss. From the Gandsfjorden the line enters an area with
overburden dominated by moraine in varying thickness. Several pockets of glacial river deposits with high stone
content and areas covered by peat/bog are also encountered. Further along the line the overburden is generally small
and long stretches are dominated by exposed rock, varying thickness of moraine and pockets of glacial river
deposits and peat/bog of generally small thickness.
Special issues
When considering the opportunities for an expansion of the Stavanger station, many factors must be taken into
account. The design of this station influences the city, passenger logistics and railway functions. Alternative
locations must be studied and assessed before a conclusion is drawn.
The existing station and connecting tracks at Sandnes are mainly located on a bridge. Adding more tracks here will
affect both buildings and infrastructure. Alternative designs and constructions must be examined closer.
Construction process
Rebuilding the stations at Stavanger and Sandnes and building a rail-over-rail crossing at Ganddal will affect the
existing railway and temporary measures are likely. Construction phases must be examined and may influence the
design of the permanent railway
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Figure 4-3: 3D model showing the proposed D1 alignment south of Sandnes

Alternative alignments
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Km 28 – 56 Across Høg-Jæren
Alignment
The line ascends to a mountainous area with several peaks, resulting in a series of tunnels and sections in the open.
Major peaks are Sikvalandskula, Synesvarden and Eikelandsknuten. The county road Fv 504 crosses under the
railway at km 42.2. From km 42 the line goes downhill, mostly in the open, to an area with several lakes.
Curvature
There is a curve km 29 -35 with radius 5500 m, and curves with radius 6000 m. The corresponding design speeds
are 310 and 320 km/h. The line has a maximum gradient of 12.5‰ uphill and downhill.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
All the way to Egersund, the line is dominated by overburden of moraine and pockets of glacial river deposits and
peat/bog. A large part of this stretch has outcropping bedrock or little overburden. The bedrock is first mostly
Gneisses and some Granite, but at km 45 the Egersund Anortite outcrop is entered. At km 52 - 57 the line is passing
a sandstone/schist outcrop before entering Anortite once again.
The tunnel km 33 – 34 passes through weakness zones. The line has low angles to weakness zones in the tunnel km
46.5 – 50.3. Poorer geology is expected in this tunnel and grouting may be required to reduce leakage affecting the
natural environmental balance of the area. Bedrock with small lineaments in the tunnel km 54.2 – 56.2.
Special issues
This section does not raise any special issues.
Construction process
There are few conflicts with existing infrastructure. Earthworks mass transport and deposit must be assessed at an
early phase, to find solutions that gives the least environmental impact.

Figure 4-4: 3D model showing an open section of the proposed D1 alignment in the Høg-Jæren landscape
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Km 56 – 84, near Egersund
Alignment
The line descends in a tunnel of 5.5 km length from Høg-Jæren to the coast and the city of Egersund, to the existing
railway station. Alternative D meets the existing railway from Egersund to Stavanger, “Jærbanen”, at km 64.5. A
rail-over-rail crossing is suggested, because of future high traffic volumes on Jærbanen. Egersund station has to be
expanded/rebuilt.
Alternative D and Sørlandsbanen (to Kristiansand) splits at km 65.5. We have assumed a rail-over-rail-crossing, in
case the existing line Egersund – Kristiansand is to be maintained.
The line crosses over highway 44 (two-lane road) and 13 – 17 m above a lake east of the city, on a bridge 400
metres longThe landscape rises steeply and there will be a tunnel 11.1 km long from km 66.5 – 77.6.
There will be bridges, tunnels and open-air sections approximately from km 78 to km 79, followed by a 8.7 km
tunnel.
Curvature
There will be relatively sharp bends in both ends of Egersund station, with radius of 600 – 800 m. The tunnel km
66.5 – 77.6 will have a radius of 2000 m and a design speed of 200 km/h. Other concepts with higher design speed
through Egersund have been studied, but the consequences for the city and the surroundings were too negative.
Most of the line will have gradients ranging from 5.0‰ to 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
At km 52 - 57 the line passes a sandstone/schist outcrop before entering Anortite again.
In Egersund there is moraine overburden with sand and silt pockets. East of Egersund outcropping bedrock with
little or no overburden.
The tunnel km 57.6 – km 63 enters an area with varying geology from km 60, crossing a weakness zone with little
overburden. There is not enough overburden at km 61when crossing rv44 Jærvegen. Open cut or cut&cover is
needed.
At the entrance to Egersund, the tunnel km 63.8 – 64.1 will be close to an existing road tunnel. The geology is OK,
but a higher cost is expected due to special measures during construction.
At km 75 the tunnel crosses under water with little overburden to water level. This could result inexpensive
construction, and adjustments or necessary measures must be studied. The tunnel crosses some weakness zones at a
low angle.
There are also several weakness zones in the tunnel km 79.2 – km 87.9. Overburden is OK.
Special issues
The existing railway Egersund – Kristiansand might be replaced by the new railway. The future of the existing
railway must be appraised.
Construction process
The section through Egersund will be built close to the existing railway, which must be kept operational during the
construction period. Capacity considerations indicate that a rail-over-rail crossing is needed. Construction phases
must be studied to find acceptable solutions regarding traffic and the surroundings.
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4.2.2

Part 2: Egersund – Kristiansand

Figure 4-5: Map of alternative D1 from Egersund to Kristiansand
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Figure 4-6: 3D model showing the proposed D1 alignment at Egersund
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Km 84 – 112 Sokndal to Lafjord
Alignment
The main picture is a landscape of mountainous areas at a height of 120 – 370 m above sea level, cut through by
fjords, rivers and narrow valleys 20 – 50 m above sea level. Most of the line will consist of tunnels, supplemented
by short bridges and short sections in the open. Short tunnels 0.3 – 2.7 km alternate with tunnels of 8 – 9 km.
Curvature
This part of the line will have a high standard, with a minimum curve radius of 7000 m.
Most of the line will have gradients ranging from 5.0‰ to 10‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
East of Egersund there is outcropping bedrock with little or no overburden. Pockets of peat/bog are invariably
spread along the line all the way to km 158 at Valle.
There are several weakness zones in the tunnel km 79.2 – km 87.9, but the overburden is OK.
The tunnels km 88.2 – 90.9 and 91.5 – 91.9 have enough overburden and there is one major weakness zone in each
tunnel.
High water pressure in the tunnel km 93.1 – 102.3 will need extra measures. The TBM method may be feasible in
this case. The tunnel has enough overburden and several weakness zones. The tunnel km 105.5 – 113.5 has several
weakness zones as well.
Special issues
High water pressure in the tunnel km 93.1 – 102.3 when crossing lakes must be taken care of.
Construction process
Crossing the highway rv 44, km 93 – 94, will call for measures regarding blasting, safety and traffic.
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Km 112 – 140, near Flekkefjord
Alignment
The section from Åna – Sira through Flekkefjord to Lyngdal has two challenging fjord crossings, at Lafjord and
Fedafjorden. The line is shown at a height of 46 – 49 m above sea level. The landscape has a marked relief with
mountainous areas up to 370 m above sea level, cut through by fjords and narrow valleys. Most of the line of this
section will consist of tunnels with the two longest being 7 km and 16 km in length.
The bridges for the fjord crossings will be 1.0 km and 1.2 km in length.
Curvature
This part of the line will have a high standard, with a minimum curve of 7000 m.
Most of the line will have gradients ranging from 2.0‰ to 5.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
East of Egersund outcropping bedrock with little or no overburden. Pockets of peat/bog are invariably spread along
the line all the way to km 158 at Valle.
Bedrock consist of igneous rocks, mainly granite and gneisses.
The tunnel km 105 – 113.5 has several weakness zones, which must be taken into account.
The tunnel km 116 – 123 has enough overburden, with several weakness zones. High water pressure, crossing
under several lakes, may require extra measures, e.g. TBM.
There are some weakness zones, at a low angle to the line, in the tunnel km 124.5 – 140.5.
Special issues
High water pressure in tunnels when crossing lakes must be taken care of.
Fjord crossings with lengths 1.0 km and 1.2 km will require bridges with long span. The geology indicates
considerable water depth.
Construction process
Building the fjord crossings requires good access to the construction sites. There are no access roads now. New
roads would be useful both during the construction period and under operation, both for maintenance and for safety
reasons/evacuation.
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Figure 4-7: 3D model showing the proposed D1 alignment crossing Lafjord
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Km 140 – 168 From Lyngdal towards Mandal
Alignment
The section from Lyngdal to Mandal passes, like the other sections from Egersund to Mandal, through sparsely
populated areas, mostly hills and mountains ranging from 100 to 370 m above sea level. The railway is shown
mostly at approx. 50 m above sea level and the greater part of this section will consist of tunnels. Some shorter
bridges will be needed, crossing narrow valleys and highway E39, highway 43 (Lyngdal), and county road 575. A
longer bridge is needed to cross the valley near Valle, km 158.5, with a total length of 810 m.
The longest tunnels are 2.7 km, 5.5 km and 9.5 km in length.
The line will go past Mandal to the northeast.
Curvature
This part of the line will have a high standard, with a minimum radius of 7000 m.
Some parts will have gradients ranging from 2.0‰ to 5.0‰, while other parts have a gradient of 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
East of Egersund there is outcropping bedrock with little or no overburden. Pockets of peat/bog are invariably
spread along the line all the way to km 158 at Valle.
Bedrock consist of igneous rocks, mainly granite and gneisses.
At Valle the line crosses some river deposits before entering areas of more variable moraine thickness, and less
outcropping bedrock. At Mandal and crossing Mandal river along to the station at km 175, river deposits are
dominating.
The tunnels km 142.6 – 145.4 and km 147.3 – 157.8 crosses several weakness zones and lakes.
The terrain over the tunnel km 165.9 – 168.2 is flat with soil cover. We are uncertain about the rock cover here.
Special issues
The tunnel km 142.6 – 145.4 passes a source of drinking water and measures must be taken to avoid contamination
and alteration to water supply..
High water pressure in tunnels when crossing lakes will require measures.
Construction process
There are some crossings of existing roads. Traffic and safety must be taken care of.
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Figure 4-8: 3D model showing the proposed D1 alignment crossing the valley at Vigeland/Valle
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Km 168 – 196, from Mandal to Kristiansand
Alignment
Alternative D crosses the river Mandalselva at km 170, with a bridge of 620 m in length. The station at Mandal is
shown to the northeast of the city. The landscape lies at a lower level than the previous sections, but still has great
variations in height. The line crosses fjords, rivers and valleys and several bridges are necessary. The percentage of
tunnels is lower than the previous sections, and there are some longer sections in the open.
The bridge to the east of Søgne, km 189, over highway E39 and county roads 114 and 159, will have a length of
715 m.
The crossing over highway 166 and county road 114 north of Søgne, km 192, will have a length of 720 m.
Alternative D continues eastwards, mostly in tunnels, but also with bridges and open sections.
Curvature
This part of the line will have a high standard, with a minimum radius of 7000 m.
Some parts will have gradients ranging from 2.0‰ to 5.0‰, while short sections have a gradient of
12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
At Valle the line crosses some river deposits before entering areas of more variable moraine thickness, and less
outcropping bedrock. At Mandal and crossing Mandal river along to the station at km 175, river deposits are
dominating.
At km 176 there is a glacial river deposit before the line crosses moraine terrain of moderate thickness. At
Søgne/Lunde km 188-192, the overburden is mainly river and glacial river deposits. Further on the overburden is a
thin moraine layer or outcropping rock. Bedrock is here mainly Granite and Gneisses.
The tunnel km 172.1 – 172.3 has little cover. The tunnel km 185.2 – 187 has generally 20 – 40 m overburden. We
expect poorer geology in this tunnel.
The line goes at a low angle to weakness zones in the tunnel km 193.2 – 194.4. We expect poor geology here.
The tunnel located in the hillside km 194.7 – 195.1 has little overburden.
Special issues
The station at Mandal will be located to the north of highway E39 and the city centre. Feeding roads, bus routes and
other connections must be studied to create an effective public transit terminal.
The bedrock at tunnels with expected little overburden must be examined.
Construction process
There are some crossings of existing roads. Traffic and safety must be taken care of.
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Figure 4-9: 3D model showing the proposed D1 alignment south of Søgne
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4.2.3

Part 3: Kristiansand - Brokelandsheia

Figure 4-10: Map of alternative D1 from Kristiansand to Brokelandsheia
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Figure 4-11: 3D model showing the proposed D1 alignment at Kjevik east of Kristiansand
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Km 196 – 225, Kristiansand - Lillesand
Alignment
Alternative D approaches Kristiansand with a combination of tunnels, bridges and sections in the open.
The tunnel mouth at km 200 is placed at the settlement at Hellemyr and some buildings must be removed. The line
crosses the existing railway at two places, the western arm at km 201 and the eastern arm and highway 9 at km
201.5. The line turns a little to the south, passes through a tunnel to the new station at Eg, near the regional hospital.
The line continues on a bridge over the river Otra at km 204. The line dips and passes under a residential area in a
tunnel of 2.3 km. It is a mix of tunnels, bridges and open sections from km 206.5 to km 210. The settlement at km
208.5 – 210 is divided by the proposed line. The crossing over Topdalsfjorden is shown at 29 m above sea level, the
bridge will be 940 m. The line passes to the north of Kristiansand airport (Kjevik) and crosses highway 41 and a
river at km 214.
The landscape rises and the line will go into a tunnel of 9.8 km, from km 215. There is a short open section,
followed by a new tunnel 1 km in length.
Curvature
Most sections of the line will have a good curvature and gradients below the maximum value.
It is necessary to make a compromise near Kristiansand, which allows the station to be situated at Eg. There are
curves with radii of 1200 m, 1500 m and 2400 m near the station. A curve of 4300 m is also used along Gilsvannet,
at km 207.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
West of Eg Hospital station, km 203, the overburden is a thin moraine layer or outcropping rock. Just before Eg
hospital the line is crossing a section with Phyllite/Micaschist and a Marble outcrop.
From Eg hospital the line crosses a glacial river deposit that stretches to Dønnestad at km 215 where it enters a
moraine area of varying thickness to km 220. The map shows exposed rock or little overburden up to km 227.
A tunnel crosses under a lake at km 196.75 - the overburden here should be examined.
The tunnel km 201.8 – 202.6 has several weakness zones with one of them being very large. We expect some poor
geological conditions. The tunnel km 204.1 – 206.4 crosses under populated areas, under peat, and has some
weakness zones. Restrictions for parts of the tunneling is likely.
The tunnel km 208.18 – 208.24 also has some weakness zones. There is bedrock with fault lines over the tunnels
km 210.9 – 211.4 and km 211.6 – 212.6. One big lineament divides the two tunnels.
The tunnels km 214.9 – 224.7, km 224.9 – 225.0 and 225.2 – 226.2 has enough overburden, but some weakness
zones.
Special issues
The new station at Eg will be located north of the city centre. Feeding roads, bus routes and other connections must
be studied to create an effective public transit terminal.
There is a short section in the open at km 202.6, between Ravnedalen and Bånetjønn, in a recreational area, which
might be controversial.
The new railway crosses over the two branches of the existing railway lines at Krossen, km 201 – 201.5.
Possibilities of connecting the old line to the new line ought to be examined.
Construction process
There are crossings both of existing roads and railways. Construction phases may be demanding, with interim
staging arrangements required. Traffic and safety must be taken care of.
Rock containing sulfides has led to acid run-off in several other projects between Kristiansand and Lillesand,
causing fish death and other negative effects. Special measures must be taken if the railway causes quarrying of
sulphitic stone. Deposits and treating of run-off must be given considerable attention.
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Km 225 – 253, Lillesand - Grimstad
Alignment
This section starts with some short tunnels and reaches Lillesand station at km 228.5 – 229.5. Highway 402 (twolane road) crosses under the station, which partly must be on a bridge. The line to Grimstad follows a strip of land
with water on both sides and comprises both tunnels, bridges and open sections on embankments or in cuttings.
Grimstad station is placed west of highway E18 and the city centre.
The line crosses two county roads and a smaller highway, the 404, passes Fjære and continues in a tunnel from km
248 to km 250. There are both tunnels and open sections before a 1 km length bridge at km 252.7 – 253.7, crossing
a valley, the river Nidelva and three roads.
Curvature
Most part of the line will have a good curvature and gradients well below the maximum value.
It is necessary to adjust to the landscape east of Lillesand station, with a radius of 5000 m.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The map shows exposed rock or little overburden km 225 - km 227, just before Fyresmoen station at Lillesand. At
this point it enters an area of stony glacial deposits that stretches to km 230 with more glacial river deposits around
the station area. From km 230 outcropping rock or a thin moraine layer dominates. At the south of Landvikvannet,
km 238, the line enters an area with exposed rock with marine beach and sea bed deposits of considerable depth in
ravines.
From km 240 the line continues in a terrain of outcropping rock and marine deposits to the station at Grimstad, km
244, with its northern part in a glacial river and edge moraine deposit. The glacial river deposit stretches to km
245.5 before the line enters an area of outcropping rock or thin moraine cover with pockets of peat/bog. Apart from
crossing small stretches of marine deposits at Holletjenn (km 247.5) and Bjørnetrø (km 250) the line stays in areas
with small or no cover until km 252.
The tunnels km 230.3 – 232 and km 238.2 – 239.5 have enough overburden and some weakness zones.
There is some soil over the tunnel at km 242.3 – 242.9, with uncertainty about the rock cover. Poor rock quality is
expected.
Special issues
The stations at Lillesand and Grimstad will be located a little outside of the city centres. Feeding roads, bus routes
and other connections must be studied to create an effective public transit terminal.
Construction process
There are crossings both of existing roads and railways. Construction phases may be demanding, with temporary
staging arrangements required. Traffic and safety must be taken care of.
Rock containing sulfides has led to acid run-off in other projects near Lillesand, causing fish death and other
negative effects. Special measures must be taken if the railway causes quarrying of sulphitic stone. Deposits and
treating of run-off must be given considerable weight.
Parts of the line go through densely populated areas, and measures regarding traffic, access, noise, mud and
contamination will be important.
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Figure 4-12: 3D model showing the proposed D1 alignment at Grimstad (station area is not shown)
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Km 253 – 281, near Arendal
Alignment
The line passes through a relatively flat landscape, mostly at a height of 50 – 100 m above sea level. More than half
of this section is on embankment or in cutting. There are some short tunnels and bridges as well. The line turns to
the north after crossing the Nidelva river and heads for the new Arendal station. The station is placed 4 km from the
city centre, near Stoa, which is a development area. This area seems to have market possibilities. It would be
complicated to establish a new station in the city centre or rebuild the existing station. The line turns to the
hinterland and alternates between short tunnels, bridges and open sections. The longest tunnel is 1.7 km in length.
Curvature
The line will have a good horizontal curvature. Some parts of the line have the maximum gradient value of 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
Passing the thick sea bed deposits at Lunde, km 252 - 253.5, the terrain consists of outcropping rock with little or
no overburden to the station at Arendal, km 260 and all the way to Tvedestrand, km 280, apart from a minor stretch
of glacial river deposits at Austre Moland, km 271.5.
There are several short tunnels with possible marginal overburden, km 265.55 – 265.75, km 269.83 – 269.89, km
275.65 – 275.71. The tunnel km 273.2 – 274.5 has some weakness zones with one of them a major weakness zone.
The tunnel at km 277.78 – 278.38 also has some weakness zones.
Special issues
An effective strategy for roads and public transport, connecting to the station, must be examined. There are many
crossings of existing roads. Future needs and reconstructions of roads must be studied.
Construction process
Road crossings, traffic flow/access and safety must be taken care of.

Figure 4-13: 3D model showing the proposed D1 alignment at Stoa near Arendal (station area is not shown)
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Km 281 – 309. Tvedestrand – Brokelandsheia
Alignment
The line passes west of Tvedestrand city and also highway E18 on the west side. There are a couple of tunnels and
open sections, before a tunnel of 6 km dives under the plateau of Lundeheiane. There is a rift in the landscape km
294 – km 298, where the line has open sections, bridges and some short tunnels. A tunnel km 301.4 – km 307
passes under the Urdfjellet. The station at km 307 – 308, Brokelandsheia, lies close to highway E18, highway 417
and highway 418. This station serves both the city Risør on the coast and the inland areas and may be developed as
a hub for public transport.
Sørlandsbanen has an existing station at Gjerstad, 5 km north of the proposed Brokelandsheia station. The stretch
between Skorstøl (5 km south) and Gjerstad is is a possible connection area between the old railway and the new
section named “Grenlandsbanen”. The two lines will be close to each other, but there is a height difference that
needs to be looked at, if a connection is to be made.
Curvature
The line meets the requirements regarding horizontal curvature.
However, the gradient will be 12.5 ‰ for ⅔ of this section.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
Passing Tvedestrand from km 280 - 285, there are marine deposits of varying thickness between hills of
outcropping rock with little or no overburden.
From km 285 the line continues in marshland dominated by moraine, patches of peat/bog and some outcropping
rock, generally with small overburdens up to km 307 at the Holtfjord.
The short tunnel at km 285.2 – 285.8 has little overburden.
The tunnels km 285.94 – 286.8 and km 288 – 294 have some weakness zones. The first has one major weakness
zone and the second passes at a low angle to one weakness zone. The abundance of lakes may affect the hydrology
resulting in leakage and a need for grouting. The tunnel km 297.9 – 298.2 has one major weakness zone.
Special issues
The railway lies close to highway E18 and connecting roads km 281 – km 286. Future amendments of these roads
must be taken into account.
The station at Brokelandsheia will be located at a junction between highway E18, highway 417 and highway 418. A
suitable design must be studied.
Possible solutions regarding connections and height level of both new and existing railway at Brokelandsheia
should be studied further.
Construction process
Crossings of existing roads and the existing railway must be taken care of.
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Figure 4-14: 3D model showing the proposed D1 alignment in the woodlands north of Arendal
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4.2.4

Part 4: Brokelandsheia – Drammen

Figure 4-15: Map of alternative D1 from Brokelandsheia to Drammen
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Figure 4-16: 3D model showing the proposed D1 alignment south of Brokelandsheia
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Km 309 – 337. Grenlandsbanen, southern section
Alignment
The line from Skorstøl/Brokelandsheia to Porsgrunn follows one of the two corridors that was assessed in 1999, in
the EIA/”KU” for Grenlandsbanen. We have chosen the corridor that lies closest to the coast, as it was
recommended in the previous study.
A change of parameters for the curvature has, however, made it necessary to make some adjustments compared to
the previously sketched alignment. Another difference is that the previous draft for Grenlandsbanen assumed a
single track railway.
This section goes mainly through a rocky, wooded landscape in the hinterland. It starts with a 5.8 km tunnel from
km 311 to km 317. A 700 m bridge crosses a lake, and another bridge crosses highway E18. The proposed station
“Kragerø/Sannidal” is shown at km 321. This location gives access both to highway E18, highways 38 and 351,
connecting the railway to the city of Kragerø and the surrounding local communities. The landscape eastwards
undulates up and down and the line will be a mix of shorter open sections, bridges and tunnels. This alternative lies
in the same corridor as highway E18 and there are four crossings over E18 from Kragerø/Sannidal station to km
338.5. There are several lakes in the corridor and the line is adjusted to these within the margins that the parameters
allow.
Curvature
The line has horizontal curvature within the parameter range and a gradient not exceeding the maximum value.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
From km 307-310 there are marine deposits and further on varying terrain of outcropping rock with little or no
overburden, moraine and patches of peat/bog to km 323 at Store Grøtvann. There is one short stretch of thin marine
deposit at Sannidal, km 320 and one glacial river deposit at Brynemo, km 322. At km322 - 327 there are ravines
with thin marine deposits.
From km 327 the line passes outcropping rock with little or no overburden to km 334, apart from patches of thin
marine deposits at km 329, km 331 and 332.
From km 334 to 340 the valleys are covered with thin marine deposits. The rest is outcropping rock with little or no
overburden.
Tunnel km 310.9 – 316.8 has some weakness zones and follows a weakness zone for about 1000 m. Poor rock
quality is expected.
The tunnels km 320.58 – 320.67 and km 324.3 – 324.48 have uncertain rock cover and cut and cover may be
needed.
The short tunnels km 325.6 – 325.8 and 326.7 – 326.9 have a marginal or uncertian overburden.
Highway E18 and 363 crosses close to the tunnel km 328 – 334.
Special issues
A suitable design of the station and the connecting roads must be developed.
Existing and future roads lie close to the railway and may require adjustments of the line or the roads.
Construction process
Road crossings, construction phases and access must be looked on.
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Figure 4-17: 3D model showing the proposed D1 alignment at Bakkevannet in Bamble
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Km 337 – 365. Grenlandsbanen north, to Skienselva
Alignment
The line turns to north into the inland after crossing highway E18 at km 338.5. This is a rocky, wooded landscape
that undulates up and down, with few possibilities to obtain open sections. There is a 745 m long bridge over lake
Bamblevann, followed by a 8.4 km long tunnel from km 345 to 354.4.
The line crosses the outlet of lake Flåtevann, cuts through the hilltops in two tunnels and goes across Vollsfjorden
on a 760 m long bridge.
The line crosses highway 356 and cuts into a hill before going into a 5 km long tunnel, km 359 – km 364.
The tunnel mouth is placed in a sand quarry/gravel extraction site. A 1200 m long bridge leads the line over the
river Skienselva and the built-up area surrounding the river. The bridge lies at 30 m above sea level, caused by
height requirements for commercial ships passing under the bridge.
Curvature
The line has a horizontal curvature within the parameter range and a gradient of 0 – 10.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
From km 340 to 351 there is terrain of thin moraine, peat/bog and outcropping rock.
At Asdalsvann km 351, the line crosses a thick marine deposit before continuing in terrain of peat/bog, moraine and
outcropping rock.
At km 354 there is a marine deposit at Hellestveit, then to km 362 the deeper ravines are filled with marine
deposits. The line enters clay danger areas without touching the marked danger zones.
At km 364 there is a large glacial river deposit on the western bank of the Skien river. On the eastern side clay areas
dominate up to km 368.
The tunnel km 345 – 353.4 has enough overburden and some weakness zones. Lakes may cause hydrological
changes requiring additional tunnel grouting to minimise leakage.
There are some weakness zones in the tunnel km 355.4 – 356.4.
Special issues
Structural design through the sand quarry at km 364 must be studied.
The line will be located at a considerable height above residential areas. Noise from bridges and tunnel mouths
must be taken into account with and noise mitigation measures determined.
Construction process
Crossings of existing roads must be taken care of.
The most challenging task is the construction of the bridge over the river Skienselva.
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Km 365 – 393. Porsgrunn
Alignment
The bridge over Skienselva also crosses highway 36 and the existing railway, Vestfoldbanen, from Porsgrunn to
Skien.
The line passes through a built-up area and into a 3600 m long tunnel, that curves to the south to connect to the
railway station at Porsgrunn.
Porsgrunn is the station next to Skien, which is the end station of Vestfoldbanen. It will be necessary to have a railover-rail crossing north of Porsgrunn station.
The existing railway and highway 36 shares a small corridor through a residential area, km 369 – 370.5.
A level crossing (railway/highway) needs to be removed and development of both the railway and the highway
requires extra space along this corridor. This will probably lead to consequences regarding the existing buildings in
this section.
Possible adjustments of the existing railway and the location of Porsgrunn station are examined in the ongoing
“InterCity study” for Vestfoldbanen. An adjustment of both the line and the station seems to be likely, to the south
of the station.
Alternative D1 changes direction south of Porsgrunn, heading directly for Drammen without intermediate stops.
The line diverts from Vestfoldbanen in a rail- over rail crossing. It crosses highway 36 and passes into a tunnel,
followed by an open section close to the existing railway.
The line continues on a bridge over lake Oklungen and under a mountain plateau.
It will be an almost continuos tunnel from km 382 to km 394, with two short sections in the open.
Curvature
The tunnel east of the bridge over Skienselva has a radius of 1200 m. This is caused by the location of the bridge.
There are no possibilities of a more direct crossing over the river, closer to the city centre and the station. This is on
the grounds of height requirements, difficult ground conditions and considerations regarding the city centre.
The curve north of Porsgrunn station is shown with a curve of 800 m.
It is assumed, however, that all passenger trains will stop at Porsgrunn.
The change of direction south of Porsgrunn station results in a curve with radius 1400 m giving a design speed of
170 km/h.
The gradients do not exceed the maximum value, but there are sections up to 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
Clay areas dominate up to km 368 where another river deposit outcrops before the line enters Porsgrunn city with
clay to km 372.5. Up to km 380 there is clay in all the deep ravines between the hills.
The ground at km 365 – 375 is classified as risk areas, categories 2 – 4, because of zones with quick clay.
From km 380 there is mainly weathered debris, moraine and outcropping rock to km 385 at Moanetjønn and km
386 - 387 at Moholt, where the line crosses a marine deposit. At Eide, km 387, there is a river deposit. The line
continues over terrain of weathered debris, outcropping rock with little or no overburden and peat/bog pockets to
km 393.5.
The tunnels km 372.9 – 375.2 and km 381.9 – 386.8 have some weakness zones. The tunnel km 378 – 379 passes
close to the existing road.
The tunnels km 387.6 – 388.5 and km 388.7 – 394.2 have enough overburden, but some weakness zones. The last
tunnel crosses under a lake.
Special issues
The bridge landing on the east side of the river, the crossing over the existing railway, noise barriers and the impact
on residential areas etc. must be examined.
The tunnel mouths at km 365 and 369 must be studied regarding overburden, soil classification, road and railway
design and noise reduction measures.
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Future solutions for highway 36, Vestfoldbanen and Grenlandsbanen must be examined closely between the tunnels
at km 369 and km 373.
Construction process
Crossing of the existing railway and roads must be solved. Construction phases and the need for temporary
roads/railway should be investigated.
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Km 393 - 421. Lågendalen
Alignment
The Lågendalen valley is made by the river Lågen, which winds down towards the outlet. There are both
agricultural areas, settlements, woods and rocky terrain along this valley. Alternative D goes from the tunnel mouth
to bridges over highway 40 and the river. The line is placed in the eastern hillside of the valley, mostly as open
sections. There will be some short tunnels and bridges, crossing creeks and the county roads 220 and 820. The
tunnel km 418 – km 422 has a length of 4200 m.
Curvature
This section fulfills the requirements regarding alignment parameters.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
At km 393 there is a small river deposit and at km 394 the line enters an area of marine deposits/clay danger areas
that follows the banks of the Lågen river to km 418 where the track leaves the river valley. The railway line
follows a high level on the east side of the river to avoid the danger areas, apart from a section at km 395-396.
From km 418 there is much weathered debris along the line with some outcropping rock until it hits a glacial river
deposit at km 422 west of Hof.
The tunnel km 397.1 – 398.6 has some weakness zones. There is clay near the western mouth of the tunnel km
408.8 – 409.9. The tunnel km 411.1 – 413.2 has uncertain overburden and goes through an area with clay.
Settlements and farmland will give restrictions regarding leakage and vibrations.
The tunnel km 418.1 – 422.3 has some weakness zones. There is some clay at the western mouth and soil of
unknown thickness at km 419.
Special issues
The line has long sections lying close to existing roads. Landscape aesthetics, cultural and environmental impact in
Lågendalen must be considerd.
Construction process
Long sections close to existing roads and the need for temporary roads must be assessed.
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Figure 4-18: 3D model showing the proposed D1 alignment in the hillside in Lågendalen
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Km 421 – 450. Eikeren - Drammen
Alignment
The tunnel km 418 – 422 leaves Lågendalen near Hvittingfoss and enters another valley with agricultural areas,
settlements and woods. The line continues west of the community of Hof and is placed in the western hillside of the
valley. The open sections are intercepted by two short tunnels, leading to a 1100 m bridge over the southern bay of
lake Eikeren.
The line meets another mountain formation and dips into a tunnel 16400 m long, coming out at Gulskogen, close to
Drammen. Alternative B continues in a north – south direction, while the valley near Drammen lies in an east –
west direction. The curve outside the tunnel mouth has a radius of 500 m, changing the direction and heading
eastwards.
Curvature
This part of the line fulfills the requirements regarding alignment parameters, except the curve at Gulskogen. It is
assumed, though, that all passenger trains will stop at Drammen.
There are some short sections with a gradient of 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There is weathered debris with some outcropping rock until the line hits a glacial river deposit at km 422 west of
Hof. The line continues along marine deposits partly covered with debris. Between hills with some outcropping
rock the valleys/ravines are filled with marine deposits up to km 432 north of Eidsfoss. The line passes into a tunnel
until it joins the existing railway at km 449. This lies on a marine clay deposit partly covered by fill.
Tunnels km 427.6 – 428.5 and km 429.5 – 430.4 have one weakness zone each. The tunnel km 432.5 – 449 has
enough overburden but several weakness zones. High water pressure must be considered and TBM could be
appropriate.
Special issues
The visual impact of the bridge at the bay of lake Eikeren will need a thorough evaluation.
Construction process
The tunnel from Eikeren/Eidsfoss may need extra measures to reduce leakage to acceptable limits.
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Km 450 - 453, Drammen
Alignment
Alternative B comes out of the tunnel at Gulskogen, and connects to the existing railway (Sørlandsbanen, Drammen
– Kongsberg), following this corridor to Drammen station. There will be a rail – over - rail crossing at the
connection. It is assumed that extra tracks must be added from Gulskogen to Drammen station. The railway passes
through a combined residential area and commercial area. Measures to widen the corridor will have substantial
consequences.
The line ends at Drammen station. The new arrangement at this station needs to be considered because of the many
interests involved, regarding railway traffic, railway maintenance, public access, cityscape and others.
Curvature
This part of the line is straight and flat. There will be speed restrictions due to the railway traffic at Drammen
station and the maintenance base at Sundland, between Gulskogen and Drammen station.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The existing railway from Gulskogen to Drammen station lies on a marine clay deposit partly covered by fill. There
are sections with soft clay. The groundwater level is high. Underground crossings will have to deal with stability
and water pressure.
Special issues
Finding solutions through a narrow corridor will be challenging. Some buildings have to be demolished and
questions about new development must be answered. The area between Sundland and Drammen station is a fastgrowing urban development area.
Capacity and safety issues must be examined, regarding passenger trains, freight trains and the maintenance base at
Sundland.
Construction process
The new tracks lie close to the existing railway tracks. There are also crossings of existing roads. Construction
phases, temporary solutions, capacity, safety, noise restrictions etc. must be studied.
The adjacent areas on both sides of the railway corridor are filled with municipal infrastructure, both parallel and
crossing, such as main water, sewage and drain pipelines and high-voltage power lines.
Several underground crossings of main and secondary roads may need to be extended. Due to the high groundwater
level, buoyancy of submerged crossings may cause large interventions due to extensions.
At Sundhaugen, the corridor will have to be widened through the glacial deposit (end moraine).
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4.3 Alternative D2 – 330 km/h, without freight
This alternative shows a new high speed line designed for an operating speed of 300 km/h and a design speed of
330 km/h. This alternative is not intended for freight traffic, which allows a steeper gradient.
It is assumed a double track railway, with high capacity.
A maximum gradient value G = 35.0‰ over 6 km is allowed and the average slope over 10 km must not exceed
25.0‰.
Minimum horizontal radius is 5600 m and maximum cant is 150 mm, suited for passenger trains.
(Corresponding values for alternative D1: R 6300m , cant 125 mm.)
Parameters for different design speeds in alternative D2 are:
•
•
•
•

V = 330 km/h – R = 5600/5000 (recommended/minimum)
V = 300 km/h – R = 4700/4100 (recommended/minimum)
V = 275 km/h – R = 3900/3500 (recommended/minimum)
Maximum cant: 150/180 (recommended/maximum)

Most of the line follows the corridor of alternative D1. The line from Egersund and Sandnes lies between
alternative 2* and alternative D1.
A steeper line could, in theory, make it easier to obtain shorter tunnels and longer sections in the open.
However, it is somewhat limited what one can obtain when there are both high mountains and river-/fjord crossings.
It is desirable to have a limited bridge height which necessitates a low level where one starts to climb uphill. Some
tunnels do not come into open terrain before the descent to the next crossing/bridge starts.
In some parts of this study we have obtained a considerable reduction of tunnels in Alternative D2, but other
sections show little differences compared to Alternative D1.
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Part 1: Stavanger – Egersund

Figure 4-19: Map of alternative D2 from Stavanger to Egersund
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Km 0 – 28, from Stavanger
Alignment
The line follows the existing double track railway from Stavanger to Sandnes. The combination of more long
distance trains and increased local traffic makes it desirable to expand the stations at Stavanger and Sandnes. This is
a challenging task and the need and solutions must be studied in detail at a later stage.
The split between the existing railway and the HSR-alternative is placed south of Ganddal, the freight terminal in
the Stavanger region. It may be necessary to provide a grade-separated rail over rail crossing, considering the high
volume of local trains both now and in the future. The climb up to Høg-Jæren starts at Ganddal. The line crosses a
river and some small valleys from km 19 to km 24. There are several bridges, with a maximum length of 650 m.
Passing through a hill from km 25 to km 29, the line will have a tunnel of 3600 m in length.
Curvature
The existing railway from Stavanger to Sandnes has a number of curves with small radii, typically 400 m – 1000 m,
winding through the cityscape. It is assumed, though, that the trains will stop at Sandnes.
The split at Ganddal has a horizontal curve with radius 1200 m, to avoid conflict with existing buildings.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The bedrock close to Stavanger is Phyllite of high quartz content, while along the bay of Gandsfjorden, granite is
dominant. The stretch contains relatively thick overburden whilst north of Sandnes, mainly moraine and clayey
moraine predominate. South of Sandnes one also encounters river deposits as sand and gravel with some silt in
Sandnes. The line turns off a main fault line coming from the Gandsfjorden. The bedrock varies between Phyllites
with high quartz content around Gandsfjorden and further on mainly Granite/Gneiss.
All the way from Gandsfjorden to km 49 the overburden is dominated by moraine in varying thickness. Several
pockets of glacial river deposits with high stone content and areas covered by peat/bog are also encountered.
The tunnel km 25.5 – km 29 crosses under a lake, at a low angle to a weakness zone. Measures must be taken to
minimize leakage by extra tunnel grouting.
Special issues
When considering the opportunities for expansion of Stavanger station, many factors must be taken into account.
The design of this station influences the city, passenger logistics and railway functions. Alternative locations must
be studied and assessed before a conclusion is drawn.
The existing station and connecting tracks at Sandnes are mainly located on a bridge. Adding more tracks here will
affect both buildings and infrastructure. Alternative designs and construction must be examined closer.
Construction process
Rebuilding the stations at Stavanger and Sandnes and building a rail-over-rail crossing at Ganddal will affect the
existing railway and temporary measures are likely. Construction phases must be examined which may influence
the design of the permanent railway.
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Km 28 – 56, Across Høg-Jæren
Alignment
The line ascends to a mountainous area with several peaks, resulting in a series of tunnels and sections in the open.
Major peaks are Sikvalandskula, Synesvarden and Eikelandsknuten. There are several crossings of local roads, on
bridges or over subpassages. From km 38 the line goes downhill, mostly in the open, to an area with several lakes.
Curvature
There are two curves with radius 5000 m, corresponding to a design speed of 310 km/h. The line has a maximum
gradient of 20.0‰ uphill and downhill.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The bedrock varies between Phyllites with high quartz content around Gandsfjorden and further on mainly
Granite/Gneiss.
All the way from Gandsfjorden to km 49 the overburden is dominated by moraine in varying thickness. Several
pockets of glacial river deposits with high stone content and areas covered by peat/bog are also encountered.
A large part of the stretch from km 49 has outcropping bedrock or little overburden. The overburden is dominated
by moraine and glacial river deposits. Small pockets of peat/bog are also encountered. The bedrock is first mostly
Gneisses and some Granite, but at km 49 the Egersund Anortite outcrop is entered. At km 52 - 57 the line passes a
sandstone/schist outcrop before entering Anortite once again.
The tunnel km 54 – 56 will have one major weakness zone, passes under lakes and extra sealing/grouting is needed.
Special issues
This section does not raise any special issues.
Construction process
There are 5 crossings of major roads where temporary diversions and staged works should be considered during the
next stage of the study.
Earthworks mass transport and deposit must be assessed at an early phase, to find solutions that gives the least
environmental impact.
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Km 56 – 84, near Egersund
Alignment
The line descends from Høg-Jæren to the coast and the town of Egersund, passing through several shorter tunnels,
over bridges and sections at grade. A new bridge over the fjord km 66 – 66.5 leads to a open section and a tunnel at
Egersund, going to the existing railway station.
Alternative D2 meets the existing railway from Egersund to Stavanger, “Jærbanen”, at km 67.2. A rail-over-rail
crossing is suggested, because of future high traffic volumes on Jærbanen. Egersund station has to be
expanded/rebuilt.
Alternative D2 and the existing railway to Kristiansand split at km 68. We have assumed a rail-over-rail-crossing,
in case the existing line Egersund – Kristiansand is to be maintained.
The line crosses over highway 42 (two-lane road) and 15 – 16 m above a lake east of the city, on a bridge 400 m in
length. The landscape rises steeply and there will be a tunnel of 4 km from km 69.4.
There will be bridges, tunnels and sections at grade from km 73.5 to km 88, with two tunnels of approximately 1
km in length from km 78 to km 80.7.
Curvature
There will be relatively sharp curves in both ends of Egersund station, with radii of 600 – 800 m. The tunnel km
69.4 – 73.4 will have a radius of 2000 m and a design speed of 200 km/h. Other concepts with higher design speeds
through Egersund have been studied, but the consequences for the town and the surroundings were too negative.
Parts of the line will have gradients from 10.0‰ to 20.0‰, but there will be sections with gradients of
30.0‰ to 35.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
At km 52 - 57 the line passes a sandstone/schist outcrop before entering Anortite again.
In Egersund there is moraine overburden with sand and silt pockets. East of Egersund there is outcropping bedrock
with little or no overburden.
Pockets of peat/bog are invariably spread along the line all the way to km 158 at Valle.
The tunnels have enough rock cover, but there are weakness zones that need consideration.
In Egersund the southern end of the railway tunnel will run alongside an existing road tunnel.
Special issues
The existing railway Egersund – Kristiansand might be replaced by the new railway. The future of this railway
must be appraised.
Construction process
The section through Egersund will be built close to the existing railway, which must be kept during the construction
period. Capacity considerations could indicate that a rail-over-rail crossing is needed.
Temporary diversions and operating patterns may be needed for the existing railway and the existing road tunnel.
Construction phases must be studied to find acceptable solutions regarding traffic and the surroundings.
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Figure 4-20: 3D model showing the proposed D1/D2 alignment crossing Fedafjorden
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4.3.2

Part 2: Egersund - Kristiansand

Figure 4-21: Map of alternative D2 from Egersund to Kristiansand
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Km 84 – 112, Sokndal to Lafjord
Alignment
The main picture is a landscape of mountainous areas at a height of 120 – 300 m above sea level, cut through by
fjords, rivers and narrow valleys 20 – 50 m above sea level From km 88, near the settlement of Sokndal, most of the
line consists of tunnels, supplemented by short bridges and short open sections.
Short tunnels 0.1 – 2.5 km alternate with tunnels of 8 – 9 km length.
Curvature
This part of the line will have a high standard and curves with minimum radius 5000 - 5600 m.
Most of the line will have gradients ranging from 5.0‰ to 20.0‰, with shorter sections up to 35.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
East of Egersund there is outcropping bedrock with little or no overburden. Pockets of peat/bog are invariably
spread along the line all the way to km 162 at Valle.
Most tunnels have some weakness zones that need some extra effort.
The tunnels km 94.7 – 95.6, km 96.3 – 104.9 and km 108.4 – 116.7 will need extra measures to minimize leakage,
because of lakes on top, major weakness zones, and unfavourable angles between tunnels and weakness zones.
Special issues
Access roads during construction must be studied in more detail in later planning stages.
Construction process
Mass transport, mass deposits and measures against contamination of waterways must be taken into consideration.
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Km 112 – 140, near Flekkefjord
Alignment
The section from Åna – Sira through Flekkefjord to Lyngdal has two challenging fjord crossings, at Lafjord and
Fedafjorden. The line is shown at a height of 31 – 47 m above sea level. The landscape has a marked relief with
mountainous areas up to 400 m above sea level, cut through by fjords and narrow valleys. Most of this section will
consist of tunnels, the longest being 7.1, 8.4 and 11.6 km in length.
The bridges for the fjord crossings will be 1.0 km and 1.35 km in length.
Curvature
This part of the line will have a high standard, with a minimum horizontal radius of 5600 m.
Parts of the line will have a gradient of 5.0‰, while the eastern part rises with a gradient of 12.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The geology is generally of outcropping bedrock with little or no overburden. Pockets of peat/bog are invariably
spread along the line all the way to km 162 at Valle. Bedrock consist of igneous rocks, mainly granite and gneisses.
Most tunnels have some weakness zones that need consideration during the design. Some of the tunnels have major
weakness zones, and unfavourable crossing/angle between the tunnel and weakness zones.
Special issues
Fjord crossings with lengths 1.0 km and 1.35 km will require bridges with long span.
Construction process
Building the fjord crossings requires good access to the construction sites. There are no access roads at present.
New roads would be useful both during the construction period and under operation, both for maintenance and for
safety reasons/evacuation.

Figure 4-22: 3D model showing the proposed D1/D2 alignment crossing Lafjord on a bridge south of Flekkefjord
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Km 140 – 168, Lyngdal - Valle
Alignment
The section from Lyngdal to Mandal passes, like the other sections from Egersund to Mandal, through sparsely
populated areas, mostly hills and mountains ranging from 100 to 350 m above sea level. The railway is shown
mostly at 20 - 100 m above sea level and the greater part of this section will consist of tunnels. Some bridges will
be needed, crossing narrow valleys and highway E39, highway 43 (Lyngdal), and other local roads. Longer bridges
are needed to cross the valley near Lyngdal and Valle, km 144 and 162, with lengths of 660 and 720 m.
The longest tunnels are 2.7 km, 2.9 km and 9.5 km in length.
From km 165 the line advances to the coast and Mandal town.
Curvature
Most of the line fulfills the desired curvature. The minimum radius is 5000 m when the line passes Valle.
The descent to Lyngdal km 140 – km 144 is shown with a gradient of 35.0‰. Other parts of the line have gradients
of 5.0‰ to 12.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
This section is characterized by outcropping bedrock with little or no overburden. Pockets of peat/bog are
invariably spread along the line all the way to km 162 at Valle. The bedrock consists of igneous rocks, mainly
granite and gneisses.
At Valle the line crosses some river deposits before entering areas of more variable moraine thickness and less
outcropping bedrock.
Most tunnels go through rock of good quality. The tunnels km 146 – 148.8 and km 150.7 – 160.2 have major
weakness zones, crossing the proposed tunnels at a low angle.
Special issues
Earthwork mass transport and deposit together with the provision of access roads and evacuation roads must be
taken into consideration.
..
Construction process
There are some crossings of existing roads. Traffic and safety must be taken care of.
Possible water contamination must be taken care of.
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Km 168 – 196, Mandal - Søgne
Alignment
Alternative D approaches Mandal in a tunnel, and crosses the river Mandalselva at km 174, with a bridge of 600 m
lengthThe station at Mandal is shown to the northeast of the town. The landscape lies at a lower level than the
previous sections, but still has great variations in height. The line crosses fjords, rivers and valleys, and several
bridges are necessary.
The percentage of tunnels is lower than the previous section Sokndal - Flekkefjord – Mandal, with longer open
sections.
The bridge to the east of Søgne, km 193, over highway E39 and county roads 114 and 159, will have a length of
750 m, while the bridge north of Søgne, km 196, will have a length of 680 m.
Alternative D2 continues eastwards, partly in tunnels, and partly as open sections.
Curvature
Most of the line fulfills the desirable alignment parameters. It is necessary to adjust the line to avoid extremely long
bridges over lakes and fjords. There is a curve of 4600 metres east of Mandal (km175 – 178) and a curve of 5000 m
from km 188 to km191.
Some parts will have gradients ranging from 2.0‰ to 10.0‰, while other sections have a gradient of 20.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There are areas of more variable moraine thickness and less outcropping bedrock. At Mandal town and Mandal
river along to the station at km 176, river deposits are dominating.
At km 180 there is a glacial river deposit before the line crosses moraine terrain of moderate thickness. At
Søgne/Lunde km 192-196, the overburden is mainly river and glacial river deposits. Further on to Eg Hospital
station, km 207, the overburden is a thin moraine layer or outcropping rock.
At km 176 there is a glacial river deposit before the line crosses moraine terrain of moderate thickness. At
Søgne/Lunde km 188-192, the overburden is mainly river and glacial river deposits. Further on the overburden is a
thin moraine layer or outcropping rock. Bedrock is here mainly Granite and Gneisses.
Three of the tunnels may not have much rock cover, and sections with poor rock.
The tunnel km 185 – 186 has one major weakness zone and passes under a terrain with lakes. Extra measures are
likely.
Special issues
The station at Mandal will be located to the north of highway E39 and the town centre. Feeding roads, bus routes
and other connections must be studied to create an effective public transit terminal.
The bedrock at tunnels with expected little overburden must be examined.
Construction process
There are some crossings of existing roads. Traffic and safety must be taken care of.
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Figure 4-23: 3D model showing the proposed D1/D2 alignment at Justvik east of Kristiansand
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4.3.3

Part 3: Kristiansand - Brokelandsheia

Figure 4-24: Map of alternative D2 from Kristiansand to Brokelandsheia
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Km 196 – 225, Søgne - Kristiansand – west of Lillesand
Alignment
Alternative D2 approaches Kristiansand with a combination of tunnels, short open sections and bridges.
The tunnel mouth at km 204 is placed at the settlement at Hellemyr and some buildings must be removed. The line
crosses the existing railway at two places, the western arm at km 205 and the eastern arm and highway 9 at km
205.5. The line turns a little to the east and passes through a tunnel to the new station at Eg, near the regional
hospital. The line continues in a bridge over the river Otra at km 208. The line dips and passes under a residential
area in a tunnel 2.3 km in length. This section is a mix of tunnels, bridges and open sections from km 210 to km
214. The settlement at km 212 – 214 is divided by the proposed line. The crossing over Topdalsfjorden is shown at
19 m above sea level and the bridge will be 830 m long. The line continues north of Kristiansand airport (Kjevik)
and crosses highway 41 and a river at km 217 - 218. The viaduct north of Kjevik is shown with a length of 1650 m.
The landscape rises and the line will go into a tunnel from km 218.3. There are open sections of 100 – 900 m, and
tunnels with varying lengths, up to 2200 m.
Curvature
It is necessary to make a compromise near Kristiansand, with sharper curves, which allows the station to be situated
at Eg. There are curves with radius 800 m, 1500 m and 2200 m near the station. A curve of 4000 m is also used
along Gilsvannet, at km 210 - 213.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
Bedrock is here mainly Granite and Gneisses, but just before Eg hospital the line is crossing a part with
Phyllite/Micaschist and a Marble outcrop.
From Eg hospital the line crosses a glacial river deposit that stretch to Dønnestad at km 218,5 where it enters a
moraine area of varying thickness before km 224 where the map show exposed rock or little overburden up to km
231.
The tunnels in populated areas and under the outdoor area of Baneheia will face strict requirements to limit leakage.
Some of the tunnels do not have much rock cover. The tunnels with known weakness zones are located at km 199.4
– 201.4, 205.6 – 206.5, km 207.9 – 210.3, km 218.2 – 219.6, km 219.7 – 220.9, km 221.8 – 223.9.
Special issues
The new station at Eg will be located north of the city centre. Feeder roads, bus routes and other connections must
be studied to create an effective public transit terminal.
There is a short open section at km 206.6, between Ravnedalen and Bånetjønn, in a recreational area, which might
be controversial.
The new railway crosses over the existing railway lines at Krossen, km 205 – 205.5. Possibilities of connecting the
old line to the new line ought to be examined.
Construction process
There are crossings both of existing roads and railways. Construction phases may be demanding, with temporary
arrangements required. Traffic and safety must be taken care of.
The local rock between Kristiansand and Lillesand contains pockets with sulfides. This has led to acid run-off in
several other projects, causing fish death and other negative effects. Special measures must be taken if the railway
requires the quarrying of sulphitic stone. Deposits and treating of run-off must be given due consideration.
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Km 225 – 253, Lillesand - Grimstad
Alignment
This section starts with some short tunnels and open sections, and reaches Lillesand station at km 232.5 – 233.5.
Highway 402 crosses under the station, which partly must be on a bridge. The line further on to Grimstad follows a
strip of land with water on both sides and comprises tunnels, bridges and open sections on embankment or in
cutting. Grimstad station is placed west of highway E18 and the city centre.
The line crosses local roads, passing Fjære and continues in a tunnel from km 252 – km 253.
Curvature
This section will have a good curvature and a low average gradient. There is a short section with a gradient of
25.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The map show exposed rock or little overburden up to km 231 just before Fyresmoen at Lillesand. At this point it
enters an area of stony glacial deposits that stretch to km 234 with more glacial river deposits around the station
area. From km 234 outcropping rock or a thin moraine layer dominates, but at the south of Landvikvannet, km 242,
the line enters an area with exposed rock with marine beach and sea bed deposits of considerable depth in ravines.
The tunnels km 226.4 – 228.6, km 229 – 230.1, km 231.1 – 232.1, km 241.9 – 243.1 and km 252.3 – 253.3 have
some weakness zones and pass under lakes and peat areas. Measures must be taken.
Special issues
The station at Lillesand and Grimstad will be located a little outside of the city centres. Feeder roads, bus routes and
other connections must be studied to create an effective public transit terminal.
Construction process
There are crossings of existing roads and sections through residential areas. Construction phases may be
demanding, with temporary arrangements. Traffic and safety must be taken care of.
Rock with pockets containing sulfides has led to acid run-off in other projects near Lillesand, causing fish death and
other negative effects. Special measures must be taken if the railway requires quarrying of sulphitic stone. Deposits
and treating of run-off must be given due consideration.
Sections of the route passes through densely populated areas and measures regarding traffic, access, noise, mud and
contamination will be important.
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Km 253 – 281, Grimstad – Arendal - Moland
Alignment
This section is almost entirely a open section, with embankments, cuttings and bridges. Coming out of a tunnel
from Grimstad, the railway crosses a valley, the river Nidelva and four roads.
The line turns to the north after crossing the Nidelva River and heads for the new Arendal station. The new station
is placed 4 km from the city centre, near Stoa, which is a development area. It would be complicated to establish a
new station in the city centre, or to rebuild the existing station. The line turns inland, and alternates between short
bridges and open sections, with a few tunnels. The longest tunnel is 380 m in length.
Curvature
The line will have a good horizontal curvature. The maximum gradient is 17.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The line enters an area of outcropping rock or thin moraine cover with pockets of peat/bog until km 255.
Passing the thick sea bed deposits at Lunde, km 255,5-256, the terrain consist of outcropping rock with little or no
overburden up to the station at Arendal, km 264, and further on, apart from a minor stretch of glacial river deposits
at Austre Moland, km 275,5.
The tunnels seem to have sufficient rock cover.
Special issues
An effective solution for roads and public transport, connecting to Arendal station, must be examined. There are
many crossings of existing roads. Future needs and reconstructions of roads must be studied.
Construction process
Road crossings, traffic flow/access and safety must be taken care of.
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Km 281 – 309. Tvedestrand – south of Brokelandsheia
Alignment
The line passes to the west of Tvedestrand city and follows highway E18 northwards. There are some open sections
and short tunnels, before a tunnel of 2.5 km length passes under the Lundeheiane plateau. The landscape has many
small tops and concavities, but the line follows a dominant valley along a waterway, heading inland. The line has
open sections, bridges and some short tunnels.
Curvature
The line meets the requirements regarding horizontal curvature.
A section of the line has gradients around 10.0 ‰, but there are also sections with gradients of 20.0 ‰ to30.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
Passing Tvedestrand from km 285-290, there are marine deposits of varying thickness between hills of outcropping
rock with little or no overburden.
From km 290 the line continues along the western side of Songevannet, where thin layers of marine deposits are
found between outcropping rock with little or no overburden. From km 299 the line cross moraine and outcropping
rock areas up to km 313.
The short tunnels at km 284, 296, 298 and 299 have little overburden and may have poor rock quality. Measures to
secure the rock must be taken.
Special issues
The railway lies close to highway E18 and connecting roads km 281 – km 296. Future realignment of these roads
must be taken into account.
The railway will be located close to lakes and waterways. Measures to reduce the risk of water contamination must
be determined.
Construction process
Crossings of existing roads and solutions for highways and local roads during construction must be taken care of.
Construction phases and temporary solutions must be studied.
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4.3.4

Part 4: Brokelandsheia - Drammen

Figure 4-25: Map of alternative D2 from Brokelandsheia to Drammen
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Km 309 – 337. Grenlandsbanen, southern section, Brokelandsheia - Hullvann
Alignment
This section passesinland mainly through a rocky, wooded landscape. A tunnel km 309.8 – km 311.8 passes under a
narrow ridge and ends at the new station at km 312 – 313, Brokelandsheia (Risør). The station will be situated close
to highway E18, highway 417 and highway 418. This station serves both the city Risør on the coast inland areas
and may be developed as a hub for public transport.

Construction process
Road crossings, construction phases and access must be looked into, especially in the vicinity of highway E18.
Measures to avoid water contamination must also be determined.

Sørlandsbanen has an existing station at Gjerstad, 5 km north of the proposed Brokelandsheia station. The stretch
from Skorstøl (5 km south) to Gjerstad is a possible connection area between the old railway (Sørlandsbanen) and
the new section named “Grenlandsbanen”. The two lines will be close to each other, but there is a height difference
that needs to be looked at, if a connection is to be made.
The existing line climbs from 36 m above sea level at Gjerstad to 150 m above sea level at Skorstøl. The new
station is shown at 75 m above sea level.
The line from Brokelandsheia to Porsgrunn follows one of the two corridors that was assessed in 1999, in the
EIA/”KU” for Grenlandsbanen. We have chosen the corridor that lies closest to the coast, as it was recommended in
the previous study.
A change of parameters for the curvature has, however, made it necessary to make some adjustments compared to
the previously sketched alignment.
A 1900 m viaduct extends from the station over a valley at lake Holtfjorden, followed by several open sections,
bridges and tunnels. The longest tunnel has a length of 2.8 km. Alternative D2 crosses the existing highway E18 in
several places, on viaducts.
Another station, Kragerø/Sannidal is shown at km 327. This location gives access both to highway E18, highway 38
and 351, connecting the railway to the town of Kragerø and the surrounding local communities.
The landscape eastwards undulates up and down and the line shifts continously between open sections, bridges and
tunnels. An inland waterway runs into the lake Tisjø and the line crosses on a 500 m long bridge at km 331.
The railway will be located in the same corridor as highway E18 and there are three crossings over E18 from
Kragerø/Sannidal station to km 337.
Curvature
The line has a curvature within the parameter range and a gradient not exceeding the maximum value.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The line crosses moraine and outcropping rock areas up to km 313. From km 313 - 316 there are marine deposits
and further on varying terrain of outcropping rock with little or no overburden, moraine and patches of peat/bog to
km 329 at Store Grøtvann.
There is one short stretch of thin marine deposit at Sannidal, km 326 and one glacial river deposit at Brynemo, km
328. At km 328 - 333 there are ravines with thin marine deposits. The line passes outcropping rock with little or no
overburden, apart from patches of thin marine deposits.
Some of the tunnels have weakness zones and appropriate measures must be taken to ensure stability.
Special issues
Plans for the new railway must be coordinated with plans for the new highway E18.
The station at Brokelandsheia (Risør) will be located at a junction between highway E18, highway 417 and
highway 418. A suitable design must be studied. Possible solutions regarding connections and height level of both
new and existing railway at Brokelandsheia should be studied further.
A suitable design of Kragerø/Sannidal station and the connecting roads must be developed.
Existing and future roads lie close to the railway and may require adjustment of the alignmnent of the railway and
existing roads.
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Km 337 – 365. Grenlandsbanen north, Bamble - Nenset
Alignment
The line turns inland to the north after crossing highway E18 again at km 340. The rocky, wooded landscape
undulates up and down and the line shifts between open sections, bridges and tunnels.
There are some smaller lakes along the corridor, and the line is adjusted to avoid these. There is a 380 m long
bridge over a local road at km 348.
The line crosses the outlet of lake Flåtevann on a bridge, cuts through the hilltops in four tunnels and passes across
Vollsfjorden on a 760 m long viaduct, km 359.5 – 360.3.
The line crosses highway 356 and cuts into two hilltops before going into a 5 km long tunnel, km 362 – km 367.
Curvature
The line has a horizontal curvature within the parameter range and a gradient of 0 – 10.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The line passes outcropping rock with little or no overburden, apart from patches of thin marine deposits.
From km 340 to 346 the valleys are covered with thin marine deposits. The rest is outcropping rock with little or no
overburden.
There is thin moraine, peat/bog and outcropping rock from km 343 to 353. At Asdalsvann km 353.5, the line
crosses a thick marine deposit before continuing in a terrain of peat/bog, moraine and outcropping rock.
At km 356.5 there is a marine deposit at Hellestveit, then to km 362 the deeper ravines are filled with marine
deposits. The line enters clay danger areas without touching the danger zones marked on geological maps.
There seems to be good rock conditions in the tunnels within this section.
Special issues
Plans for the new railway must be coordinated with plans for the new highway E18. Crossings should be optimized.
The open section close to the lake Flåtevann/Hellestveitvann must be designed with care, taking due consideration
of the landscape, outdoor interests and contamination risks.
Permanent access roads for maintenance and evacuation must be provided for.
Construction process
Construction phases and access must be looked on, especially near highway E18.
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Km 365 – 393. Skienselva - Porsgrunn
Alignment
The tunnel ends at km 367, at a sand quarry/gravel extraction site. A 1235 m long viaduct carries the line over the
river Skienselva and the built-up areas surrounding the river. The bridge lies at 30 m above sea level, due to height
requirements for commercial ships passing under the bridge.
The bridge over the Skienselva river also crosses highway 36 and the existing railway, Vestfoldbanen, from
Drammen - Porsgrunn to Skien. The bridge passes through a commercial area, continues past Menstad school and a
residential area before the alignment runs into a 3000 m long tunnel from Menstad through Borgeåsen to
Porsgrunn. The tunnel has a sharp curve to the south, to connect with the existing railway.
Porsgrunn station lies next to Skien, which is the end station of Vestfoldbanen. It will be necessary to have a railover-rail crossing north of Porsgrunn station. Grenlandsbanen comes from the tunnel and goes under
Vestfoldbanen.
The existing railway and highway 36 shares a small corridor through a residential area, km 372 – 373.5.
An existing level crossing (railway/highway) needs to be removed and future development of both the railway and
the highway requires extra space along this corridor. This could have consequences regarding the existing buildings
in this section.
Possible adjustments of the existing railway and the location of Porsgrunn station are examined in the ongoing
“InterCity study” for Vestfoldbanen. An adjustment of both the line and the station seems to be likely, to the south
of the station.

Special issues
Structural design through the sand quarry at km 367 must be studied.
The line will be located at a considerable height above residential areas. Noise from bridges and tunnel mouths, and
noise reduction measures must be regarded.
The bridge landing on the east side of the river, the crossing over the existing railway, noise barriers, impact on
residential areas etc. must be examined.
The tunnel mouths at km 368.6 and 371.6 must be studied regarding overburden, soil classification, road and
railway design and noise reduction measures.
Future solutions for highway 36, Vestfoldbanen and Grenlandsbanen must be examined closely between the tunnels
at km 371.6 and km 375.6. The necessary width of the corridor must be determined and secured through land use
plans.
Construction process
Crossings of existing roads must be taken care of. The most challenging task is the construction of the bridge over
the river Skienselva.
Crossings of the existing railway and roads must be solved. Construction phases and the need of temporary
roads/railway should be investigated.
The existing railway km 376 – 384 will be shut down and temporary solutions will not be needed.

Alternative D2 changes direction south of Porsgrunn, heading directly for Drammen without intermediate stops.
The line diverts from Vestfoldbanen in a rail-over-rail crossing. It crosses highway 36 and runs into a tunnel,
followed by an open section close to the existing railway.
The line continues on a bridge over lake Oklungen and under a mountain plateau.
It will be an almost continuous tunnel from km 385 to km 397, with two short sections in the open.
Curvature
The tunnel east of the bridge over the Skienselva river has a radius of 1200 m. This is caused by the location of the
bridge. There are no possibilities of a more direct crossing over the river, closer to the city centre and the station.
This is on the grounds of height requirements, difficult ground conditions and considerations regarding the city
centre.
The curve north of Porsgrunn station is shown with a curve of 800 m.
It is assumed, however, that all passenger trains will stop at Porsgrunn.
The change of direction south of Porsgrunn station results in a curve with radius 1400 m giving a design speed of
170 km/h.
The gradient is mostly between 0 and 10.0‰, but one section has a gradient of 20.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
At km 367 there is a large glacial river deposit on the western bank of the Skienselva river. On the eastern side clay
areas dominate up to km 371 where another river deposit outcrops before the line enters clay at Porsgrunn city, km
372. There is clay to km 376 and clay in all the deep ravines between the hills to km 383.
The ground at km 368 – 375.5 is classified as a risk area, categories 2 – 4, because of zones with quick clay.
From km 384 there is mainly weathered debris, moraine and outcropping rock to km 389 at Moholt, where the line
crosses a marine deposit. At Eide, km 390, there is a river deposit. The line continues in a terrain of weathered
debris, outcropping rock with little or no overburden and peat/bog pockets to km 396.
The tunnel from Menstad lies under soil/clay of uncertain thickness up to km 370.
Tunnels km 375.7 – 377.6, km 384.5 – 389.5 and km 390.3 – 391.2 have some weakness zones that will require
some measures to minimise leakage such as additional grouting.
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Km 393 - 421. Lågendalen, Steinsholt - Hvittingfoss
Alignment
The Lågendalen valley is made by the river Lågen, which winds down towards the outlet. There are both
agricultural areas, settlements, woods and rocky terrain along this valley. Alternative D2 passes from the tunnel
mouth close to Steinsholt, at km 397, into long open sections along the Lågendalen valley. Viaducts cross over
highway 40 and the river. The line is placed in the eastern hillside of the valley. Some bridges are needed to cross
creeks and local roads. There will be some short tunnels, but mostly open sections. The tunnel km 420.8 – km 424.8
has a length of 4000 m.
The line leaves Lågendalen near the settlement of Hvittingfoss and passes northeast in a tunnel.
Curvature
This section fulfills the requirements regarding horizontal alignment parameters. There are short sections with
gradients of 20.0‰ to 25.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The line traverses a terrain of weathered debris and outcropping rock with little or no overburden and peat/bog
pockets to km 396.
At km 396 there is a small river deposit and at km 397 the line enters an area of marine deposits/clay danger areas
that follows the banks of the river Lågen to km 421. The track leaves the valley bottom and follows a high level on
the east side of the river to avoid the worst danger areas, apart from a section at km 398 - 400.
Most of the tunnels have weakness zones. Some of the tunnels go through areas with clay and have uncertain
overburden.
Special issues
The line has long sections lying close to existing roads.

Figure 4-26: 3D model showing the proposed D1/D2 alignment crossing Lågendalen on a bridge south of
Steinsholt

Landscape aesthetics, cultural and environmental impacts in Lågendalen must be considerd.
Stretches with unknown ground conditons and soil depth must be examined.
Construction process
Long sections close to existing roads and the need for temporary roads and diversions must be assessed.
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Km 421 – 450, Hvittingfoss – Hof - Eikeren - Konnerud
Alignment
The tunnel km 421 – 425 leaves Lågendalen near Hvittingfoss and enters another valley with agricultural areas,
settlements and woodland. The line continues west of the settlement of Hof and is placed in the western hillside of
the valley. The open sections are intercepted by two tunnels at km 430 and km 433. The line runs to the west of the
settlement of Eidsfoss and onto a 940 m length bridge at the southern bay of lake Eikeren.
The line meets another mountain formation and dips into a tunnel of 17300 m length, under Slettåsen and
Konnerud, coming out at Gulskogen.
Curvature
This part of the line fulfills the requirements regarding horizontal alignment parameters.
There is a short section with a gradient of 25.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There is much weathered debris along the line with some outcropping rock, until it hits a glacial river deposit at km
425 west of Hof. There are marine deposits partly covered with debris after Hof. Between hills with some
outcropping rock the valleys/ravines are filled with marine deposits up to km 435, north of Eidsfoss.
Special issues
The visual impact of the bridge at the bay of lake Eikeren will need a thorough evaluation.
Construction process
The tunnel from Eikeren/Eidsfoss may need extra measures to reduce leakage to acceptable limits.

Figure 4-27: 3D model showing the proposed D1/D2 alignment at Hof
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Km 450 - 453, Konnerud – Gulskogen - Drammen
Alignment
The tunnel continues from Konnerud and the tunnel mouth will be at Gulskogen, close to Drammen. Alternative D2
continues in a north – south direction, while the valley near Drammen lies in an east – west direction. The curve
outside the tunnel mouth has a radius of 500 m, changing the direction and heading eastwards.
The tunnel mouth may be designed as a concrete bore of some length, to tackle the height differences.
The line connects to the existing railway (Sørlandsbanen, Drammen – Kongsberg) and follows the existing corridor
to Drammen station. It is assumed that extra tracks must be added from Gulskogen to Drammen station. The
railway passes through a combined residential area and commercial area. Measures to widen the corridor may have
substantial consequences.
The line ends at Drammen station. The new arrangement at this station needs to be considered because of the many
interests involved, regarding railway traffic, railway maintenance, public access, cityscape and others.
Curvature
The curve at Gulskogen has a radius of 500 m, corresponding to a design speed of 100 km/h. It is assumed, though,
that all passenger trains will stop at Drammen. This part of the line is flat.
There will be speed restrictions due to switches, the railway traffic at Drammen station and the maintenance base at
Sundland, between Gulskogen and Drammen station.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The existing railway from Gulskogen to Drammen station lies on a marine clay deposit partly covered by fill. There
are sections with soft clay. The groundwater level is high. Underground crossings will have to deal with stability
and water pressure.
Special issues
Finding solutions through a narrow corridor will be challenging. Some buildings will have to be demolished and
questions about new development must be answered. The area between Sundland and Drammen station is a fastgrowing urban development area.
Capacity and safety issues must be examined, regarding passenger trains, freight trains and the maintenance base at
Sundland.
Construction process
The new tracks are situated close to the existing railway tracks. There are also crossings of existing roads.
Construction phases, temporary solutions, capacity, safety, noise restrictions etc. must be studied.
The adjacent areas on both sides of the railway corridor are filled with municipal infrastructure, both parallel and
crossing, such as main water, sewage and drain pipelines and high-voltage power lines.
Several underground crossings of main and secondary roads may be extended. Due to the high groundwater level,
buoyancy of submerged crossings may cause large interventions due to extensions.
At Sundhaugen, the corridor will have to be widened through the glacial deposit (end moraine).
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4.5 Alternative 2*
This alternative is for a new high speed line designed for a maximum operating speed of 250 km/h and for mixed
traffic including freight trains. Operating speed 250 km/h means a design speed of 275 km/h. This is the same
ambition level that is used for planning of most new Intercity-lines.
The alignment parameters shall be suitable also for freight traffic. The recommended minimum horizontal radius
for 275 km/h is 4100m. The maximum gradient is 12.5‰ while maximum cant is140 mm. It is assumed a double
track railway, with high capacity.
Instead of going directly to Porsgrunn, this alternative goes through Vestfold, serving some cities and the airport at
Torp. Vestfoldbanen from Drammen to Porsgrunn has some sections that already are built or are under
construction, with some of them complying with the requirements for 250 km/h. Other sections have a lower design
speed.
The proposed line through Vestfold is one of the alternatives in the ongoing study relating to the InterCity railway
from Drammen to Skien.The alternative that has been singled out is the one with the highest design speed, where
some cities will be left out without stations/stops. Other alternatives have smaller curvature requirements and stops
at all existing stations, albeit some of them must be relocated.
The new line from Porsgrunn to Skorstøl/Risør, “Grenlandsbanen”, will be a link between Vestfoldbanen and
Sørlandsbanen and is assumed to be constructed as a double-track railway, to ensure a high level of capacity. The
line follows the corridor from the previous plans for Grenlandsbanen, produced between 1991 and 1999.
The line has been adjusted owing to a higher design speed and a need for a more robust bridge design, crossing the
river Skienselva.
This alternative also includes new lines following the coast, from Skorstøl to Mandal and from Flekkefjord to
Egersund. The railway will be situated close to the most populated areas, to capture a greater market area.
The railway does not follow the coast between Mandal and Flekkefjord. This results in a shorter distance and the
avoidance of some challenging terrain and fjord crossings.
Between Egersund and Sandnes the proposed line follows the existing railway corridor, but mostly as a new double
–track railway with smoother curves and some new sections, replacing older ones.

4.5.1

Jærbanen

The existing railway between Stavanger and Sandnes is called “Jærbanen”. The general idea is to develop the
existing Jærbanen to a double track railway with good capacity and good curvature, with reduced travel time, due to
both higher speeeds and reduced delays.
This railway has a high frequency of local trains, with short distances between stations in the most densely
populated sections. There are 12 stations between Sandnes Central and Egersund, and 4 stations between Sandnes
Central and Stavanger Central.
The proposed new sections are, in general, new sections with better curvature, eliminating the short reverse curves
and small radii existant on some parts of the existing railway.
From Sandnes (km 15) to Ogna (km 58) most of the line passes through agricultural areas, passing settlements and
small towns, with some sections of bogs and wetlands.
The geometry of alternative 2* is designed for few stops, but local trains may stop at smaller stations, using the
same tracks. There are, however, existing stations at Jærbanen that not will be served by alternative 2*. These may
have to be relocated.
It must be decided how to solve this. Some local stations could be added in this alternative, but others may be
closed down.
The existing alignment through some of the old stations does not comply with modern standards. An example is
Klepp station, which is situated on a sharp curve.
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4.5.2

Part 1: Stavanger – Egersund

Figure 4-28: Map of alternative 2* from Stavanger to Egersund
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Km 0 – 28, from Stavanger
Alignment
The line follows the existing double track railway from Stavanger to Sandnes. The combination of more long
distance trains and increased local traffic makes it necessary to expand the stations at Stavanger and Sandnes. This
is a challenging task and must be studied in detail at a later stage.
The existing line passes Ganddal station (km 18) and Ganddal freight terminal.
A new section, km 20.5 – 28.5, runs to the west of Frøylandsvatnet, starting with a horizontal radius of 900 m and a
curve with radius 1800 m, before connecting to the existing station at Bryne.
Most of this part of the route is an open section passing through agricultural areas. There is a short tunnel south of
Klepp.
The new line is not connected to the existing stations at Øksnavadporten and Klepp. The existing station at Klepp
has a sharp curve and it will not be possible to use this station as the alignment does not meet modern standards.
It is possible to adjust the new curvature to accommodate a new local station at approximately km 25.
Curvature
The existing railway from Stavanger to Sandnes has a number of curves with small radii, typically 400 m – 1000 m,
winding through the cityscape. It is assumed, though, that the trains will stop at Sandnes.
The new section starts with a 900 m curve at km 20.5. The corresponding design speed is 130 km/h.
The overall gradient is around 5.0‰, but there are sections with a gradient of 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The bedrock close to Stavanger is Phyllite of high quartz content, while along the bay of Gandsfjorden, granite is
dominant. The stretch contains relatively thick overburden. North of Sandnes the geology is mainly moraine and
clayey moraine. South of Sandnes one also encounters river deposits as sand and gravel with some silt in Sandnes.
The line turns off a main faultline coming from the Gandsfjorden. The bedrock varies between Phyllites with high
quartz content and Granite/Gneiss. South of Bryne pre-cambrium Mica-gneiss and Mica-schists predominate. The
line follows an area of river deposits with high stone content, in areas covered by peat/bog. South of Bryne there are
mainly undisrupted moraine deposits.
The overburden of the tunnel km 26.4 – 27.1 needs to be checked.
Special issues
The possible need for expansion of Stavanger station must be studied, regarding future volumes of local and longdistance trains, capacity and how to obtain an acceptable reliability. If a new station is desirable, many factors must
be taken into account. The design of this station influences the city, passenger logistics and railway functions.
Alternative locations must be studied and assessed before a conclusion is drawn.
The existing station and connecting tracks at Sandnes are mainly located on a bridge. Adding more tracks here will
affect both buildings and infrastructure. Alternative designs and constructions must be examined in more detail.
One must decide upon the structure and location of the local stations. In this section the existing Øksnavadporten
and Klepp stations could be replaced by one new station.
Construction process
Rebuilding the stations at Stavanger and Sandnes will affect the existing railway and temporary measures are likely.
Construction phases must be examined.
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Km 28 – 56, Bryne – Ogna
Alignment
Alternative 2* uses the existing line km 28 – 31.3, going through the town of Bryne. The existing station at Bryne
has recently been renovated and there are extra tracks for rolling stock and maintenance facilities there.
South of Bryne the line passes to the west of the existing railway, eliminating a reverse curve and passing the
community of Nærbø. The new section connects to the existing railway at km 39.5. The station at Nærbø may have
to be replaced.
The line follows the existing tracks through Varhaug. The existing station at Varhaug starts at km 42.5. Two
kilometres south of Varhaug -alternative 2* passes between the existing railway and the coast,eliminating a stretch
with composite curves between km 45 and km 54.
Vigrestad station may be replaced by a new station at km 49 – km 50.
The section between km 54 and km 56 follows the existing line along a landscape protection area, with a lake to the
east and brackish water and the beach at Brusanden to the west. The line runs through the existing Brusanden
station at km 54.5.
The existing line south of Ogna follows the shape of the landscape with sharp curves and is replaced by a new line
in the hinterland, with a higher design speed.
There is an existing station for local trains at Ogna This is located on a curve. A new station for local trains is not
possible here due to the gradient, and the station may need to be relocated.
Curvature
The minimum horizontal curve is 4000 m, with design speed of 275 km/h. Most of the line has a gradient below
5.0‰, while the maximum gradient is 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
Between Varhaug and Brusand the line passes several rock formations of Phyllites with high Quartz content and
different Gneisses.
The moraine deposits at km 53-59 are overlain by windborne fine to medium grained sand.
At km 54 the line enters the Egersund Anorthosite rock outcrop which is well suited for tunnelling.
A large part of this stretch has outcropping bedrock or little overburden.
Special issues
One must decide upon the structure and location of the local stations. There are are six stations in this section today,
while the alignment makes it possible to maintain five of these. Two stations may be replaced, Nærbø and
Vigrestad. The gradient does not allow a station at Ogna.
Construction process
Connecting new sections to the existing line will call for temporary solutions and may represent some obstables
during the construction work. It may be favourable to build two new tracks instead of a single track parallell to an
existing track. The existing track may need to be upgraded, to allow for higher speeds.
Earthworks mass transport and deposit must be assessed at an early phase, to find solutions that give the least
environmental impact.
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Km 56 – 84, Ogna – Egersund - Spjodevatnet
Alignment
The line at Ogna lies at 7 m above sea level. Going into a rocky hillscape, it rises to 61 m above sea level. It is
stony terrain with little vegetation and some lakes. Large parts of the line between km 58 and km 66 lie in the open,
with some short tunnels and bridges. There is a long bridge over a lake after km 66 before going into three longer
tunnels.
There is a fjord crossing at km 70.3, connecting to the existing line through the city of Egersund. The station will be
located at the existing railway station, which has to be expanded or rebuilt.
Alternative 2* and Sørlandsbanen (to Kristiansand) splits at km 72.5. We have assumed a rail-over-rail-crossing, in
case the existing line between Egersund and Kristiansand is to be maintained.
The line crosses over highway 44 (two-lane road) and 13 – 17 m above a lake east of the city, on a bridge 1068
metres in length. The landscape rises steeply and there will be a tunnel 6.6 km long from km 74.2.
There will be bridges, tunnels and open sections from km 81 to km 85.3, followed by a 9.5 km tunnel.
There will be no stations between Ogna and Egersund.
Curvature
There will be relatively sharp curves at both ends of Egersund station, with radii of 500 – 600 m. The tunnel
between km 74 and km81 will have a radius of 3000 m and a design speed of 250 km/h.
Other concepts with higher design speeds through Egersund have been studied, but the consequences for the city
and the surroundings were too negative.
Large parts of the line will have gradients ranging up to 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There is mainly outcropping bedrock with little or no overburden from km 59.
In Egersund there is moraine overburden with sand and silt pockets. East of Egersund there is outcropping bedrock
with little or no overburden.
The bedrock as far as km 73 consists of igneous rocks, mainly anortite and nortite with intrusive dykes. It is good
for tunnelling, apart from some weaker zones of medium difficulty.
The tunnel at km 67 has some weakness zones with peat and bog on the top. We expect some poor rock.
The tunnel between km81.7 and km82.9 and some other tunnels will go through protected environments, but have
enough overburden, with sections of lakes or peat. There are some weakness zones.
Special issues
There are no suitable locations for local stations between Ogna and Egersund. The existing line has stations at
Sirevåg and Hellvik. There will be no replacements for these if the existing railway from Egersund to Ogna is shut
down.
The existing railway between Egersund and Kristiansand might be replaced by the new railway. The future of the
existing railway must be appraised.
Construction process
The section through Egersund will be built close to the existing railway, which must remain in operation during the
construction period. Depending on future volumes, capacity considerations may indicate that a rail-over-rail
crossing is needed. Construction phases must be studied to find acceptable solutions regarding traffic and the
surroundings.
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4.5.3

Part 2: Egersund – Kristiansand

Figure 4-29: Map of alternative 2* from Egersund to Kristiansand
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Km 84 – 112, to Åna - Sira
Alignment
The main picture is a landscape of mountainous areas at a height of 120 – 370 m above sea level, cut through by
narrow valleys 20 – 50 m above sea level. Most of the line will consist of tunnels, supplemented by short bridges
and short open sections. Some tunnels have a length of 8 – 10 km.
Curvature
This part of the line will have a high standard, with a minimum horizontal curve of 7000 m.
Gradients vary between 4.0‰ and 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There is mainly outcropping bedrock with little or no overburden. In valleys crossing the line, some sand and gravel
are encountered. Pockets of peat/bog are spread along the line.
The tunnel between km 99.8 and km 106.8 passes through bedrock with little soil cover. There are weakness zones
and the tunnel passes at a low angle to one major weakness zone, even along the alignment. The line passes under a
quarry.
Special issues
High water pressure when crossing under lakes must be taken care of. Long tunnels will need access roads for
maintenance and evacuation.
Construction process
Access roads for the long tunnels will also be needed during the construction process, for mass transport and
materials. The tunnel between km 98.5 and km106.5 has few access points and possible solutions must be studied.
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Km 112 – 140, near Flekkefjord

low angle to some weakness zones..

Alignment
The section from Åna to Sira through Flekkefjord to the north of Lyngdal has two challenging fjord crossings, at
Lafjord and Fedafjorden. The line is shown at a height of 35 – 37 m above sea level. The landscape has a marked
relief with mountainous areas up to 370 m above sea level, cut through by fjords and narrow valleys. Most of the
line in this section will consist of tunnels, with the two longest beinge 8 km and 16 km. The open sections between
bridges and tunnels are very short.

Special issues
The station at Flekkefjord will be situated above the city, partly on a bridge and partly in a tunnel. Connections,
public services, construction details and so forth must be examined.

The bridge over Lafjord leads directly to a possible station at Flekkefjord town.
The fjord crossings will have bridges of 1.0 km and 1.2 km length.
Curvature
This part of the line will have a high standard in general, but the crossing of Lafjord has curves with a radius of
3000 m at both ends. The corresponding design speed is 250 km/h.

High water pressure in tunnels when crossing lakes must be taken care of.
Fjord crossings with lengths of 1.0 km and 1.2 km will require bridges with long spans. The geology indicates
considerable water depth.
Construction process
Building the fjord crossings requires good access to the construction sites. There are no existing access roads. New
roads would be useful both during the construction period and under operation, both for maintenance and for safety
reasons/evacuation.

Most of the line will have gradients ranging from 2.0‰ to 5.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There is outcropping bedrock with little or no overburden and some pockets of peat/bog spread along the line.
Bedrock consists of igneous rocks, mainly granite and gneisses.
The tunnel between km 119.6 and km 127.8 runs at a low angle to weakness zones, even along the alignment.
There are some major lineaments.
The tunnel between km 129.2 and km 145.2 is 16 km and goes in bedrock with little soil cover. The tunnel lies at a

Figure 4-30: 3D model of the bridge crossing Fedafjorden
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Km 140 – 168, Lyngdal - Valle
Alignment
This section passes, like the other sections from Egersund to Mandal, through sparsely populated areas, mostly hills
and mountains ranging from 100 to 370 m above sea level. The railway is shown mostly at approx. 40 - 80 m above
sea level and the greater part of this section will consist of tunnels. Some shorter bridges will be needed, crossing
narrow valleys, highway 43 (Lyngdal), and county roads 408, 433 and 575. A longer bridge is needed to cross the
valley near Valle, km 163, with a total length of 811 m.
The longest tunnels are 2.7 km and 9.5 km in length.
The line will go past Mandal to the northeast.
Curvature
This part of the line will have a high standard, with a minimum radius of 7000 m.
Some parts will have gradients ranging from 2.0‰ to 5.0‰, while other parts have a gradient of 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There is outcropping bedrock with little or no overburden and pockets of peat/bog. Bedrock consists of igneous
rocks, mainly granite and gneisses.
At Valle the line crosses some river deposits before entering areas of more variable moraine thickness and less
outcropping bedrock.
The tunnel between km 147.4 and km 150.1 has enough overburden and crosses several weakness zones. There is
drinking water close to the tunnel.
Several other tunnels also have enough overburden, but some measures will be needed when crossing weakness
zones and under lakes.
Special issues
High water pressure in tunnels when crossing under lakes will require measures to minimize leakage and maintain
stability.
Construction process
There are some crossings of existing roads. Traffic and safety must be taken care of.
New roads would be useful both during the construction period and under operation, both for maintenance and for
safety reasons/evacuation.
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Km 168 – 196, Skjøllungsstad - Mandal - Søgne
Alignment
Alternative 2* crosses the river Mandalselva at km 175, with a bridge 595 m in length. The station at Mandal is
shown to the northeast of the city.
The landscape lies at a lower level than the previous sections, but still has great variations in height. The line
crosses fjords and valleys and several bridges are necessary. The percentage of tunnels is lower than the previous
sections, and there are more open sections.
There are many lakes, fjords and valleys along this section and the location of the line has been adjusted to
minimize the length of bridges.
This alternative includes a station at Søgne, to the north of the settlement. Varying terrain heights, from 20 m to 80
m above sea Level, results in a station partly in the open and partly in tunnel.
The bridge to the east of Søgne, at km 196.5, over highway E39 and county roads 114 and 166, will have a length
of 724 m.
Curvature
This part of the line will have a high standard, with a minimum radius of 7000 m.
Some parts will have gradients ranging from 0 to 6.5‰, while short sections have a gradient of
12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There are areas with variable moraine thickness and less outcropping bedrock. At Mandal and crossing the Mandal
river along to the station at km 175, river deposits are dominating.
The tunnels km 185.8 – 187.4 and km 189.9 – 191.7 have enough overburden, but there are several weakness zones.
The tunnel between km 197.9 and km 199 lies at a low angle to weakness zones. One must expect measures
regarding poor geology.
The tunnel located in the hillside between km 199.5 andkm 199.8 has little overburden.
Special issues
The station at Mandal will be located to the north of highway E39 and the city centre. Feeder roads, bus routes and
other connections must be studied to create an effective public transit terminal. The same subjects must be looked at
when designing Søgne station.
The bedrock at tunnels with expected little overburden must be examined.
Construction process
There are some crossings of existing roads. Traffic and safety must be taken care of.
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4.5.4

Part 3: Kristiansand - Brokelandsheia

Figure 4-31: Map of alternative 2* from Kristiansand to Brokelandsheia
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Km 196 – 225, Kristiansand - Kjevik
Alignment
The railway approaches Kristiansand with a combination of tunnels, bridges and sections in the open.
The tunnel mouth at km 205 is placed at the settlement of Hellemyr and some buildings must be removed. The line
crosses the existing railway at two places, the western arm at km 206 and the eastern arm and highway 9 at km
206.5. The line turns a little to the east and passes through a tunnel to the new station at Eg, near the regional
hospital. The line continues on a bridge over the river Otra at km 208.7. The line dips and passes under a residential
area in a tunnel of 2.3 km length. It is a mix of tunnels, bridges and open sections from km 211 to km 213. The
settlement at km 213 – 214 may be divided by the proposed line. The crossing over Topdalsfjorden is shown at 17.5
m above sea Level. The bridge will be 1000 m in length. The line runs north of Kristiansand airport (Kjevik) and
crosses highway 41 and a river at km 218 – 219, with a bridge 1635 m in length.
The landscape rises and the line passes into a tunnel from km 219.2. There is a short open section, followed by a
new tunnel.
Curvature
Most sections of the line will have good curvature and gradients below the maximum value.
It is necessary to make a compromise near Kristiansand to allow a station to be situated at Eg. There are curves with
radii of 800 m, 1500 m and 2200 m near the station.

Special issues
The new station at Eg will be located north of the city centre. Feeder roads, bus routes and other connections must
be studied to create an effective public transit terminal.
There is a short section in the open at km 207.5, between Ravnedalen and Bånetjønn, in a recreational area, which
might be controversial.
The new railway crosses over the existing railway lines at Krossen, km 205.5 – 206. Possibilities of connecting the
old line to the new line ought to be examined. Considerations regarding the old railway between Egersund and
Kristiansand could deal with future needs and whether or not it should be kept.
A new line in the vicinity of residential areas will have to be built with noise barriers.
Construction process
There are crossings both of existing roads and railways. Construction phases may be demanding, requiring
temporary arrangements. Traffic and safety must be taken care of.
Measures regarding the existing buildings and infrastructure must be studied.
Rock containing sulfides has led to acid run-off in several other projects between Kristiansand and Lillesand,
causing fish death and other negative effects. Special measures must be taken if the railway requires quarrying of
sulphitic stone. Deposits and treating of run-off must be given due consideration.

Soil conditions and bedrock geology
West of Eg Hospital station, at km 208, the overburden is a thin moraine layer or outcropping rock. Just before Eg
hospital the line crosses a section with Phyllite/Micaschist and a Marble outcrop.
From Eg hospital the line crosses a glacial river deposit. The map shows exposed rock or little overburden east of
Kristiansand/Kjevik airport
The tunnel between km 206.5 and km207.3 has several weakness zones. We expect some poor geological
conditions.
A tunnel between km 208.8 and km 211.1 crosses under populated areas and under peat and has some weakness
zones. Restrictions for parts of the tunnelling is likely.
The tunnel between km 216.5 and km216.9 has enough overburden, but some weakness zones.

Figure 4-32: Proposed alignment east of Kristiansand, 3D model facing Justvik
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Km 225 – 253, Lillesand - Grimstad
Alignment
This section starts with some short tunnels and bridges and reaches Lillesand station at km 233.5 – 234.5. Highway
402 (two-lane road) crosses under the station, which partly must be on a bridge. The line to Grimstad follows a strip
of land with water on both sides and comprises tunnels, bridges and open sections on embankment or in cutting.
Grimstad station is placed west of highway E18 and the city centre.
The line crosses two county roads and a smaller highway, the 404, and runs past Fjære as an open section.
Curvature
It is necessary to adjust to the landscape north of Lillesand station. There are some curves with a radius of 4000 m.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There are sections with exposed rock or little overburden. There is an area of stony glacial deposits close to
Lillesand.
The tunnel between km 231.9 and km 232.8 has enough overburden, but crosses some minor weakness zones.
From km 235 outcropping rock or a thin moraine layer dominates. At the south of Landvikvannet, km 243, the line
enters an area with exposed rock with marine beach- and sea bed deposits of considerable depth in ravines.
The northern part of the station at Grimstad, km 249 250, is on a glacial river and edge moraine deposit. The glacial
river deposit stretches to km 251 before the line enters an area of outcropping rock or thin moraine cover with
pockets of peat/bog. The line stays mostly in areas with small or no cover until km 258.
The tunnels have, in general, enough overburden and some weakness zones.
Special issues
The stations at Lillesand and Grimstad will be located a little outside of the city centres. Feeder roads, bus routes
and other connections must be studied to create an effective public transit terminal.
Construction process
There are crossings both of existing roads and railways. Construction phases may be demanding, requiring
temporary arrangements. Traffic and safety must be taken care of.
Rock containing sulfides has led to acid run-off in other projects near Lillesand, causing fish death and other
negative effects. The sulfides are located in pockets and not in special formations/structures. Special measures must
be taken if the railway requires quarrying of sulphitic stone. Deposits and treating of run-off must be given due
consideration.
Parts of the line go through densely populated areas and measures regarding traffic, access, noise and contamination
will be important.
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Km 253 – 281, Grimstad – Arendal - Moland
Alignment
The line passes through a relatively flat landscape, mostly at a height of 30 – 70 m above sea level. More than half
of this section is on embankment or in cutting. There are some short tunnels and bridges as well.
From Fjære the line passes through mixed terrain before crossing highway 408 and county road 53, the river
Nidelva and highway 407. At km 262 – 263 the line is shown parallell to highway E18. Two bridges cross E18 and
highway 171 north and south of this section.
The line turns to the north after crossing the river Nidelva and heads for the new Arendal station. The station is
placed 4 km from the city centre, near Stoa, which is a development area. This area seems to have market
possibilities. It would be complicated to establish a new station in the city centre, or rebuild the existing station.
The line turns to the hinterland, following a depression in the terrain, alternating between open sections, short
tunnels and bridges. The longest tunnel is 1 km in length.
Curvature
The line will have a good horizontal curvature. Some parts of the line have the maximum gradient value of 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There are some thick sea bed deposits up to km 260. These are followed by outcropping rock with little or no
overburden to the station at Arendal, at km 265 and all the way to Tvedestrand, at km 285, apart from a minor
stretch of glacial river deposits at Austre Moland, at km 277.
There are several short tunnels with possible marginal overburden, between km 270 and km 281. In general, the
tunnels have some weakness zones.
Special issues
Finding an effective solution for roads and public transport, connecting to the station, must be a goal.
There are many crossings of existing roads. Future needs and reconstruction of roads must be studied.
Construction process
Road crossings, traffic flow/access and safety must be taken care of.
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Km 281 – 309. Moland - Tvedestrand – Brokelandsheia/Sundebru
Alignment
The line is located in a corridor parallell to highway E18, with several crossings of the existing highway from km
281 to km 294.
The railway will be located at the west of Tvedestrand city, km 288 – 289. Alternative 2* passes to the west of both
E18 and lake Songevannet, km 293 – 297.
There is a mix of tunnels, bridges and open sections from km 281 to km 300. The tunnel between km 300.2 and km
311.5 will have a length of 11 km, going under the Urdfjellet mountain.
The new line meets the existing line, Sørlandsbanen at Skorstøl, at km 309. The new railway at km 309 will be in a
tunnel at 82 m above sea level, while the existing railway lies at 150 m above sea level. The height difference
makes it impossible to have a connection between the old and the new line at this point, and a connection will
require a considerable length.
Curvature
The line meets the requirements regarding curvature. The gradient will be 12.5‰ for ¼ of this section.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
Passing Tvedestrand from km 286 - 290, there are marine deposits of varying thickness between hills of
outcropping rock with little or no overburden.
From km 291 the line continues in marshland dominated by moraine, patches of peat/bog and some outcropping
rock, generally with small overburdens up to km 315 at Holtfjorden lake.
The tunnel between km 288.8 and km 289.4 lies at a low angle to one major weakness zone, while the tunnel
between km 293.8 and km 294.3 runs parallell to a similar zone.
Lakes may affect tunnel leakage resulting in the requirement for grouting solutions.
Special issues
The railway lies close to highway E18 and connecting roads km 281 – km 297.
An ongoing study of the future design of highway E18 assesses several alternatives. Plans for E18 and the railway
must be coordinated. Future amendments of E18 and local roads must be taken into account.
Possible solutions regarding a connection between new and existing railway should be studied further. However, it
seems likely that a connection must be placed further north, due to the height differences.
Construction process
Crossings of existing roads and the existing railway must be taken care of.
The railway will go close to several lakes and run-off during construction must be handled.
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4.5.5

Part 4: Brokelandsheia - Drammen

Figure 4-33: Map of alternative 2* from Brokelandsheia to Drammen
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Km 309 – 337, Grenlandsbanen, southern section. Brokelandsheia - Sannidal
Alignment
The new line from km 309 to Porsgrunn at km 377 follows one of the two corridors that were assessed in 1999, in
the EIA/”KU” for Grenlandsbanen. We have chosen the corridor that lies closest to the coast, as it was
recommended in the previous study.

Construction process
Road crossings, construction phases and access roads must be assessed.
The line will lie close to several lakes and waterways and measures must be taken regarding contaminated run-off.

A change of parameters for the curvature has, however, made it necessary to make some adjustments compared to
the previously sketched alignment.
This section passes mainly through a rocky, wooded landscape in the hinterland.
The proposed station at km 313.5 – 314.5, “Brokelandsheia/Risør”, is located close to Sundebru, where there is a
bridge over lake Holtsfjorden. The terrain is a hill at 80 – 100 m above sea level, while the station is shown at a
height of 67 m. The cutting here will vary in height, depending on adjustments when a more detailed plan is
developed.
Brokelandsheia station will be close to highway E18, highway 417, highway 418 and local roads. Located at this
place, the station may serve both the surroundings of Risør town and the areas inland and may be developed as a
hub for public transport. The distance to Risør on the coast is 25 – 30 km.
The possibilities of a connection between the old railway and the new “Grenlandsbanen” may be studied in later
plans. The two lines will be close horizontally, but there is a considerable height difference that needs to be looked
at.
A tunnel 13 km long ends at km 313.5, going directly into the Brokelandsheia station. Going over lake Holtfjorden
on a bridge, the line continues over a local road on another bridge. From km 317 to km 328 there will be a mix of
tunnels and open sections, with varying lengths.
At km 328 another station is shown, situated at the village of Sannidal. This station - “Kragerø/Sannidal station”
will be located with access both to highway E18, highways 38 and 351, connecting the railway to Kragerø town and
the surrounding local communities.
From Sannidal the terrain descends into a valley with several lakes. There will be two long bridges and two shorter
ones. From km 333 and eastwards the landscape is wooded and rocky, with small valleys and crevices crossing the
line. It will consist of open sections, bridges and tunnels.
Curvature
The line has horizontal curvature within the parameter range and a gradient not exceeding the maximum value.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
From km 314 - 317 there are marine deposits and further on varying terrain of outcropping rock with little or no
overburden, moraine and patches of peat/bog to km 331 east of Sannidal. There are some ravines with thin marine
deposits.
The tunnel between km 300.3 and km 313.5 follows a narrow ridge parallel to weakness zones and partly following
a major weakness zone with soil/peat. Lakes may necessitate extra grouting to prevent leakages.
The tunnel between km 317.3 and km 321.4 lies at a low angle to one major weakness zone and crosses several
other weakness zones. There is also a major weakness zone in the tunnel between km 334.5 and km 334.9.
Special issues
Existing and future roads lie close to the railway and may require adjustment to the railway line or the roads.
Both stations will be located at a junction between highway E18 and other main roads. A suitable design of the two
stations and the connecting roads must be developed.
Both stations are also shown with a tunnel at the western end and a bridge at the eastern end. Construction issues
and amendments must be studied.
The pros and cons of connecting the new line and the existing line at Brokelandsheia should be assessed. A
connection could have advantages both for the passengers and for the operation of the railway. A connection would
offer an alternative route if operational problems arise. However, the different heights mean that a connection will
have a considerable length.
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Km 337 – 365. Grenlandsbanen north, through Bamble to Vollsfjorden
Alignment
The line follows the corridor along highway E18 to km 345, with several bridges, tunnels and open sections,
including four road crossings.
After crossing E18 the line turns inland to the north. This is a rocky, wooded landscape that undulates up and down.
There are open sections, tunnels and bridges. The tunnels are shorter than the tunnels in the D-alternatives.
The line runs to the west of the large waterway atf Flåtevann, crossing smaller lakes and recesses on short bridges.
The line lies at 60 – 100 m above sea level before it descends, cutting through the hilltops in several tunnels. It
crosses the bay of Vollsfjorden at 20 m above sea level on a 790 m long bridge.
The line crosses highway 356 and cuts into a hill before going into a tunnel, between km 365.5 and km 370.
Curvature
The line has horizontal curvature within the parameter range. The majority of the line has a gradient of
10.0‰ to 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
From km 334 the line passes outcropping rock with little or no overburden to km 345, apart from patches of thin
marine deposits at valley crossings.
From km 347 to km 359 there is terrain of thin moraine, peat/bog and outcropping rock.
The tunnel between km 345.8 and km 347.1 crosses several weakness zones, partly at a low angle.
At km 360 there is a marine deposit.
Special issues
The section up to km 345 lies close to highway E18. The design of Grenlandsbanen must be coordinated with the
future design of E18 and adjustments for the road crossings must be considered.
The design of the bridge over Vollsfjorden should also be studied further.
Construction process
Construction stages when crossing existing roads must be examined.
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Km 365 – 393. Skienselva – Porsgrunn - Langangen
IC-Study Vestfoldbanen
The ongoing “InterCity study” for Vestfoldbanen aims to determine the future alignment of the railway from
Drammen via Holmestrand – Tønsberg - Sandefjord/Torp – Larvik – Porsgrunn to Skien. We have chosen one of
the alternatives from the IC-study as basis for Alternative 2* on this section. The design speed is 275 km/h, with
lower speeds when special reasons make that favourable. Typical reasons are adjustments close to cities and newly
built sections with lower design speeds.
The drawings for this section use the colour code for “existing line” when there is an existing line or a railway
under construction. This does not discriminate between embankments/cuttings and bridges and, as a consequence,
does not show all bridges crossing rivers, highways etc.
Geology Porsgrunn - Drammen
Drammen granite, being a deep igneous rock, is very porous and deteriorates easily. The basalt, a lava rock, may
have ash layers which can be very weak and water bearing.

Construction work is planned to start in late 2012. (Consequently, this section is shown as an “existing line” on our
drawings, already incorporated in today’s railway policy.)
A tunnel runs from km 378.2 to km 390.3, with short open sections crossing valleys at km 380.8, km 385.4 and km
386.3.
This tunnel ends near the border between Telemark county and Vestfold county and is followed by an open section
between km 390.3 and km 395.6. The new railway will be located close to the existing highway E18 and to the
south of the new highway E18 (under construction).
Curvature
The tunnel east of the bridge over the Skienselva river has a radius of 1150 m. This is caused by the location of the
bridge. There are no possibilities of a more direct crossing over the river, closer to the city centre and the station.
This is on the grounds of height requirements, difficult ground conditions and considerations regarding the city
centre.
The curve north of Porsgrunn station is shown with a curve of 800 m.

The deep magmatic/igneous bedrock is most prevalent in the Drammen area and from Tønsberg to Porsgrunn.

It is assumed, however, that all passenger trains will stop at Porsgrunn.

The sedimentary rock is prevalent in the areas around Drammen, Holmestrand and from Porsgrunn to Skien. In the
area from Holmestrand to Tønsberg magmatic bedrock dominates.

The gradient does not exceed the maximum value as it is, in general, approximately 5.0‰.

The main weakness zones run approximately in the N - S direction and are old. These weakness zones were formed
in connection with the great faulting of the Oslo area. Between main fault lines run secondary fault lines that come
from tension rifts. Both main and secondary fault lines may contain swelling clay of considerable thickness.
The current routes pass through some of the thickest marine deposits in the country. Several towns and places along
this section are known for having difficult ground conditions. On average, the soil conditions in the project area
may be classified as poor and in some places as very poor.
Alignment
The last part of Grenlandsbanen runs from Vollsfjorden to Porsgrunn station. After crossing Vollsfjorden the line
goes into a hill, with short tunnels and open sections, before entering a longer tunnel, between km 365.5 and km
370.
The tunnel mouth is placed in a sand quarry/gravel extraction site. A 1200 m long bridge leads the line over the
river Skienselva, and the built-up area surrounding the river. The bridge lies at 30 m above sea level, caused by
height requirements for commercial ships passing under the bridge.
The bridge over Skienselva river also crosses highway 36 and the existing railway, Vestfoldbanen, from Porsgrunn
to Skien.
The line is led through a built-up area and into a 3650 m long tunnel that curves to the south to connect to the
railway station at Porsgrunn.
Porsgrunn is the station next to Skien, which is the end station of Vestfoldbanen. It will be necessary to have a railover-rail crossing north of Porsgrunn station, where Grenlandsbanen goes under Vestfoldbanen and into a tunnel.
The existing railway and highway 36 shares a small corridor through a residential area, between km 375 and 376.5.
A level crossing (railway/highway) needs to be removed and future development of both the railway and the
highway requires extra space along this corridor. This will probably lead to consequences regarding the existing
buildings in this section.

Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The tunnel between km 365.5 and km 370 crosses several weakness zones, partly at a low angle.
At km 370 there is a large glacial river deposit on the western bank of the river Skien. On the eastern side clay areas
dominate up to km 373. The line enters Porsgrunn city and there is clay in all the deep ravines between the hills.
The ground at km 370 – 380 is classified as a risk area, categories 2 – 4, because of zones with quick clay.
The tunnel between km 371.3 and km 375 has soil cover of uncertain thickness for the first 1500m.
Tunnels from 378 to Larvik at km 399 will soon be built and are not included in our alternative.
Special issues
Structural design through the sand quarry at km 370 must be studied.
The line will be located at a considerable height above residential areas near the river. The bridge landing on the
east side of the river, the crossing over the existing railway, noise barriers, impact on residential areas etc. must be
examined.
The tunnel mouths at km 371.3 and 375 must be studied regarding overburden, soil classification, road- and railway
design and noise reduction measures.
Future solutions for highway 36, Vestfoldbanen and Grenlandsbanen must be examined closely between the tunnels
at km 375 and km 378.
Construction process
Crossings of the existing railway and roads must be solved. Construction phases and the need for temporary
roads/railway should be investigated. Scaffolding for the bridge over the river Skienselva should have a limited
effect on the free height for boats.
Measures regarding construction noise, piling works in soft ground, mass transport, traffic safety etc. must be
studied.

Possible adjustments of the existing railway and the location of Porsgrunn station are examined in the ongoing
“InterCity study”. An adjustment of both the line and the station seems to be likely, to the south of the station.
The surroundings south of Porsgrunn station is a commercial area with retailers, petrol stations, garages and similar
activities. The existing line and the station may be altered, due to alignment requrements. A new alignment and a
relocation of the station may affect the existing businesses in the commercial area. This will be studied further in
the Inter-City-Study.
The existing line between Porsgrunn and Larvik has many sharp curves along lake Farris. A new double track
railway is planned from Porsgrunn to Larvik, leaving the existing line close to the former Eidanger station.
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Km 393 - 421. Hallevannet – Larvik – Torp
Alignment
The section from km 393 to km 395.7 runs close to the existing E18, crossing two lakes on bridges (not shown on
the map). A 3.5 km long tunnel ends at km 399.2, near the outlet of lake Farris. This is the end point of the section
where construction works will start during 2012.
Further north a bridge passes over the existing highway E18 and local roads. A new highway E18 is also planned in
this area.
The existing line between Porsgrunn/Eidanger and Larvik city centre has many sharp curves and problems with old
infrastructure and rock fall. This section is supposed to be shut down. Today’s railway goes through Larvik city,
with a side track to the harbour.
The new railway runs in a tunnel under Larvik. The stopping pattern in Alternative 2* does not include Larvik and a
replacement for the existing station in Larvik is not included. It is possible, however, to establish an underground
station near the city centre and this is something to be handled by the InterCity-project.
A connection from the harbour to the new tracks is not included. An investigation of future possibilities for this
connection should be carried out before a conclusion is drawn.
The tunnel under Larvik leads to a bridge over highway 110 and the river Lågen, followed by a tunnel to km 405.
An open section leads to a 3.5 km long tunnel, ending at km 409.4. The line passes through an agricultural
landscape and enters the suburban areas surrounding Sandefjord, before going into a tunnel, 1 – 2 km north of the
city centre. There will be bridges, tunnels and open stretches in this section, going to a new station at Torp airport.
This station will be located in a tunnel and will not influence the airport operations.
Alternative 2* does not show a station at the centre of Sandefjord, but it is possible to establish a station there,
possibly as an underground construction. This is an issue for the InterCity-project.
Curvature
This section fulfills the requirements regarding alignment parameters.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The soil consists mostly of clay and moraine, with pockets of quick clay.
The tunnels between km 400 and km 400.4 and between km 400.8 and km 402.5 run under populated areas, with
uncertain soil thickness.
Sections of the tunnel between km 403.8 and km 405 may have little rock cover.
Special issues
Cultural and environmental impact in this area must be considered. There is a high possibilty of archaeological
finds.
Stations at Larvik and Sandefjord are not included, due to speed and travel time requirements in this alternative.
Local and regional traffic needs makes new stations likely.
Construction process
The new line runs parallel to the existing line south of Sandefjord. Construction staging needs to be considered
together with the requirement for temporary works and diversions.
Archaeological finds might influence the progress of the construction works.
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Km 421 – 450, Torp – Tønsberg - Horten
Alignment
The cut-and-cover tunnel at Torp airport is followed by an open section through agricultural and nature areas at
Stokke. Heading for a fjord crossing under Vestfjorden, the line goes into deep cuttings, culverts and rock tunnels.
The fjord crossing will consist of a culvert with long piles into soft clay. There will be a rock tunnel between km
431.2 and km 434. The narrow channel between Nøtterøy Island and Tønsberg town requires another underwater
culvert, placed upon soft clay and mud. The new railway approches Tønsberg station through a culvert under the
streets. From km 436 there is an existing double track, built in 2011.

Loose mud and clay will cause a great amount of piling work, to obtain the required strength for the actual forces
from speeding and braking freight trains etc. High cuttings south of Vestfjorden, in Stokke, will also require special
solutions.

North of km 443 the line runs eastwards through woods and agricultural areas. There are two tunnels between km
443.6 and km 448.6. The open section between km 448.6 and km 458.2 crosses the bowl-shaped landscape of
“Borreskåla” to the west of Horten town.
Curvature
The tunnel at Nøtterøy has a horizontal radius of 1800 m, approaching Tønsberg. Just north of Tønsberg station
there is a curve with a radius of 500 m. The curve between km 446 and km 450 has a radius of 3800 m.
Both the small curves and short sections with gradients exceeding 12.5‰ are caused by adjustments to local
conditons near Tønsberg station.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There is moraine, sensitive clay, quick clay and loose mud in this section.
A cutting for an underground tunnel near Torp may need reinforcement, due to quick clay. The construction must
not affect the ground water level, to avoid settlements at the landing field.
The crossing of Vestfjorden will need a deep cutting at Stokke, where moraine and clay will result in the
requirement for considerable reinforcement at the sides. Soft mud and sensitive clay in Vestfjorden requires
extensive piling and foundation works.
The crossing of the “Kanalen” channel will be through an area with sensitive clay and quick clay, which also
requires extensive measures to obtain a safe construction. There are zones with sensitive clay from Kanalen to
Tønsberg Station. These will also induce considerable construction works to avoid consequences regarding
infrastructure and buildings.
There are great variations in the soil conditions north of Tønsberg. An end moraine forms a hill through the
landscape, named “Raet”. Moraine and clayey moraine may constitute relatively good soil conditions. In the valleys
and ravines are areas with soft and sensitive clay of great thickness, partly covered with a harder layer.
Special issues
The section between km 429 and km 435, from Torp under Vestfjorden to Tønsberg, is very challenging due to the
soil conditions, with soft clay at Torp and difficult foundation for the submerged constructions under Vestfjorden
and Kanalen.
Landscape values must be considered north of Tønsberg, especially near “Borreskåla”, between km 450 and km
452.
There is an existing station at Stokke, but the chosen alignment does not allow a new station there. Horten town and
the university at Borre/Bakkenteigen might justify a station for local traffic at km 449 – 450.
The combined tunnel and culvert from Stokke to Tønsberg station will be 7 km long and partially submerged.
Safety, emergency exits and maintenance access will need special care.
Torp station could be constructed as a submerged station as shown, or as a surface station. The choice of solution
will depend on future plans for the airport terminal.
Construction process
There will be restrictions regarding heights of construction equipment, during the building of the station at Torp
airport. The ground water level must be maintained both under and after construction.
Commercial and leisure vessels will have limited access to Tønsberg harbour during the construction of the
constructions under Vestfjorden and the channel between Nøtterøy and Tønsberg.
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Km 450 - 478, Horten – Holmestrand - Sande
Alignment
The new line meets the railway that is under construction now (2011) at km 455. This is shown as “existing line” on
the drawings.
Alternative 2* passes “Borreskåla” and lake Borrevannet at km 450 – 455. The section that is under construction
continues at grade, before going into a 13 km long tunnel under a mountain plateau. Holmestrand town lies on the
coast a few metres above sea level. Holmestrand station will be located in the tunnel and will be specially designed
to allow trains to pass at high speed.
The existing double track railway has a station at Sande, at km 476.
Curvature
Most of the line has small gradients.
There is a horizontal curve of R=3800 m between km 446.5 and km 450.5.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The soil is mostly clay and moraine. There are sections with quick clay.
The new sections will not include tunnels.
Special issues
The line is shown as embankment between km 450 and 451.5 and cutting between km 451.5 and km 455. Measures
regarding the landscape might be sought for, e.g bridges or culverts.
Construction process
The connection between new and existing tracks must be studied, to minimize disturbances to the traffic.
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Km 478 - 496, Sande - Drammen
Alignment
The existing double track runs through Sande and Skoger and crosses highway E18. The railway continues through
Kobbervikdalen to Drammen as a single track railway, with several small curves and a steep gradient from
Drammen up to Kobbervikdalen.
Alternative 2* leaves the existing line at km 488 and passes into a tunnel between km 488.2 and km 494.8. At the
tunnel mouth there will be a culvert under existing roads and infrastructure. The tracks connect to the existing line
in a curve at Strøm, between Drammen station and the maintenance base at Sundland.
Curvature
The tunnel enters Drammen with radii of 900 m (km 494) and 350 m (km 495).
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The bedrock is of varied quality, with some weakness zones. Possible ash layers in the magmatic bedrock might
eventually be weak and water bearing.
Drammen station has marine clay deposits partly covered by fill. There are sections with soft clay and the
groundwater level is high.
Special issues
A rail-over-rail crossing at Strøm seems to be difficult to construct. Crossing under the existing line is not possible,
because the main roads Kreftings gate and Grønland crosses under the existing railway.
The solution at Strøm must deal with capacity and safety issues, regarding switches, passenger trains, freight trains
and the maintenance base at Sundland, to the west of Drammen station.
The line ends at Drammen station. The new arrangement at this station needs to be considered because of the many
interests involved, regarding railway traffic, railway maintenance, public access, cityscape and others.
Construction process
The new tracks cross existing roads and tracks at Strøm. Construction phases, temporary solutions, capacity, safety,
noise restrictions etc. must be studied.
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4.6 Alternative B
4.6.1

4.6.2

Effects on running time

Lengths and running time reduction:

General

Alternative B represents an upgrading of the existing railway line, from Drammen via Kongsberg to
Gjerstad/Skorstøl and further to Stavanger. To obtain the required reduction of train running time by at least 20 %,
we have chosen to single out curved sections with reduced speed. These constitute 11 of the 12 sections in
Alternative B. Most of our proposed projects are single track railway with additional passing loops.
The last section consists of a double track-railway between Sandnes and Egersund, with a total length of 58 km.
This section improves the curvature by eliminating sharp curves and reverse curves and is partly an extra track
along the existing railway, but mostly new double track with a high standard. From Sandnes to Egersund this
section is proposed to be identical with Alternative 2*.
The proposed sections are divided between Sandnes – Kristiansand (7 sections), Kristiansand – Skorstøl/Gjerstad (2
sections) and Skorstøl/Gjerstad - Drammen (3 sections).
Jernbaneverket are working with several proposals to improve the existing railway, both regarding tracks and other
facilities. Projects from this study are assembled in the so-called “Strekningsvis Utviklingsplan“(SUP) – Section
Development Plan. This is a plan for a systematic improvement and development of longer sections of the existing
railway, treated as a whole. In our case this is Sørlandsbanen.
We have chosen some of the projects from the “SUP” for Sørlandsbanen and added other projects to obtain the
desired reduction of the running time. The location of e.g. passing loops in Alternative B is also adjusted to fit the
solutions of the SUP.
These projects are numbered section 1, section 2 etc. on the drawings. The numbering has no strict order e.g. from
Stavanger to Drammen.

•
•
•
•

Existing railway, Oslo – Drammen – Kristiansand – Stavanger: 599 km
Existing railway, Drammen – Kristiansand – Stavanger: 557 km
Total length Drammen – Stavanger, Alternative B: 518 km
Reduced length, Oslo – Stavanger: 4.8 %

Alternative B obtains 20% reduction of the running time Oslo - Stavanger, by reducing the length by 4,8 %.
This shows that there is a significant difference between today’s overall running speed and the running speed on the
new and rebuilt sections.
Curvature
The existing line has a varied horizontal curvature and vertical profile. Sections of the line are in the “top 10” when
it comes to the longest straight sections on Norwegian Railways. There are also many curves with small radii.
The gross numbers for the existing railway from Drammen to Stavanger are:
Horizontal radius
250 m < R < 500 m:
500 m < R < 1100 m:
R> 100 m:

29 %
14 %
57 %

Gradients
10.5 to 25.0‰: 29 %
5.0 to 15.0‰: 36 %
< 5.0‰:
35 %

Table 4-1: Proposed new sections in the B-alternative. Kilometre values (from-to) refers to existing line in direction from Oslo to Stavanger.
Section
nr.
From

km

To

Existing
length, km

km

New length, Estimated time Single/ double
km
saving (s)
track (S/D)
Comments

16

Kongsberg

100.2 Nedre Jerpetjønn

117.9

17,7

14,0

544

S

Passing loop 1.5 km

13

Lunde

178.2 Nakksjø

193.7

15,5

13,5

454

S

Passing loop 1.5 km. (Proposal in SUP: passing loops km 170 and km 185

15

Glitsjø

197.2 Drangedal

204.4

7,2

5,7

207

S

Drd.st. km 205. Single track, one passing loop

7

Skorstøl

249.0 Vegårshei

262

13,0

10,2

402

S/D

9

Heldalsmo

287.5 Skredfjell

294.7

7,2

5,7

206

D

Double track. (Proposal in SUP: new single track along existing track)

1

Nodeland Øjgård

372.0 Breland

383.0

11,0

9,8

294

S

11 km, with passing loop 1.5 km. A passing loop has recently been built at Nodeland. The SUP proposes to
straighten the existing line at km 380 – 381

2

North of Breland

388.6 Laudal

405.7

17,1

6,1

644

S

Single track and passing loop 1.5 km. SUP-proposal: straightening of existing line km 403-407

3

Øvre Laudal

409.4

419.8

10,4

8,7

290

S

Single track and passing loop 1.5 km. Existing passing loops km 402 and km 419

4

After the Kvineshei
tunnel

438.9 Storekvina

446.2

7,3

6,6

193

S

Single track. Existing passing loop at Kvina, km 446

11

Moi

478.2 Heskestad

490.5

12,3

11,6

345

D

Tunnel, eliminates existing track through Drangsdalen. The SUP proposes double track. The table shows
reduced running time. This section will also reduce delays caused by crossing trains, approx. 7 min.

5

Helleland

516.8 sør for Smøråsen

521.3

4,5

4,0

106

S

Single track. There will be a passing loop close to this section, at km 513, according to the SUP-proposal

8

Egersund

525.6 Sandnes (old station)

583.5

57,9

56,5

480

D

Partly new double track, partly new single track, parallell to existing track. (Length: between existing stations).
Running time reduction depending on stopping pattern, may be higher

158

Start of the Hægebostad
tunnel

Single track, one passing loop 1.5 km

Alternative alignments

These gross numbers do not show the great variations along the line.
There are many reverse curves reducing passenger comfort and running speeds for passenger trains.
Long steep climbs have a great effect on freight trains and the section from Kristiansand to Egersund is very
challenging in this respect.
Alignment parameters for the improved line shall be suitable also for freight traffic.
The recommended minimum horizontal radius for 275 km/h is 4100m. The maximum gradient is 12.5‰ while
maximal cant is 140 mm. Section 8, Jærbanen, will comply with these parameters.
The proposed layouts of the other sections of Alternative B have various design speeds, determined by what are
considered to be practical and reasonable solutions.
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4.6.3

Part 1: Stavanger –Egersund

Figure 4-34: Map of alternative B from Stavanger to Egersund
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Alternative alignments

Jærbanen, section 8
The existing railway between Stavanger and Egersund is called “Jærbanen”. The general idea is to develop the
existing Jærbanen to provide a double track railway with good capacity and good curvature, with reduced travel
time, due to both higher speeeds and reduced delays. From Sandnes to Egersund we have chosen the same solutions
and speed as in Alternative 2*.
The existing railway has a high frequency of local trains, with short distances between stations in the most densely
populated sections. There are 12 stations between Sandnes Central and Egersund, and 4 stations between Sandnes
Central and Stavanger Central.
The proposed new sections are, in general, new sections with better curvature, without the short reverse curves and
small radii that some parts of the existing railway have. Between Sandnes and Egersund the proposed line follows
the existing railway corridor, but mostly as a new double –track railway with flatter curves and some new sections,
replacing older ones.
This section of the alternative B shows a new high speed line designed for an operating speed of 250 km/h, and for
mixed traffic including freight trains. An operating speed 250 km/h means a design speed of 275 km/h. This is the
same ambition level that is used for planning of most new Intercity-lines.
From Sandnes (km 15) to Ogna (km 58) most of the line passes through agricultural areas, passing settlements and
small towns, with some sections of bogs and wetlands.
The new geometry is designed for high speed, but local trains may stop at smaller stations, using the same tracks.
There are, however, existing stations at Jærbanen that not will be served by the new alignment.
It must be decided how to solve this. Some local stations could be added in this alternative, but others may be shut
down.
Some of the old stations do not comply with modern standards. An example is Klepp station, which is situated on a
sharp curve.
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Km 0 – 28, from Stavanger
Alignment
The line follows the existing double track railway from Stavanger to Sandnes. The combination of more long
distance trains and increased local traffic may make it desirable to expand the stations at Stavanger and Sandnes.
This is a challenging task and the need and solutions for this must be examined at a later stage.
The existing line passes Ganddal station (km 18) and Ganddal freight terminal.
A new section, km 20.5 – 28.5, runs to the west of Frøylandsvatnet, starting with a horizontal curve of 900 m radius
and a curve with radius 1800 m, before connecting to the existing station at Bryne.
Most of this section is in the open, passing going through agricultural areas. There is a short tunnel south of Klepp.
The new line is not connected to the existing stations at Øksnavadporten and Klepp. The existing station at Klepp is
located in a sharp curve and the geometry does not meet modern standards.
It is possible to adjust the new curvature for a new local station at approximately km 25.
Curvature
The existing railway from Stavanger to Sandnes has a number of curves with small radii, typically 400 m – 1000 m,
winding through the cityscape. It is assumed, though, that the trains will stop at Sandnes.
The new section has a 900 m radius curve at km 20.5. The corresponding design speed is 130 km/h.
The overall gradient is around 5.0‰, but there are sections with 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The bedrock close to Stavanger is Phyllite of high quartz content, while along the bay of Gandsfjorden, granite is
dominant. The stretch contains relatively thick overburden. North of Sandnes this consists mainly of moraine and
clayey moraine. South of Sandnes one also encounters river deposits as sand and gravel with some silt in Sandnes.
The line turns off a main faultline coming from the Gandsfjorden. The bedrock varies between Phyllites with high
quartz content and Granite/Gneiss. South of Bryne mainly pre-cambrium Mica-gneiss and Mica-schists are to be
found. The line follows an area of river deposits with high stone content, in areas covered by peat/bog. South of
Bryne there is mainly undisrupted moraine deposits.
The overburden of the tunnel at km 26.4 – 27.1 needs to be checked.
Special issues
The possible need for expansion of Stavanger station must be studied, regarding future volumes of local and longdistance trains, capacity and how to obtain an acceptable reliability. If a new station is desirable, many factors must
be taken into account. The design of this station influences the city, passenger logistics and railway functions.
Alternative locations must be studied and assessed before a conclusion is drawn.
The existing station and connecting tracks at Sandnes are mainly located on a bridge. Adding more tracks here will
affect both buildings and infrastructure. Alternative designs and constructions must be examined closer.
One must decide upon the structure and location of the local stations. In this section the existing Øksnavadporten
and Klepp stations could be replaced by one new station.
Construction process
Rebuilding the stations at Stavanger and Sandnes will affect the existing railway, and temporary measures are
likely. Construction phases must be examined.
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Alternative alignments

Km 28 – 56, Bryne – Ogna
Alignment
This alternative uses the existing line between km 28 and km 31.3, running through the town of Bryne. The existing
station at Bryne has recently been renovated and there are extra tracks for rolling stock and maintenance facilities
there.
South of Bryne the line passes to the west of the existing railway, eliminating a reverse curve and passing the
community of Nærbø. The new section connects to the existing railway at km 39.5. The station at Nærbø may have
to be replaced.
The line follows the existing tracks through Varhaug. The existing station at Varhaug starts at km 42.5. Two
kilometres south of Varhaug the new line runs between the existing railway and the coast, eliminating a stretch with
composite curves between km 45 and km 54.
Vigrestad station may be replaced by a new station at km 49 – km 50.
The section between km 54 and km 56 follows the existing line along a landscape protection area, with a lake to the
east and brackish water and the beach at Brusanden to the west. The line passes through the existing Brusanden
station at km 54.5.
The existing line south of Ogna follows the shape of the landscape with sharp curves. It will be replaced by a new
line in the hinterland, with a high design speed.
There is an existing station for local trains at Ogna. The station is located on a curve. A new station for local trains
is not possible due to the gradient of the new line.
Curvature
The minimum horizontal curve is 4000 m with a corresponding design speed of 275 km/h. Most of the line has a
gradient below 5.0‰, while the maximum gradient is 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
Between Varhaug and Brusand the line passes several rock formations of Phyllites with high Quartz content and
different Gneisses.
The moraine deposits at km 53-59 are overlain by windborne fine to medium grained sand.
At km 54 the line enters the Egersund Anorthosite rock outcrop which is well suited for tunnelling.
A large part of this stretch has outcropping bedrock or little overburden.
Special issues
One must decide upon the structure and location of the local stations. There are are six stations in this section today,
while the alignment makes it possible to maintain five of these. Two stations may be replaced, Nærbø and
Vigrestad. The gradient does not allow a station at Ogna.
Construction process
Connecting new sections to the existing line will call for temporary diversions and staging, and may represent some
obstables during the construction work. It may be favourable to build two new tracks instead of a single track
parallel to an existing track. The existing track may need to be upgraded, to allow for higher speeds.
Earthworks mass transport and deposit must be assessed at an early phase, to find solutions that gives the least
environmental impact.
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Km 56 – 71.7, Ogna – Egersund
Alignment
The line at Ogna lies at 7 m above sea level. Going into a rocky hillscape, it raises to 61 m above sea level. It is a
stony terrain with little vegetation and some lakes. Large parts of the line between km 58 and km 66 lie in the open,
with some short tunnels and bridges. There is a long bridge over a lake after km 66 before going into three longer
tunnels.
A fjord crossing is shown at km 70.3, connecting to the existing line through the city of Egersund. The new line
connects to the existing railway station. There will be no stations between Ogna and Egersund.
Curvature
There will be relatively sharp curves at both ends of Egersund station, with radii of 500 – 600 m.
Large parts of the line will have gradients up to 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There is mainly outcropping bedrock with little or no overburden from km 59. The bedrock consists of igneous
rocks, mainly anortite and nortite with intrusive dykes. It is good for tunnelling, apart from some weaker zones of
medium difficulty.
The tunnel at km 67 has some weakness zones with peat and bog on the top. We expect some poor rock.
In Egersund there is moraine overburden with sand and silt pockets.
Special issues
There are no suitable locations for local stations between Ogna and Egersund. The existing line has stations at
Sirevåg and Hellvik. There will be no replacements for these if the existing railway from Egersund to Ogna is
closed down.
Construction process
Construction phases must be studied to find acceptable solutions regarding traffic and the surroundings.
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4.6.4

Part 2: Egersund – Kristiansand

Figure 4-35: Map of alternative B from Egersund to Kristiansand
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Alternative alignments

Section 5, Smøråsen – Helleland
Alignment
Section 5 starts 3 km after Egersund and has a length of 5 km. It replaces a section with sharp curves and reverse
curves. With the existing railway as a reference, the starting point will be located 77 km from Stavanger and 522
km from Oslo. Most of this section will consist of open sections.
Starting as an open section parallel to the existing line and highway 42, the new line crosses the highway on a
bridge and continues to the east, shifting between short tunnels and longer open sections. The track crosses highway
42 again, on a bridge with a length of 420 m. An open section connects the new and the existing line.
The line climbs from 53 m to 83 m above sea level, passing through a rocky landscape with little vegetation,
passing some lakes.
Egersund station functions as a passing loop and the SUP (Railway Section Development Plan) proposes another
passing loop at km 513 (from Oslo). Hence, section 5 is supposed to be a single-track section.
Curvature
The minimum horizontal radius is 2000 m, corresponding to a design speed of 205 km/h.
This section starts with a gradient of 16.0‰, while the greater part has a gradient of 0 to10.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There is mainly outcropping bedrock with little or no overburden.
The tunnels will pass through bedrock with little soil cover.The last tunnels pass through a zone with some peat.
Special issues
The most challenging part will be the bridge and the open section at the eastern end, located close to the existing
railway. Adjustment may be necessary, to facilitate the construction process.
Construction process
Crossing highway 42 at two places and connecting to the existing railway at both ends, will require temporary
diversions and staging. Construction phases must be studied to maintan the actual railway traffic.
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Section 11, Heskestad - Moi
Alignment
Section 11 starts at Eide close to Heskestad and has a length of 11.8 km. The existing line passes through
Drangsdalen, a valley with steep sides and loose rock thatresults in rock falls. The existing open sections have
speed restrictions due to hazard risks. With the existing railway as a reference, the starting point will be located 109
km from Stavanger and 490 km from Oslo.
The main part of section 11 will be a tunnel 10.8 km in length, allowing for much higher speeds than on the existing
railway. There are open sections at both ends with bridges crossing existing roads.
The line descends from 165 m to 65m above sea level.
This section is designed with double track. This will save several minutes in delays, compared to a single track, and
provide future flexibility for time scheduling.
Curvature
The minimum horizontal radius is 2900 m, corresponding to a design speed of 245 km/h. The eastern end leads to a
sharp curve, close to Moi station.
The tunnel has a gradient of 9.5‰, while the existing gradient at both ends is 1.9‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There is enough rock cover. There are several lakes above the tunnel and measures to minimise leakage must be
taken. In addition, measures to mitigate against environmental impact need to be determined..
Special issues
The terrain level is at 250 – 350 m above sea level, whilst the tunnel will be at 65 – 165 m above sea level. A
double-track tunnel will need access for maintenance and evacuation. Solutions that comply with recent regulations
must be developed.
Mass deposits and roads for mass transport may cause conflicts with protected areas.
Construction process
Section 11 starts with a crossing of the existing railway and a bridge over highway E39.
Construction phases and temporary solutions must be studied to maintan the existing railway traffic.
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Section 4, Storekvina - Kvinesheitunnelen
Alignment
Section 4 starts at Storekvina in the Kvinesdal valley and ends at Frivoll in the neighbouring valley. The existing
railway has long tunnels at both ends of section 4, with short open sections in the narrow valleys. Section 4 replaces
a section with a short tunnel and open sections with sharp curves, following the shape of the landscape. With the
existing railway as a reference, the starting point will be located 153 km from Stavanger and 446 km from Oslo.
An open section runs parallel to today’s railway and crosses over highway 465 on a bridge 400 m in length,
followed by a bridge 270 m long. The tunnel will be 2.9 km long. Between km 5.0 and km 6 a bridge of 960 m
crosses the valley and two local roads. The section has a length of 6.9 km and ends at the mouth of an existing
tunnel, Kvinesheitunnelen.
The design rail levels range from 163 m to 175 m above sea level.
Section 4 is designed with single track. There is an existing passing loop at Storekvina, km 446.
Curvature
The minimum horizontal radius is 2900 m, corresponding to a design speed of 245 km/h. Both ends lead to sharper
curves, entering the existing tunnels.
Most of the section has a gradient of 0.5‰, while the connection to the existing railway at the eastern end has a
gradient of 2.35‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There is enough rock cover. Lakes above the tunnel may give a need for extra grouting against leakage.
Special issues
The open section parallel to the existing railway at the start and the bridge over highway 465, must be studied in
detail.
Construction process
Construction phases and temporary diversion requirements must be studied to maintan the existing rail traffic.
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Section 3, Audnedal – Øvre Laudal

Section 2, Laudal - Breland

Alignment
Section3 starts at the east end of Kvinesheitunnelen in the narrow Audnedalen valley and has a length of 9.7 km.
The existing railway follows the landscape with a number of sharp curves. With the existing railway as a reference,
the starting point will be located 179 km from Stavanger and 420 km from Oslo.

Alignment
Section 2 starts at Laudal, crosses a narrow valley, passes under a mountain formation and ends at Breland, The
existing railway lies mostly in the hillside of the valley and there are many curves, because of the shifting terrain
and necessary crossings.

The main part of section 3 will be a tunnel of 7.7 km, preceded by a bridge 780 m in length.

With the existing railway as a reference, the starting point will be located 193 km from Stavanger and 406 km from
Oslo.

A crucial element is the starting point at the existing tunnel mouth, rebuilding part of the tunnel. There will be an
open section at the west end, connecting to the existing railway.
The line rises from 107 m to 197 m above sea level.
This section is designed with a passing loop 1.5 km long and the rest as a single track railway.
Curvature
The minimum horizontal radius is 2900 m, corresponding to a design speed of 245 km/h.

The new line starts with a short tunnel and an open section, crosses the valley on a bridge 520 m in length and
enters a tunnel 4.9 km long. An open section is followed by a tunnel 3.0 km long. The new and old lines are
connected close to a crossing of county road 303.
The tunnel runs more directly than the old railway between the end points and shortens the total distance.
The design rail level ranges from 71 m to 202 m above sea level.

The tunnel has a gradient of 10.0‰.

Section 2 has a length of 11.4 km and is designed with a passing loop 1.5 km long and the rest as a single track
railway.

Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There is enough rock cover. Lakes and the requirement for environmental mitigation require measures to limit
water leakage through many weakness zones.

Curvature
The minimum horizontal radius is 2900 m at the end of the section, corresponding to a design speed of 245 km/h.
Both ends lead to sections with smaller radiii and reverse curves.

Special issues
The construction works include rebuilding a part of the existing tunnel. Possible adjustments of the design should
be studied, to minimize the consequences regarding railway traffic.

Most of the section has a gradient of 15.0‰, while the connections to the existing railway at the ends have
gradients of 22.0‰ to 25.0‰.

Access for maintenance and evacuation should be examined.
Construction process
Connections at both ends will call for temporary diversions and staging.
Construction phases and must be studied, especially the rebuilding of the existing tunnel mouth.

Soil conditions and bedrock geology
There is enough rock cover. Lakes above the tunnel may result in extra grouting of the tunnel to minimise leakage.
Special issues
The open section parallel to the existing railway at the start and the bridge over highway 465 must be studied in
detail.
Construction process
Construction phases and temporary diversion requirements must be studied to maintain the existing railway traffic.
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Section 1, Breland – Nodeland Øygard
Alignment
Section 1 starts at Birkedalsvannet, at a short tunnel close to Bredal. The new line crosses the Songdalen valley and
continues with a tunnel straight through Nodelandsheia to Nodeland. The existing railway lies mostly in the
hillside of the valley, with many small curves to adjust for the shifting terrain shapes.
With the existing railway as a reference, the starting point will be located 216 km from Stavanger and 383 km from
Oslo.
The new line starts at the existing short tunnel and continues with open sections and bridges in the hillside above
the valley of Songdalen. A bridge crosses the valley and carries the line to a tunnel under
Nodefjellet/Nodelandsheia mountain. The railway traverses a little valley at Nodeland Øygard and passes into a
tunnel with a length of 2 km. This will be connected to the existing line 2.5 km from the railway junction at
Krossen and 5 km from Kristiansand station.
The existing tunnel from Nodeland Øygard to the open section at the end will be replaced by the new tunnel which
has a better alignment.
The existing line has a station and a newly rebuilt passing loop at Nodeland, in the Songdalen valley. The proposed
design does not go through this point and a passing loop must be placed elsewhere along the section.
Section 1 will have several bridges, 5 of these with a length of 300 – 500 m.
The design rail level ranges from 138 m above sea level at the start to 24 m above sea level in the middle.
Section 1 has a length of 11.5 km and is designed with a passing loop 1.5 km long and the rest as a single track
railway.
Curvature
The minimum horizontal radius is 2700 m at the start, corresponding to a design speed of 235 km/h. The last half
has a minimum radius of 4000 m.
The existing section is rather steep and the new line will also have gradients exceeding normal values. The first half
has gradients of 17.0‰ to 25.0‰. The last half is more even, except two short sections with a gradient of21.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The line runs mostly in rocky terrain with little overburden. There are river deposits in Songdalen valley, but the
line is placed above the valley, in the hillside.
The rock cover is good on most parts of the line. New tunnels at km 0, 2.5 and km 9.5 – 1|1.5 will be close to
existing tunnels and measures must be taken to ensure stability. The tunnel from Songdalen under Nodefjellet has
some weakness zones, with lakes, peat and vulnerable species above. Extra grouting is likely.
The last tunnel has some major weakness zones.
Special issues
The shortcut from Songdalen to Nodeland Øygard eliminates Nodeland station and a newly rebuilt passing loop.
Most of the existing trains stop at Nodeland and a replacement station might be needed.
Feasibility studies must be carried out to find the best solutions when the new line runs close to existing tunnels, to
minimize the consequences for railway traffic.
Construction process
Construction phases and temporary diversion requirements must be studied to maintan the existing railway traffic.
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4.6.5

Part 3: Kristiansand - Brokelandsheia

Figure 4-36: Map of alternative B from Egersund to Kristiansand
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Section 9, Skredfjell - Heldalsmo
Alignment
Section 9 starts at lake Skjersæ at an existing short tunnel. The new line makes a shortcut through a mountain to
Heldalsmo.
The existing railway follows a narrow valley along a waterway, before turning sharply at a lake and going
southwards along county road 152.
With the existing railway as a reference, the starting point will be located 304 km from Stavanger and 295 km from
Oslo.
The new line starts at the existing short tunnel and heads eastwards with open sections and bridges that enter a
tunnel 2.5 km in length. Short sections shifting between open sections and tunnels follow until the new line is
connected to the existing railway. There will be three bridges with lengths of 200 – 370 m, with one of them
crossing county road 152 at Heldalsmo.
The section ends 5 km from the railway junction at Nelaug, where there is a connection for local trains to Arendal
town.
The design rail level ranges from 215 m to 226 m above sea level.
Section 9 has a length of 6.4 km and is designed as a double track railway. The SUP proposes double track, built as
a new track parallel to the existing single track.
Curvature
The minimum horizontal radius is 4000 m, corresponding to a design speed of 275 km/h.
The new section will have an inclination of 0 to 12.5‰. Connections to the existing line at the ends will have
gradients of 15.0‰ to18.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The line runs mostly in rocky terrain with little overburden. Low points in the terrain may have marsh and peat.
There is sufficient rock cover for the tunnels. The tunnel in the shortcut will have some weakness zones and passes
under some lakes, resulting in the requirement for additional grouting to minimise leakage.
Special issues
The design at the start, at an existing tunnel mouth, should be studied to reduce consequences to traffic during the
construction period.
Construction process
In addition to the tunnel at the start, one must consider the crossing of county road 152.
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Section 7, Vegårshei - Skorstøl
Alignment
Section 7 starts at the settlement of Vegårshei and straightens the line to Skorstøl.
The existing railway follows the terrain shapes along several lakes and hills, with many curves.
With the existing railway as a reference, the starting point will be located 337 km from Stavanger and 262 km from
Oslo.
The new line starts in the valley at Vegårshei and crosses highway 414 and a river on a bridge 410 m long, before
entering a tunnel 0.7 km in length.
The remaining 8.5 km of this section consists mainly of open sections, with some short tunnels and bridges. It is a
rocky terrain with small hills and several lakes. The new line is connected to the existing railway
12 km from Gjerstad station.
Section 7 has a length of 10.3 km and is designed with a passing loop 1.5 km long with the rest as a single track
railway.
There will be 6 bridges, with a length of 220 – 410 m, and 4 tunnels.
The design rail level ranges from 148 m to 204 m above sea level.
Curvature
The minimum horizontal radius is 2400 m at the northern end, corresponding to a design speed of 225 km/h.
The new section will have gradients 0 to 12.5‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The line runs mostly in rocky terrain with little overburden. Low points in the terrain have lakes, marsh and peat.
There is sufficient rock cover for the tunnels. The tunnel at Vegårshei will have weakness zones.
Special issues
This section starts at Vegårshei station. Platform lengths, service facilities and future needs should be considered
before the design is agreed.
Construction process
In addition to the station and habitation at Vegårshei, one must consider the crossings of highway 414 and 417.
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4.6.6

Part 4: Brokelandsheia - Drammen

Figure 4-37: Map of alternative B from Egersund to Kristiansand
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Section 15, Drangedal - Glitsjø

Section 13, Nakksjø – Lunde

Alignment
Section 15 starts at the station at the settlement of Drangedal. A curved section is replaced by a new line, running
straight to lake Glitsjø.

Alignment
Section 13 starts at lake Nakksjøen and ends at the settlement of Lunde. The new line replaces a section with many
sharp curves.

The existing railway passes around a mountain formation along several lakes, with many curves.

The existing railway follows waterways and small valleys, going around obstacles in the landscape.

With the existing railway as a reference, the starting point will be located 394 km from Stavanger and 205 km from
Oslo.

With the existing railway as a reference, the starting point will be located 404 km from Stavanger and 195 km from
Oslo.

The new line starts north of Drangedal station and crosses a lake on a bridge, followed by a tunnel of
1.7 km length. There is an open section with bridges, cuttings and embankments across lakes and rocky crags.There
are also tunnels of varying length until the new and existing lines are connected at lake Glitsjø.

The new line starts with an open section at Nakksjø and runs straight northwards. The first 4 km is mostly an open
section, but there are also bridges and short tunnels. A 9.2 km tunnel follows, passing through the Luberget and
Stulsfjellet mountain formations.

The design rail level ranges from 76 m to 97 m above sea level.

An open section of 1.3 km follows, with two short bridges and embankments.

Section 15 has a length of 5.7 km and is designed with a passing loop 1.5 km long and the rest as a single track
railway.

The design rail level ranges from 81 m to 134 m above sea level.

There will be 7 bridges, with a length of 70 – 270 m, and 5 tunnels.
Curvature
The minimum horizontal radius is 4000 m at the northern end, corresponding to a design speed of 275 km/h.
The designed line has two curves with radii 300 m close to Drangedal station, near the bridge over the lake.
The new section will have gradients of 2.5‰ to5.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The line runs mostly in rocky terrain with little overburden. There seems to be sufficient rock cover for the tunnels,
but further investigation is needed.
The tunnel north of Drangedal will have one major weakness zone.
Special issues
This section starts nort of Drangedal. Future needs and eventual adjustments should be considered before the design
is agreed.
Construction process
One must consider temporary diversion requirements and construction phases at the connections at both ends.
Precautions regarding contamination of waterways should be considered.

Section 13 has a length of 14.3 km, and is designed with a passing loop 1.5 km long and the rest as a single track
railway.
There will be 4 bridges, with a length of 100 – 620 m, and 3 tunnels.
Curvature
The curves in the new section are drawn with minimum radii of 3000 - 3500 m, corresponding to a design speed of
250 - 270 km/h.
The new section will have gradients of 0 to10.0‰.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The line runs mostly in rocky terrain with little overburden. There seems to be sufficient rock cover for the tunnels.
The long tunnel south of Lunde will have some major weakness zones and there is peat and bog on parts of the
surface terrain.
Special issues

No special issues.
Construction process
One must consider temporary diversion requirements and construction phases at the connections at both ends.
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Section 16, Nedre Jerpetjønn (Meheia) - Kongsberg
Alignment
Section 16 starts at lake Nedre Jerpetjønn and ends before the station at Kongsberg.
The new line replaces a section with many sharp curves.
The existing railway follows the curved shapes along highway 40, through the mountain plateau of Meheia. It
descends through the hillside of the valley where Kongsberg town is situated. This valley is narrow, with mountains
rising to the east and to the west.
With the existing railway as a reference, the starting point will be located 481 km from Stavanger and 118 km from
Oslo.
This section starts with an open section parallel to highway E134, before turning to the east and crossing over E134.
The landscape has peaks and small valleys and there will be bridges, embankments and a short tunnel before the
line goes into a 5.8 km long tunnel through the Kolknuten mountain.
After this tunnel, the line crosses a cleft on a bridge, where the existing railway and highway E134 runs down to the
valley. The new railway descends to the valley in a tunnel that will be 4.6 km long. This tunnel runs through the
mountainside between Kongsberg and the top of the Jonsknuten mountain.
This is an area where the Kongsberg silver mines operated from 1623 till 1958. The tunnel starts at the settlement of
Saggrenda and the old mining works, continuing past Korset – Funkelia – Storåsen.
Coming out of the tunnel, the line crosses highway 40 and connects to the existing railway, going over the river
Lågen on a bridge and into Kongsberg station.
The line descends from 411 m to 166 m above sea level.
Section 13 has a length of 13.4 km and is designed with a passing loop 1.5 km long and the rest as a single track
railway. The gradient value requires extended safety zones at both ends of the passing loop.
There will be 5 bridges, with a length of 150 – 680 m, and 3 tunnels. The longest bridge is at km 9.0 – 9.7, crossing
over the existing railway.
Curvature
The curve at the start is drawn with a radius of 2900 m, corresponding to a design speed of 245 km/h. The rest of
the new section has a radius of minimum 4100 m, design speed 275 km/h. The existing curve into Kongsberg
station has a small radius, but all passenger trains are supposed to stop.
The new section will have gradients of 17.0‰ to 20.0‰ through the two long tunnels.
Soil conditions and bedrock geology
The line runs mostly in rocky terrain with little overburden. There seems to be sufficient rock cover for the tunnels.
The tunnel from the old mining works to the bottom of the valley has some weakness zones that will need some
extra grouting.
This mountainside also has many old mine shafts. The map does not show shafts along the tunnel route, but mine
shafts could eventually cause problems regarding security of the tunnel, or conflicts with protection interests.
Special issues
It is desirable with a lower gradient. It is possible to obtain a low gradient by starting at a lower point to the west.
The tunnel from Meheia, however, would have to be 8 km longer.
A smaller elongation of the tunnel to reduce the gradient is also possible.
The mountainside down to Kongsberg must be studied closely before a corridor for the tunnel is chosen, to avoid
old mine shafts.
Construction process
One must consider temporary diversion requirements and construction phases at the connections and at the
crossings of E134, highway 40 and the existing railway.
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4.7 Rejected alternatives
4.7.1

Part 1: Stavanger – Egersund

Between Stavanger and Egersund, three different solutions are described in the report, 2*/B, D1 and D2. The three
different corridors here also show the variation in the different alignments that have been studied.
For the D1 and D2 corridors, several different outlines have been tested, and adjustments have been made to avoid
conflicts with different environmental values. None of these outlines deviate substantially from the D1/D2 corridors
shown.
A D1- alignment across Jæren has also been tested. This alternative has been rejected. A new alignment totally
different from the existing railway does not seem reasonable – if a new railway is constructed in this area, it should
have the possibility of stations in the largest towns. A D1- draft was tested, using the most important existing
stations. This resulted in major conflicts with built-up areas, due to the strong alignment constraints for D1. On
these grounds, it is concluded that a new line across Jæren should be a 250 km/h line.

4.7.2

Part 2: Egersund – Kristiansand

Between Egersund and Kristiansand two principally different corridors have been studied for new high speed
alignments:
•
•

An outer corridor, similar to what is presented as alternative 2*, D1 and D2
An inner corridor along the existing line

The inner corridor utilizes the existing long tunnels, Hægebostad Tunnel and Kvineshei Tunnel. However, these
will have to be rebuilt with one more tube and a necessary expansion of the cross section of the existing tunnel.

Figure 4-38: Early alignments for the section between Flekkefjord and Stavanger

The inner corridor is possible to realize from a technical point of view, but has been left out due to the following
reasons:
•
•
•

The line will not be significantly shorter or have a significantly different proportion of tunnels than the outer
corridor
The outer corridor could better serve the more densely populated areas along the coast
The advantages of reusing the long tunnels are moderate, since a major reconstruction of these would be
necessary

4.7.3

Part 3: Kristiansand – Brokelandsheia

Between Kristiansand and Brokelandsheia only one broad corridor has been studied. The reason for this is that the
corridor should have stations several places in this section: Brokelandsheia, Arendal, Grimstad, Lillesand and
Kristiansand. Combined with the constraints caused by dense built-up areas and the alignment parameters, only
small variations are possible. This type of variations is visualized by the differences between the alternatives 2*, D1
and D2.

Figure 4-39: Early alignments for the section between Egersund and Kristiansand
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4.7.4

Part 4: Brokelandsheia – Drammen

In this part of the corridor, a lot of different possibilities for the D1/D2- alternatives have been evaluated. Early
alignments for the D1-alternative are illustrated in figure 4-40.
In the southern part, the inner corridor alignments from Porsgrunn to Brokelandsheia have been left out, due to lots
of environmental conflicts with the watercourses, and problems with height differences of the alignments and
feasible station locations. In addition, the inner corridor will not have the possibility of a station near Kragerø town.
North of Porsgrunn, the alignment through Lågendalen was chosen, due to a lower proportion of tunnels compared
to alternative solutions. A connection to the existing line in Sande was also left out, because part of the reason for
constructing a new line from Drammen to Porsgrunn, is to increase capacity. Hence, it will not be desirable to
construct a “bottleneck” with only two tracks from Sande to Drammen.
As shown in the figures under, alignments via Skien instead of Porsgrunn were studied in an early phase. An
alignment via Skien has some advantages; the crossing of Skienselva would be easier, and the line will be shorter.
However, it will be difficult to find a good location for a station in Skien, and it will be difficult to connect the
existing Intercity line (Porsgrunn – Skien) to the Grenlandsbanen section, extending from Skien/Porsgrunn to
Brokelandsheia.
If a new High speed corridor should be developed stage by stage, the first stage of a southern corridor would likely
be to upgrade the existing Intercity line from Drammen to Porsgrunn/Skien, and the second stage the new
Grenlandsbanen connection, between Vestfoldbanen and Sørlandsbanen. With this step-by-step development, a D1alignment north of Skien would not be very feasible, since the trains would have to travel a significantly longer
distance up to Skien and down south again, until a new direct line from Skien to Drammen is constructed.
A new line to the south of Porsgrunn town has also been studied, going close to highway E18 and crossing the fjord
Frier on a short bridge near Brevik town. Porsgrunn station would have to be moved far from the city centre, and
this was not deemed to be favorable. This outline was thus abandoned.

Figure 4-41: Possible alignment north of Skien

Figure 4-40: Early alignments for alternative D1 between Brokelandsheia and Drammen

Figure 4-42: Overview of the two different alternatives from Porsgrunn to Drammen
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Figure 4-44: The direct line and possible location of station along the Intercity line at Borgestad, with the HSR and
a connecting road on bridges above the station area. The main station area will be south of the Menstad bridge
Figure 4-43: More detailed illustration of a direct D1/D2 line from Porsgrunn to Drammen compared with the
proposed alternative via the existing Porsgrunn station
Another alternative that has been studied is a more direct line from the bridge over Skienselva at
Menstad/Borgestad to Drammen, with a new station for HSR and IC-trains at Borgestad. This means that the
existing stations in Porsgrunn not will be served by the HSR.
This alternative will be shorter than the proposed D1/D2 alignments, and would also have a better curvature. The
disandvantage is mainly connected to stage-by-stage development conditions. Increased traffic as a consequence of
a new/upgraded IC-line to Porsgrunn will demand capacity measures and probably a larger reconstruction of
Porsgrunn station. If Grenlandsbanen should be built in the next stage, the tunnel through Borgeåsen and the bridge
across Skienselva at Menstad will have to be established. One will then have to provide another station at Borgestad
when the direct D1/D2 line towards Drammen is realised. Hence, the total station cost would be high. The station at
Borgestad will also be complicated, with the HSR-line on a bridge over the IC-line.
It should be discussed locally what kind of station locations and solutions that are feasible from a local development
point of view.
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4.8 Summary of the alternatives
The alternatives explore different solutions to reach the goal of substantially reduced travel time from
Oslo/Drammen to Kristiansand and Stavanger.
At the current stage these alternatives must be regarded as representative alignments that show how the different
scenarios may be designed. They must not be understood as proposals or recommendations of how a new railway
should be built. A detailed plan might show other solutions to obtain a similar quality, regarding travel time and
performance.

Kristiansand - Brokelandsheia
A bridge over the river Otra leads to a tunnel, followed by an open section along Gillsvannet and a bridge over
Topdalsfjorden. The line runs north of Kjevik (Kristiansand airport), heading for Lillesand. The longest tunnel will
be 10 km. Lillesand station will be placed 2 km west of the town centre. The passage to Grimstad traverses a
peninsula, shifting from tunnels to open sections and bridges. Grimstad station will also be located west of the town
centre. The line continues northwards in open sections and tunnels, and on a long brigde over the valley along the
river Nidelva.

The alternatives illustrate how the varying targets could be reached, showing characteristic alignments that suits the
different scenarios.

The proposed Arendal station is located near Stoa, west of highway E18, 4 km from the town centre. The railway
towards Tvedestrand is led to the inland, chiefly with open stretches. The line runs to the west of Tvedestrand and
highway E18, shifting between open sections and tunnels.

The alignments have been scrutinized and adjusted to make sure that they are feasible – that it is possible to build
the different lines as they are sketched in this document.

Alternative D1 passes under Sørlandsbanen at Skorstøl, and the new station at Brokelandsheia will be situated not
far from the existing railway.

Scenarios D1, D2 and 2* are designed as a double track railway, due to capacity considerations.

Brokelandsheia-Drammen
The line from Brokelandsheia to Porsgrunn is named Grenlandsbanen, and will be a link between Sørlandsbanen
and Vestfoldbanen.

The idea of scenario B is to investigate how one can attain a substantially reduced travel time, at a lower cost.
Consequently, most of this alternative is designed as a single track railway, if it already is a passing loop in a
neighbouring section.
There is a limited number of stations that are singled out for the D1-, D2- and 2*-alternatives, while the Balternative may serve more of the existing stations. However, it is possible to establish additional stations in the
high-speed alternatives, where local trains may stop.

4.8.1

Alternative D1

The D1-alternative shows how a fast railway may be designed, allowing an operating speed of 300 km/h for
passenger trains (design speed 330 km/h), and simultaneously being advantageous for freight trains.
The main goal is to construct a fast railway between Oslo/Drammen and Stavanger, with a travel time that may
compete with air traffic.
This alternative incorporates these sections:
•
•
•
•
•

Stavanger – Sandnes – Egersund 65 km,
Egersund – Kristiansand 138 km,
Kristiansand – Brokelandsheia/Skorstøl 104 km,
Brokelandsheia – Porsgrunn 63 km
Porsgrunn – Drammen 82 km.

The total length from Stavanger to Drammen is 453 km.
Alignment

Another station is suggested at Sannidal, not far from highway E18 and the town of Kragerø. Alternative D1
continues through forests in Bamble to Vollsfjorden, where a bridge leads to a tunnel ending near the river
Skienselva. The line gains height and crosses the river on a long bridge, landing at Menstad.
The railway curves to the south, in a tunnel through Borgeåsen. An open section section parallell to the existing
railway to Skien ends at Porsgrunn station.
Towards Drammen, this alternative takes the fastest route from Porsgrunn, without stations in the county of
Vestfold.
From Porsgrunn the railway turns northwards again, and exits a long tunnel at the river valley Lågendalen. The
open section through Lågendalen continues in a tunnel to Hof. An open section advances to Hvittingfoss and the
lake Eikeren, where a long tunnel ends at Drammen. The line will be connected to the existing railway at
Gulskogen, which runs to Drammen station.
Challenges
Grenlandsbanen from Porsgrunn to Brokelandsheia is an important link, and steps to carry through plans for this
section are essential. This section shortens the distance from Drammen to Kristiansand considerably. The suggested
line is a little altered, compared to the alignment that formerly was approved through an EIA (KU) – process.
The corridor through Porsgrunn needs to be decided upon. There is limited space, competing interests and possible
conflicts. Future land development and transport infrastructure ought to be studied, to find desirable locations of
stations and roads. Would a station at Menstad be an alternative, or must the line be based on the Porsgrunn station?
The shown alignment with curves through Porsgrunn assumes that there will be several construction phases, and
that the direct line Porsgrunn – Drammen will be one of the last to be completed.

Stavanger - Egersund
Alternative D1 follows the existing double track from Stavanger through Sandnes to Ganddal. The stations at
Stavanger and Sandnes may have to be expanded. From Ganddal the new line heads inland through Høg-Jæren,
mostly in tunnels. A new fjord bridge steers the line to the existing station at Egersund.

The line from Kristiansand through Lillesand and Grimstad to Arendal will be located close to the coast and
populated areas. Location and number of stations, conflicts with residential areas, recreational areas and other
values, and adjustments of the line should be considered. This could lead to local alterations of the speed profile and
design parametres.

Egersund - Kristansand
Alternative D1 leaves the existing railway east of Egersund and follows the coast towards Flekkefjord. The railway
will consist mostly of tunnels, divided by short open sections when the line crosses valleys. The fjord crossings of
Lafjord and Fedafjorden requires long bridges. Alternative D1 continues from Flekkefjord, largely in tunnels in the
inland, through Lyngdal to Mandal station.

The alternative obtains shorter travel times with a new station at Eg instead of the existing Kristiansand station. Eg
station will need improved roads. Parking, infrastructure, and eventual connections to the existing railway may be
challenging. Alternative locations of a high-speed station might be Krossen or the existing station. A study of
alternative concepts regarding stations, connections, local and regional traffic, infrastructure, conflicts and possible
adjustments would be helpful before a conclusion is drawn.

There will be a higher proportion of open sections from Mandal to Søgne, but the stretch further to Kristiansand
consists mainly of tunnels. The line surfaces at Hellemyr, and crosses over the existing arms of Sørlandsbanen at
Krossen. A tunnel under Baneheia leads to a new station at Eg, close to the regional hospital. This is located 2 km
west of the existing station and the city centre.

The alignment follows the coast between Egersund and Kristiansand, as a more direct line than the existing railway.
However, the sketches show only one station in this section, at Mandal. It is possible to add stations at Flekkefjord,
Lyngdal and Søgne, to establish a service with local and regional trains.
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A major investment in a new line also rises the question of the future of the existing railway. Is it adequate and
necessary to keep the existing Sørlandsbanen between Egersund and Kristiansand, and between Kristiansand and
Brokelandsheia? Alternative services and costs should be assessed.

The main goal is to construct a fast railway, serving both long-distance traffic and regional traffic, and competitive
compared to air traffic.

Speed
A design speed of 330 km/h has been a guideline for this alternative. There are some sections with a lower speed. In
general, an alignment with reduced speed has been chosen to avoid strong conflicts with existing settlements or
extreme costs, like long fjord crossings. This is the case in some sections from Stavanger to Sandnes, in Egersund,
Kristiansand, Lillesand, Porsgrunn and Drammen. In Porsgrunn, there has also been a consideration of construction
phases. Most high-speed trains are assumed to stop at all the aforementioned places.

•
•
•
•
•

There is also a slightly reduced speed south of Ganddal, at Høg-Jæren. Concerns regarding landscape and nature
values are the underlying grounds for this.

4.8.2

Alternative D2

The D2-alternative shows a high speed railway, allowing an operating speed of 300 km/h for passenger trains. The
main goal is to construct a fast railway between Oslo/Drammen and Stavanger, with a travel time that may compete
with air traffic. This alternative has steeper gradients, and is not designed for freight trains.
Alternative D2 incorporates these sections:
•
•
•
•
•

Stavanger – Sandnes – Egersund 68 km
Egersund – Kristiansand 139 km
Kristiansand – Brokelandsheia/Skorstøl 106 km
Brokelandsheia – Porsgrunn 61 km
Porsgrunn – Drammen 82 km

The total length from Stavanger to Drammen is 456 km.
Alignment
Alternative D2 from Stavanger through Kristiansand to Drammen largely follows the same line as alternative D1. A
steeper gradient allows shorter tunnels and longer open sections. The maximum gradient is 1.25 % in D1, while D2
allows a gradient of 2.5 %, with short stretches up to 3.5 %.
The main deviation from alternative D1 is in Rogaland county, between Sandnes and Egersund. Alternative D2 lies
west of D1 and closer to the coast, near the border of Høg-Jæren. The horizontal distance between the alternatives is
greatest between Bryne and Ogna.
There are small differences most of the way, e.g. west of Mandal and both north and south of Grimstad.
Alternative D2 is led west of alternative D1 through Bamble, with longer open sections and shorter tunnels.
Challenges
Alternative D2 has mostly the same challenges as alternative D1. A greater gradient range facilitates adjustments to
landscape and infrastructure.
A major difference relates to the freight traffic. Freight trains between Oslo/Drammen and Stavanger have to use
the existing railway. The discussion whether to keep or shut down parts of today’s Sørlandsbanen is therefore not
relevant for this alternative.

This alternative incorporates these sections:
Stavanger – Sandnes – Egersund 72 km,
Egersund – Kristiansand 136 km,
Kristiansand – Brokelandsheia/Skorstøl 106 km,
Brokelandsheia – Porsgrunn 56 km
Porsgrunn – Drammen 119 km.

The total length from Stavanger to Drammen is 496 km, 40 - 43 km longer than the D1/D2- alternatives.
The railway will be situated close to the most populated areas. Alternative 2* includes new lines following the
coast, from Egersund to Flekkefjord and from Mandal to Skorstøl. Instead of a direct line Porsgrunn - Drammen,
this alternative passes through Vestfold, serving some cities and the airport at Torp.
Alignment
Stavanger – Egersund
Alternative 2* follows the existing double track from Stavanger to Sandnes. The stations at Stavanger and Sandnes
may have to be expanded. Between Sandnes and Egersund the proposed line follows the existing railway corridor.
This will be a new double –track railway with smoother curves, mostly with new sections replacing older ones, and
upgrading some of the old sections. Some of the stations at the existing Jærbanen (Stavanger – Egersund) will not
be served by this line, and relocating of local stations will be necessary.
The line between Ogna and Egersund passes from the inland to a new fjord crossing which connects the line to the
existing railway.
Egersund - Kristansand
Alternative 2* leaves the existing railway east of Egersund and passes in the inland, a few km from the coast,
towards Flekkefjord. The railway passes chiefly in tunnels, divided by short open sections when the line crosses
valleys and waterways. The fjord crossings of Lafjord and Fedafjorden requires long bridges. A possible
Flekkefjord station is shown south of the town.

The railway does not follow the coast between Flekkefjord and Mandal. This gives a shorter distance and
one avoids some challenging terrain and fjord crossings. Alternative 2* will run through the inland, via
Lyngdal to Mandal station, mostly in tunnels.
There will be a higher proportion of open sections from Mandal to Søgne, but the stretch further to Kristiansand
consists mainly of tunnels. An open section starts at Hellemyr, and crosses the two branches of Sørlandsbanen at
Krossen on bridges. The line passes under Baneheia to a new station at Eg, close to the regional hospital. The
station will be placed 2 km west of today’s station and the centre of Kristiansand.
Kristiansand – Brokelandsheia
A bridge over the river Otra heads into a tunnel, followed by an open section along Gillsvannet and a bridge over
Topdalsfjorden. The line runs north of Kjevik (Kristiansand airport), heading for Lillesand, through tunnels and
open sections. Lillesand station will be placed 2 km west of the town centre. The passage to Grimstad runs through
a peninsula, shifting from tunnels to open sections and bridges. Grimstad station will also be located west of the
town centre. The line continues northwards in open sections and tunnels, with a long brigde over the river Nidelva.

Speed
Alternative D2 has the same variations in speed as alternative D1.

The proposed Arendal station is located near Stoa, west of highway E18, 4-5 km from the town centre. The railway
towards Tvedestrand is led to the inland, chiefly with open stretches. The line runs to the west of Tvedestrand and
highway E18, shifting between open sections and tunnels.

4.8.3

Alternative 2* passes in a tunnel under Sørlandsbanen at Skorstøl, and the new station at Brokelandsheia will be
situated not far from the existing railway.

Alternative 2*

The 2*-alternative is a solution with a speed comparative to most of European high speed railways, allowing an
operating speed of 250 km/h for passenger trains. It also serves freight trains, as the maximum gradient is 1.25 %. It
is assumed a double track railway, with high capacity.
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Brokelandsheia-Drammen
Grenlandsbanen, from Brokelandsheia to Porsgrunn, will connect Sørlandsbanen and Vestfoldbanen. The line
follows the corridor from the previous plan for Grenlandsbanen, made in the years 1991 – 1999, which was
planned as a single-track railway. The new alignment is adjusted owing to a higher design speed and to achieve

Alternative alignments

a more suitable bridge design, crossing the river Skienselva. A station is suggested at Sannidal, not far from

The section between Sandnes and Egersund is proposed to be identical with Alternative 2*.

highway E18 and Kragerø town.

Grenlandsbanen and projects to be realized soon are not included in the B-alternative.

The line continues from Sannidal through forests in Bamble to Vollsfjorden, crosses on a bridge and continues into
a tunnel that surfaces near the river Skienselva. The line crosses the river on a long bridge, landing at Menstad. The
railway changes direction and passes southwards in a tunnel through Borgeåsen. Alternative 2* follows the existing
railway from Borgeåsen/Hovenga to Porsgrunn station.

The proposed sections of Alternative B are divided between Sandnes - Kristiansand (7 sections), Kristiansand –
Skorstøl/Gjerstad (2 sections) and Gjerstad - Drammen (3 sections).

Various designs from Skien/Porsgrunn to Drammen are examined in the ongoing InterCity-study regarding
Vestfoldbanen. One of these design has been chosen for the 2*-alternative, with a general design speed of 275
km/h. Lower speeds may occur when special reasons makes that beneficial. Typical causes are adjustments close to
cities, and newly built sections with lower design speed.
The new railway passes in a tunnel from Porsgrunn to Larvik, and in another tunnel under Larvik. The line crosses
the river Lågen, followed by tunnels and open sections to Sandefjord. A tunnel passes under Sandefjord town,
followed by open stretches. The new station at Torp airport will most probably be an underground construction, and
will not influence the airport operations.
The stopping pattern of the 2*-alternative includes only Torp and Tønsberg between Porsgrunn and Drammen.
Stations in Larvik and Sandefjord are not shown on the drawings. It is probable, however, that new stations will be
constructed there, most likely underground. Stops will give increased travel time.
Torp station is followed by an open section through Stokke, towards a fjord crossing under Vestfjorden. A rock
tunnel under Nøtterøy leads to another submerged crossing under Kanalen, a channel between Nøtterøy and
Tønsberg town. An underground construction advances to Tønsberg station. The open section will have deep
cuttings before entering complex concrete constructions. Soft underground will require extensive piling and
stability measures.
From Tønsberg to Drammen the 2*-alternative will consist of proposed new sections, sections under construction,
and recently built double track railway (1995, 2001, 2011). Plans for the sections Barkåker – Nykirke (north of
Tønsberg) and Skoger – Drammen are not finalized. The first section will chiefly be an open section, while the
latter will have a long tunnel from the plateau at Skoger down to Drammen town.
Challenges
To conclude on the design through Kristiansand, from Lillesand to Arendal and through Porsgrunn will be a
challenge also in the 2*-alternative. The section from Sandnes to Egersund may face conflicts regarding agricultural
areas, protected areas and existing settlements.

Sandnes – Kristiansand
The section between Sandnes and Egersund consists of a double track-railway with a total length of 58 km. It is
partly an extra track along the existing railway, and chiefly a new double track with a high standard.
The other projects in this section have these sizes and speeds:
From

To

Length Speed km/h
km

Comments

Smøråsen

Helleland

4

150

Single track

Heskestad

Moi

11.6

200

Tunnel past Drangsdalen, double
track

Storekvina

West of the Kvineshei
tunnel

6.6

175

Single track

Audnedal

Øvre Laudal

8.7

175

Ends at the Hægebostad tunnel.
With passing loop

Laudal

North of Breland

6.1

175

With passing loop

Breland

Nodeland Øygard

9.8

175

With passing loop

Kristiansand – Skorstøl/Brokelandsheia
The projects in this section have these sizes and speeds:
From

To

Length Speed km/h
km

Comments

Skredfjell

Heldalsmo

5.7

175

Double track.

Vegårshei

Skorstøl

10.2

200

With passing loop

The future for the existing railway will also have to be assessed. Should one keep the existing Sørlandsbanen
between Egersund and Kristiansand, and between Kristiansand and Brokelandsheia, and which services should be
offered, to what cost?

Brokelandsheia – Kongsberg - Drammen
The projects in this section have these sizes and speeds:

Finding solutions in Vestfold will also be challenging, from Larvik via Stokke to Tønsberg, and from Barkåker
through Borre to Nykirke. Measures regarding impact reduction and time-saving may cause considerable costs, and
a cost/benefit-study will be essential.

From

To

Length Speed km/h
km

Comments

Nedre Jerpetjønn,
Meheia

Kongsberg

14

200

With passing loop

Nakksjø

Lunde

13.5

200

With passing loop

Drangedal

Glitsjø

5.7

175

With passing loop

Stopping pattern and stations will also be an issue.
Speed
Alternative 2* will have some stretches with a speed lower than 250 km/h. Stavanger – Sandnes – Bryne,
Kristiansand, Porsgrunn, and older sections of Vestfoldbanen will have a lower speed limit.

4.8.4

Alternative B

Alternative B represents an upgrading of the existing railway line, from Drammen via Kongsberg to
Gjerstad/Skorstøl and further to Stavanger. Today’s travel time is 7 h 42 min.
We have chosen to single out curved sections with reduced speed, to achieve a reduction of travel time with 20 %.
These constitute 11 of the 12 sections in Alternative B. Most of these sections consist of a new single track railway
and additional passing loops. All sections have tunnels, and necessary roads and safety facilities must be
established, according to relevant standards.

Challenges
The section from Sandnes to Egersund may face conflicts regarding agricultural areas, protected areas and existing
settlements. Stopping pattern and stations will also be an issue.
All projects will have connections to the existing railway and include tunnels. Construction phases, safety, required
space, mass transport, maintaining railway traffic, etc. will be important issues during construction. Some of the
projects will also require temporary measures for road traffic, when bridges and tunnels are built close to existing
roads.
The finished projects must have evacuation and maintenance facilities, that fulfills the latest regulations.
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Some of the projects have gradients exceeding 2 % at the ends, when they are connected to the existing railway.
Lower gradients is desirable, and amendments to attain better gradients should be studied.
Speed
The existing railway will have many sections with low speed and steep gradients. Many of the proposed sections
have speeds around 80 km/h today.
The proposed projects will increase the average speed considerably compared to today’s situation.

4.8.5

Technical data for the alternatives

Table 4-2: Technical data for the alternatives. Tunnels and bridges for alternative B are new elements that have to
be constructed, bridges and tunnels on existing line are not included. The proportion of tunnels are also measured
only for the new parts of the B-line.
Data

Alternative D1

Alternative D2

Total length of line

452,5 km

456,1 km

495,5 km

518,0 km

Use of existing line (excl. IC)

18,0 km

18,9 km

31,4 km

353,4 km

0

0

118,0 km

0

152

188

162

45

257,5 km

222,1 km

241,0 km

70,4 km

56,9%

48,7%

48,6%

42,8%

Number of tunnels >10 km

2

3

2

1

Number of tunnels >5 km

16

9

12

4

Number of tunnels <1km

94

131

103

1

153

188

131

43

53,3 km

64,5 km

48,5 km

12,7 km

11,8%

14,1%

9,8%

7,7%

Number of bridges > 500 m

34

30

24

6

Number of bridges > 1000 m

8

8

9

0

Intercity line

Alternative 2*

Alternative B

Tunnels
Number of tunnels, total
Tunnels, total length
Tunnels, proportion (of new line)

Bridges/viaducts
Number of bridges, total
Bridges/viaducts, total length
Bridges/viaducts, proportion (of new line)
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6 Appendixes
6.1 List of appendixes:
Appendix 1: Bedrock maps
Appendix 2: Soil maps with clay danger zones
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